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Abstract
Polyimides are ubiquitous in the electronics, space science, and research industries due to their
thermal stability, ease of use, lifetime, and high dielectric strength. These properties, along with the
propensity of polyimides to absorb water vapour, has led to both their use as a common sensing
element in humidity sensors, and additional challenges when utilising polyimides in solid state
electronic devices. Consequently, a substantial amount of literature has been produced regarding the
transport properties of water vapour in polyimide ﬁlms. This has been found to be a complex process
dependent on the morphology and chemistry of the particular polyimide in question. Accordingly, as
part of an industrial collaboration with Honeywell Inc. several tools and probing techniques were
developed to map and quantify the transport properties and characteristics of such materials.
The material of focus is a particular form of polyimide which is used as a sensing element by
Honeywell in their capacitance based humidity sensors. The cure procedures and preparation have
been varied to understand the relationship between water transport and processing procedure.
Importantly, methods and equipment have been developed to measure and characterise the subtle
diﬀerence in water transport resulting from variations in the preparation procedure. in-situ
techniques to characterise transport have included the use of capacitance measurements, Attenuated
Total Reﬂectance Infra -Red spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR), Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM), and
Neutron Reﬂectivity. Other techniques to characterise the polymer have included Transmission
Electron Microscopy(TEM) and Atomic Force Microscopy(AFM).
The use of Attenuated Transmission Reﬂectance Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) has indicated a
chemical interaction between the polar elements of polymer backbone and the water molecule.
Permporometry and an analysis of the TEM images indicate a transport length scale ∼ 0.2nm,
similar to the size of a water molecule.
Density proﬁles ﬁtted to Neutron Reﬂectivity measurements reveal a dense skin layer on the surface
of the polymer, the characteristics of which vary with the sample curing procedure. The neutron
reﬂectivity technique was then used in time of ﬂight mode (ToF) to map the ingress of vapour into
the polymer, pushing the time resolution further than has previously been achieved. However, the
box-car averaging technique which was used to gain suﬃcient counts of neutrons was found to
obscure the longer timescale transport eﬀects. The QCM procedures outlined have provided
Honeywell with a cost eﬀective method of raw material measurements of transport properties for a
range of materials. QCM measurements indicate dual diﬀusion coeﬃcients, skin, and bulk, when
Fickian transport models are applied to the system. The transport timescales were found to be
thickness independent in the range studied (60nm-1.1µm), consequently diﬀusion is not the rate
limiting factor in this system.
Thus, the key factors such as time and length scales of this diﬀusion system have been characterised
with the customisation of a host of techniques. The distribution of water vapour within the samples
is shown to be uniform in the bulk layer of the sample, and the rate limiting step in the transport of
water vapour is demonstrated to be constant on all polyimide thin ﬁlms. It is also indicated that
oxygen plasma etching can be used to reduce the hystersis eﬀect in this form of polyimide with some
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Sensing or monitoring humidity has proved to be vital for a wide range of scientiﬁc, engineering, and
medical applications. Consequently, signiﬁcant research has been performed to service the needs of the
automotive[1], food[2], and health[3, 4] industries, with a further range of applications which have been
discussed in literature[5, 6]. Scientiﬁcally; humidity also plays a signiﬁcant role in many biological[7],
horticultural[8], and environmental processes[1], leading to a desire to monitor humidity in a range of
environments.
Relatively recent improvements in manufacturing driven by high-speed, low-power, low-cost microelec-
tronics, and the growth of micro-electromechanical (MEMs) technologies[9], have led to an increase in
the use of humidity sensors. Recent market research has forecast that the non-military open market for
sensors is to grow from ¿119.4 billion in 2011, to ¿184.1 billion in 2016[10]. The anticipated growth
in the market has led to government research councils prioritising funding for research into sensing
solutions by establishing organisations to coordinate research and exploit market opportunities[11].
Recently developed humidity sensors include low cost humidity sensors for intelligent packaging (po-
tentially to monitor pharmaceuticals and food[12]), for in-situ monitoring of the human body[13] and
to detect trace moisture content in natural gas pipelines[14]; three varied environments and applica-
tions with diﬀerent sensitivity requirements. This wide range of products aimed at speciﬁc markets
require factors such as, cost, processability, size, and accuracy to be balanced to create a product with
the correct qualities for the target application.
Honeywell International Inc. are a worldwide market leader in the provision of humidity sensors.
Device engineers at Honeywell have exhaustively made improvements in the manufacturing processes
to optimise yield, accuracy and throughput, with each incremental improvement resulting in large
beneﬁt due to the massive scale of their operation.
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However, an understanding of the fundamental processes which underpin the humidity sensing mech-
anisms of the sensing material is lacking, along with the tools to make fast and cost eﬀective material
assessments. This has become the limiting factor in the progress of these products. Therefore, the role
of this study is to provide both an understanding of, and the tools to probe, the water transport prop-
erties of the sensing material in these Honeywell sensors, in order to provide the awareness required
for an improved operation of the sensor.
Figure 1.1: (a) An illustration of the structure of a sandwich type humidity sensor (b) A schematic
of the water molecule showing the origins of the intrinsic polarity.
The sensors of interest are capacitance based, in which measurements of the dielectric properties of a
hygroscopic sensing material are read. The structure of the water molecule is shown in Figure 1.1(b),
showing the origin of the intrinsic dipole resulting from an asymmetric distribution of charge, which
leads to its high dielectric constant. Therefore, as water absorbs into the sensing layer, the measured
dielectric properties of the sensing material shift.
The structure of the sense dye is either a sandwiched structure as shown in Figure 1.1(a), with two
electrode surfaces on each side of a sensing element, or an interdigitated structure. The sensing material
used is a polyimide, which is easily integrated into the CMOS type manufacturing process. For the
sandwich-type structure, a water vapour permeable upper electrode is required which is often coated
by an additional layer that is also permeable to water molecules to provide some protection from the
environment. The sensing element requires a level of environmental protection without compromising
the device properties. The ﬁnished product includes a low power application speciﬁc integrated circuit,
ASIC, in order to convert the measured capacitance into a DC voltage using the circuitry described
by Silverthorne et al.[15].
Capacitive type sensors are very cost eﬀective and are consequently the most common types of humidity
sensors[5]. The main factor in the performance such sensors is the transport properties of the water
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vapour into and out of the sensing element, which is a function of the material itself as well as the
device structure[5].
Figure 1.2: A graph provided by Honeywell of the output from a humidity sensor. The sensor exhibits
the hysteresis eﬀect. An illustration is added in the bottom right hand corner to depict the sensors
hysteretic behaviour.
One of the key areas of interest is the repeatable and consistent hysteresis eﬀect in capacitance based
humidity sensors, which is evident as the ambient humidity is cycled from a lower to a higher humidity;
as demonstrated in Figure 1.2. This issue is ubiquitous in humidity sensors and is generally addressed
by researchers on a case by case basis[5]. The level of the hysteresis varies from product to product,
depending on the sensor architecture and the sensing element. A computational correction would
require the entire history of the material to be logged, and so is an implausible solution. This leads to
the conclusion that the device architecture and/or material transport properties must be improved.
The goals of this project are threefold. Firstly, to provide an accurate and cost eﬀective tool with which
to perform assessments of the transport properties of possible sensing materials, which is addressed in
chapter 3. Secondly, to identify the important processes and provide any insight into their time and
length scales, which is discussed in chapter 4. Finally, to characterise the type of water uptake in the
existing sensing material (adsorption or absorption), which is addressed in chapter 5. As mentioned
previously, even a small improvement in the process and function of the humidity sensor can lead to
a signiﬁcant impact.
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In this chapter the goal is to provide a succinct summary of the wealth of literature and background
physics which is relevant to the work presented in later chapters. This encompasses a large body of
literature from chemical, manufacturing, and computational backgrounds, dealing not only with water
transport but also the array of measurands which can be used to detect the presence and quantity of
water vapour. Therefore, a focus in this chapter is placed on four key areas: deﬁning humidity (section
1.1), understanding measurement principles (section 1.2), the sensing material of choice (polyimide,
section 1.3), and diﬀusion in polymers (section 1.4). Literatures covering other topics, such as chemical
interactions between water and polyimide, are discussed as relevant throughout this document.
1.1 Humidity
Humidity refers to the presence of water vapour in the atmosphere. There are several ways in which
humidity can be quantiﬁed; absolute humidity, speciﬁc humidity, and relative humidity.
The amount of water vapour present in a given volume, generally in gm3 or in PPM, parts per million
ratio, is referred to as the absolute humidity; somewhat akin to the concept of number density as










The speciﬁc humidity, SH, is the ratio of the mass of the water vapour, Mwater, to the mass of the
water and to the mass of the containment gas, Mgas. Practical measurements of the speciﬁc humidity
are diﬃcult as a knowledge of the speciﬁc composition of the containment gas is required.
Furthermore, absolute humidity and speciﬁc humidity do not account for the eﬀects of temperature
and pressure on many important processes. For example, the rate at which water evaporates is a
function of the temperature, pressure, and the atmospheric humidity. For such a process the degree
to which the atmosphere is saturated with water vapour is important.
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Figure 1.3: A illustration of the phase diagram for water showing the dew point or 100%RH boundary,
which is highlighted. The triple point and critical points of water are marked.
Therefore, a useful measure is the temperature (at a constant pressure, normally one atmosphere)
at which the condensation of water begins, which is often referred to as the dew point. The dew
point is important as it provides a repeatable measuring standard for humidity which can be derived
from theory. Consequently, the dew point (which is also known as 100%rh,) is also deﬁnes the most
commonly used scale of humidity, relative humidity which is discussed later in this section. Due to its
importance in deﬁning the relative humidity scale, a brief summary of the theoretical underpinning of
the dew point is provided here.
The dew point can be calculated by considering the Gibbs energy, g(P, T ), of water vapour and
liquid gas[16]. According to Gibbs, for which the Gibbs energy is named, the Gibbs energy, g(P, T ),
is a thermodynamic potential that quantiﬁes the greatest amount of mechanical work which can be
obtained from a given quantity of a certain substance in a given initial state, without increasing its
total volume or allowing heat to pass to or from external bodies in reversible manner[17]. Gibbs had
shown that this potential is deﬁned as, g(P, T ) = U + PV − TS, where; U is the internal energy of
the system, P is pressure, V is the volume, T is the temperature, and S is the entropy.
At the dew point the Gibbs energy of liquid and vapour are equal as both states coexist in thermody-
namic equilibrium, gliquid(P, T ) = gvapour(P, T ), which is the line marked in Figure 1.3 between the
liquid and vapour phase of water. Considering the rate of change of pressure with respect to tem-
11
perature along the phase boundary in the PT diagram (Figure 1.3), and using the ﬁrst order Taylor





T (sV2 − sV1) (1.3)
Where, L is the latent heat of the phase change, sV1 − sV2 is the change in the speciﬁc volume, P
is the pressure, and T is the temperature. Assuming that the speciﬁc volume, which is the volume
to mass ratio (the inverse of density) of water in the liquid phase (∼ 0.001m3kg ), is much greater than
volume than the gas phase (∼ 1m3kg ) yields the approximation, sVV apour − sVLiquid ≈ sVV apour . It
has been shown that the ideal gas law reduces Equation 1.3 to dPdT =
LP
T 2R where R is the gas constant.
Integrating gives, lnP = − LRT + c, setting the conditions for the dew point [16].
The dew point is important as it is the point at which a given space1 is saturated with water vapour,
providing a theoretically calculable point that has the factors of pressure and temperature implicitly
taken into account. The total absence of water vapour can be considered 0% relative humidity, and
the dew point, 100%rh, is the space at saturation; with these two points the relative humidity scale








Conventionally, relative humidity is deﬁned as shown in Equation 1.4. At a constant atmospheric
pressure and temperature, the absolute humidity is proportional to the partial pressure of the water
vapour and hence it is proportional to the relative humidity.
Figure 1.4 shows the relative humidity as a function of the absolute humidity on the (left hand side
axis) and also shows the dew point temperature, also as a function of the absolute humidity (on the
right hand side axis); both at a pressure and temperature of 1 ATM and 20oC. In Figure 1.4 the dew
point data is for a constant relative humidity at 100%RH; all lines of constant relative humidity are
similarly non-linear with absolute humidity.
1This does not refer only to the saturation of air, but to any composition of gases.
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Figure 1.4: A comparison between the relative humidity(linear) and dew point temperature as a
function of absolute humidity at 1atm and 20oC. Data is taken from Noor et al. [18].
Relative humidity gives an important measure of the humidity for human comfort as the evaporated
cooling used by the human body is unable to function at the dew point of 100%RH, leading to conden-
sation on the skin. Similarly, for many chemical processes the relative humidity is a more signiﬁcant
indicator than other measures, such as absolute humidity, as it quantiﬁes the aﬀects of the water
vapour in the air which eﬀects evaporation rates. As a consequence most commercial sensors focus on
measuring the relative humidity. Absolute humidity is normally used for scientiﬁc purposes in low hu-
midity environments. As relative humidity is proportional to the partial pressure of the water vapour
in the atmosphere, this also makes relative humidity easier to measure than absolute humidity, which
requires a range of pressure, temperature, and gas composition sensors to calculate accurately.
1.2 Humidity Sensing Methods
There are a number of methods to reliably detect water vapour and measure humidity which are well
reviewed elsewhere[5, 19, 20]. Such methods rely on reading, for example, the EM absorption[13],
resistance[9, 21], capacitance[8, 22, 15], and mass[23] of a sensing element.
As discussed in the previous section, the measurement of the dew point is appealing due to its repeata-
bility and relationship with theory. The most common type of dew point hygrometer has a scheme
which consists of a cooled metal `mirror' integrated with a temperature feedback loop to maintain the
mirror at the dew point temperature. The temperature of the surface of the mirror is maintained to
keep a consistent ﬁlm of water vapour on the surface of the mirror, as measured by the attenuation of
a laser which is reﬂected from the mirror surface. Therefore, the mirror temperature is the dew point
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temperature. The main advantage with this technique is the inherent accuracy to which the temper-
ature can be determined as a result of a well-deﬁned dew point, although this has been questioned
when such sensors are used in atmospheres of varying pressure and composition[20]. Conventionally,
these sensors are relatively large and weigh a few grams, however, more recently systems have been
miniaturised by using a peltier based cooling system to reduce the temperature of the mirror[13]. Such
sensors are commonly used for high end applications due to the cost.
QCM, piezoelectric resonators2 have been used to monitor the dew point using gravimetric measurements[23].
A range of sensors which rely on light attenuation are also available. Typically, IR hygrometers use
the dual-wavelength absorption technique, taking measurements at two wavelengths with a strong
and negligible optical radiation absorption which can then be compared using Beers law as detailed
elsewhere[24, 25]. Commonly, these types of sensors come in two categories: evanescent and spectro-
scopic. The latter relies on evanescent waves in a sensing element as the sensing element absorbs water3.
This can come in a variety of architectures which determine the robustness of the sensor[18]. However,
such sensors are clearly only as good as the sensing element material through which the evanescent
wave passes, and tend to have a high cost due to the ﬁber optics involved. Spectroscopic measurements
have also been used to good eﬀect using speciﬁc light emitting diodes (LEDs), operational in the near
IR band[26].
In this study, the focus is on a particular type of polyimide deployed by Honeywell as their sensing
element in their capacitance based humidity sensors. Polyimide is a good candidate to form a sensing
layer as it has a low dielectric constant relative to water, as well as other properties which are discussed
in the next section of this chapter.
1.3 Polyimide
Polyimides are a class of high performance polymer materials deﬁned by the imide functional group,
shown in Figure 1.5(a). Since the synthesis of the ﬁrst polyimide in 1908 applications and interest in
this class of materials has grown[27]. The imide group is commonly combined with a benzene ring to
produce aromatic polyimides. One such common example is Kapton, the structure of which is shown
in Figure 1.5. Such polyimides have been shown to have a high thermal stability, as well as high
radiative and solvent resistance[27, 28]. These properties quickly led to the commonplace use of many
diﬀerent type of polyimides synthesised for a range of technical applications with characteristics such
as photo sensitivity[29], penetrant selectivity[30], and a range of charge transfer properties[31]. The
key properties of thermal stability and chemical resistance arise from the structure of the polyimide
2QCM will be discussed in great detail in section 2.2.
3Evanescent waves are a concept discussed further in section 4.2.1.
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backbone while the mechanical strength of polyimides is a consequence of both the imide structure,
and the aromatic ring present in particular polyimides[30]. Moreover, electro negativity also results in
lower likelihood of oxidation[32]. The strong heat resistance and chemical resistance can also lead to
processing diﬃculties such as a lack solubility, leading to other materials commonly being integrated
into the polymer matrix.
Figure 1.5: (a) The functional group of polyimide. R, R and R refer to any kind of side chain attached
to the functional group. (b)The chemical structure of Kapton (DuPontTM [33]), a common form of
polyimide.
The range of polyimides available has led to it being used as the most common class of organic polymers
employed for synthesis of membranes for gas separation and solvent resistant nanoﬁltration (SRNF),
for which its mass transport properties are key[30]. According to the diﬀusion model introduced by
Graham in 1866, membrane permeation follows three stages driven by a diﬀerence in the chemical
potential across the membrane sorption of molecules on the side, with the higher partial pressure,
diﬀusion of the absorbed molecules through the membranes, and desorption of these molecules to the
lower partial pressure side. As diﬀerent penetrants permeate at diﬀerent rates, separation is achieved;
for example oxygen transport occurs at a rate two to seven times faster than nitrogen[30].
One important factor in determining the transport properties of the given polyimide are the annealing
regime, commonly used to depress plasticisation4 which results in a loss of performance[30]. Thermal
annealing below the glass transition temperature, Tg (≈ 400oC for most polyimides), results in charge-
transfer complexes (CTCs); a type of molecular bond in which charge is transferred in a intra or inter
molecular fashion to create attractive forces, resulting in weak bonds. Fluorescence spectroscopy has
shown that thermal annealing below Tg enhances the number of CTC bonds and leads to greater gas
selectivity and less chain mobility in polyimides[31] which, in turn, can lead to a loss in permanence[35].
Diﬀerent annealing regimes are designed to create diﬀerent eﬀects in polymers, and it has even been
shown that raising the temperature above Tg, followed by rapid cooling, generates more free volume;
4Plasticisation a process that changes the properties of the Polymer well covered elsewhere [34].
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as opposed to cooling the polymer down slowly[36]. Another possibility arising from thermal annealing
is cross linking, a stronger chemical bond formed between polymer chains that results in an increas-
ingly rigid polymer, although this is conventionally achieved using either a chemical reaction or EM
radiation(UV) to provide the energy required to form the bond[30]. Yet cross linking results in the
imide bonds turning into amide bonds, increasing the hydrophilicity of the polymer [37]. Therefore in
this investigation annealing is a key parameter of interest.
Commercially, polyimides are available in a range of chemistries which can further be tailored to
enhance their performance by annealing and/or cross-linking the polymer, broadening the number of
applications. However, despite its common use, the interaction of water vapour and polyimides is still
not well understood on a molecular level[38] as the diﬀusion properties of polyimides depend of the
solubility and diﬀusivity of the penetrant solvent and the speciﬁc treatment as well as the chemistry
of the given polyimide. Furthermore, it has also been suggested that certain types of polyimide have a
tendency to age due to their out-of-equilibrium state[39] yet very little information is provided about
the aging of polyimides in the presence of an interacting penetrant.
As water is a polar molecule, the polarity of sites on the polyimide backbone is of interest. The
polyimide used by Honeywell as a sensing element is a fully imidized non-ﬂuorinated polyimide, con-
ventionally used as a passivation coating for electronics. The manufacturer's quoted glass transition
temperature is ≈ 310oC, with a thermal decomposition temperature of ≈ 510oC; temperatures which
are important to consider when evaluating the impact of the curing regiemes on the water transport
properties (which are discussed in sections 3.4 and 5.3). Various sites on the polyimide backbone
are polar as they comprise of C=O and C-N bonds. The polyimide being studied is sold in a γ-
Butyrolactone (GBL) solution for spin casting and it is designed to produce a 1µm thick layer when
spun at 5000RPM. GBL itself is a polar molecule which contains a C=O site and a C-N-C site.
The focus of this study is not only the chemical properties of polyimides but rather, to develop an
understanding of the water transport mechanisms of an existing propriety form of the pre-imidized
non-ﬂuorinated polyimide used by Honeywell Sensing and Control to manufacture humidity sensors.
1.4 Diﬀusion
Diﬀusion is transport of mass by random molecular motions. The diﬀusion characteristics of polymers
is an area of interest from both a technological and theoretical perspective[40] due to its wide range
of applications. Despite an accurate description of diﬀusion on a macro scale, provided by Fick in
the middle of the 19th century, details about the fundamentals of the processes vary from system to
system, leading to a great deal of system speciﬁc literature.
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Polymer penetrability can be tailored for a speciﬁc applications, while other materials such as ceramics,
metals, and glasses are generally impenetrable and require free volume to enable mass transport. This
ﬂexibility has led of a host of new polymers created for distinct applications, for example site-speciﬁc
targeting for medicines[41] and the use of polyimide membranes for gas ﬁltration[30], as discussed in
the previous section.
Mass transfer through polyimide ﬁlms depends on a wide range of factors, including the diﬀusivity
of the penetrant into the polymer, free volume, and the ambient conditions. Polymers with a high
degree of cross linking are usually less penetrable due to a higher density through which penetrant
may permeate[30, 42]. In this section an overview of the models used to understand penetrant ingress
into polyimide are presented.
1.4.1 Fickian Diﬀusion
Diﬀusion phenomena is well described by the laws described by Adolf Fick in 1855 after considering the
analogies between diﬀusion phenomena and Fourier's heat conduction equations[43]. Both processes
result in some form of transport as a consequence of random molecular motions. Fick's ﬁrst law,











across that section. This is a statement that a substance tends to
move from a high concentration to a low concentration with a ﬂux proportional to the gradient of the
concentration, described by the concentration proﬁle. Fick's ﬁrst law accurately describes a situation







The properties of the material are accounted for within the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, D. The units of the





, and the sign sets the direction of
the ﬂux, showing that diﬀusion occurs in the opposite sign of an increasing concentration gradient.
D varies as a function of the material used, as well as concentration itself, temperature, molecular
weight, and numerous other factors. The physical meaning of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient on a macro scale
is clear: it sets the speed at which the penetrant ingresses into the ﬁlm. The atomic level description
of D is material dependent, and is discussed further later in this section.
While Fick's ﬁrst law describes a static state, in most practical cases the concentration gradient will
change with time as the ﬂux drives mass to a low concentration zone. Assuming mass conservation,
the rate of change of the concentration dCdt , is equal to the rate of the ﬂux in space,
d
dxJ . Substituting
in for J from Fick's ﬁrst law gives Equation 1.6; Fick's Second Law. This provides a description of
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how the concentration gradient changes in time during a diﬀusion process. This is applicable when











When D is constant, generally a reasonable assumption in an isotropic medium, equation 1.6 reduces
to dCdt = −D d
2C
dx2 in one dimension. This shows that if the concentration proﬁle changes rapidly in
space then the concentration will change rapidly in time.
When Equation 1.6 is set equal to zero, a steady-state solution for Equation 1.6 can be obtained and
can then be integrated with respect to x. Assuming a constant diﬀusion coeﬃcient, and introducing
the boundary conditions that at x = 0, C = C1 and at x = l, C = C2, yields J =
D(c1−c2)
l , with l being
a distance into the ﬁlm. As the concentration is not always known a common form of steady state
Equation is J = Pr(p1−p2)l , where Pr is a constant known as the permeability and pn is the pressure
at site n.
If the concentration below the surface of the ﬁlm is proportional to the surface pressure then Henry's
law is valid, as p = khC where kh is a temperature dependent constant. Henry's Law can also be written
as C = Sp where S = 1kh is the solubility. It follows that the relationship between the constants is
P = DS as J = D(c1−c2)l =
Pr(p1−p2)
l . This treatment is not always valid as the permeability, Pr, is
not independent of the concentration but holds for low values of solvent in the ﬁlm, and is a convenient
way to show where models of solubility and diﬀusion converge[44].
There are several ways in which to interpret the diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Statistical considerations of a ran-
dom walk through various potentials can yield a value for the diﬀusion coeﬃcient linking microscopic
to macroscopic behaviour, such as with the Einstein-Smoluchowski relationship which describes Brow-
nian motion[45]. When applying Fick's laws to a penetrant moving into dense crystalline structures,
such as the oxidation of silicon[46], D is assumed to have an Arrhenius like form; D = D0exp
EA
kbT where
EA is the energy of activation for the process, D0 is the equilibrium diﬀusion coeﬃcient, kb is the gas
constant, and T is the temperature. EA is commonly interpreted to be the energy of vacancy formation
in the material added to the energy of molecular migration for penetrant. Such a relationship is not
necessarily valid in polymer thin ﬁlms where free volume and chain mobility play an important role.
However, an Arrhenius like form can be appropriate to describe many processes which are energetically
activated and so, many still provide some insight into the energetics of molecular level transport.
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1.4.2 Diﬀusion in Polymer Thin Films
When Fick's laws are applied to polymers semi-analytical solutions for the diﬀusion coeﬃcient are
required. Crank[47] developed a range of such solutions in the 1950s by assuming that D is a function
of both the kinetics of solute transport and the polymers reaction to strain. This model is shown
in Equation 1.7, where, α is the rate parameter controlling the approach to equilibrium and Di is
the instantaneous part of the change. The ﬁrst term of Equation 1.7 accounts for the changes in
the kinetics of the system, which may include the occupation of free volume, and the second term in















+ α(D0 −D) (1.7)
At lower concentrations, α is too small and the second term can be neglected. The analytical nature
of this form of D implies two independent time scales in this process; the polymer's mean relaxation
time at the conditions of interest in response to strain, λm[42], and secondly the characteristic time
of penetrant diﬀusion, θD = l
2
D , where l is the polymer ﬁlm thickness. Both numbers are normally
summarised in a ratio, the Deborah number, λmθD = (DEB)D[48]. The Deborah number is a way of
comparing these two important time scales for diﬀusion, characterising if the material behaves more
like a solid or a liquid. As λm depends on the concentration and temperature of the penetrant and θD
depends on the thickness of the material, (DEB)D is a function of concentration, temperature, and
thickness of the material. If the polymer chains are very ﬂexible, (DEB)D  1, as is the case above
the glass transition temperature, or the Polymer chains take a long time to equilibrate (DEB)D  1
the diﬀusion is Fickian. This is well summarised in Figure 1.6 adapted from Vrentas et al.[48, 49]. It is
shown that for a ﬁxed penetrant concentration well beneath TE , the temperature beneath which pure
polymer acts like an elastic solid, and above TV , the temperature above which pure polymer acts like a
viscous ﬂuid, the diﬀusion is Fickian. In both cases the polymers response to strain does not aﬀect the
diﬀusion, as in the former case the polymer response to strain is very slow, and in the latter it is very
fast when compared to diﬀusion timescales. Should the two time scales be similar i.e. (DEB)D ∼ 1
non-Fickian diﬀusion is observed.
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Figure 1.6: A diagram to show the non-ﬁckian diﬀusion conditions in which (DEB)D ∼ 1 . Diﬀusion
is non-Fickian when the material acts like a ﬂuid (DEB)D  1 or an elastic solid (DEB)D  1.
If the polymer sample has a well deﬁned thin-ﬁlm geometry Crank has produced several solutions for
D; all of which neglect edge eﬀects. In these solutions the total mass uptake of penetrant is described
by Equation 1.8, which converges at longer time scales and equation 1.9 which converges at shorter






































Figure 1.7: Plots of three term approximations for Equations 1.8 and 1.9 for a 1µm ﬁlm with a
diﬀusion constant of 10−12cm2s−1. For the three term approximation shown, the impact of losing the
higher terms means that Equation 1.8 never reaches zero and Equation 1.9 reduces.
WhereMt is the mass of penetrant absorbed at time t, M∞ is the mass absorbed at t =∞ and l is the
polymer ﬁlm thickness. This leads to two methods used in this study to extract diﬀusion coeﬃcients.
Firstly, from Equation 1.8, the diﬀusion coeﬃcient can be approximated to two terms, giving Equation
1.10, where t0.5 is the time taken for the normalised mass change of the ﬁlm to reach half its ﬁnal
















Therefore ﬁtting a line to earlier part of a plot of MtM∞ against
√
t allows the diﬀusion coeﬃcient to be
deduced.
1.4.3 Sigmoidal Diﬀusion
Equations 1.8 and 1.9 converge when diﬀusion is Fickian, however, as discussed earlier, this is only
valid when the ﬂux is proportional to the concentration gradient, and so D is constant. More broadly,
absorption into polymers is often divided into four categories: Fickian which is proportional to
√
t;
anomalous diﬀusion which is sigmodial with respect to
√
t ; Case II, which is proportional to t; or
Super Case II, which occurs at an accelerating rate with respect to t. There are a wide variety of
suggested interpretations for each of these behaviours that are well reviewed elsewhere[52].
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Fickian behaviour has already been discussed and here a focus is placed on explaining the anomalous
sigmodial behaviour. This is generally attributed to an early stage eﬀect in which Fickian diﬀusion
of the penetrant is initially slowed, resulting in an early exponential diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Clearly, if
initial eﬀects play a major role then Equation 1.10 becomes invalid as it accounts for two diﬀusion
coeﬃcients, and so results in a lower diﬀusion coeﬃcient than the true coeﬃcient.
There are two physical reasons why the initial mass uptake can be lower than a constant diﬀusion
coeﬃcient would imply; the ambient conditions, or ﬁlm penetrant surface. The diﬀusion models
discussed here depend on the assumption that the ambient conditions change instantaneously or much
faster than the polymer can respond. However, if the time scale for the atmosphere to change its
vapour content is similar to the time scales of diﬀusion, then sigmodial diﬀusion is observed. The
other common cause of sigmodial diﬀusion is a higher surface diﬀusion coeﬃcient, for example an
adsorbed layer, reducing the speed at which the penetrant can enter the bulk of the ﬁlm initially.
Both cases are well modelled by an initial exponential diﬀusion coeﬃcient. In desorption experiments,
it has been suggested that a temporary change in the heat conduction properties of a local area of the
ﬁlm can lead to a stagnant surface-air boundary layer, explaining sigmodial desorption[52]. Permeation
cups have historically been used to test the water transport. This method involves covering a cup of a
penetrant, in this case water, with a thin sample ﬁlm and weighing the cup periodically to measure the
water escaping into a vacuum pumped atmosphere. In these studies it was found that the distance away
from the desiccators that pump the ambient atmosphere, determines the diﬀusion coeﬃcient by up to
three times, implying that the ambient conditions just above the thin ﬁlm were very important[44, 52].
However, sigmoidal diﬀusion has also been attributed to the properties of the ﬁlm itself, rather than
the ambient conditions. Sigmodial diﬀusion has been found for water when ingressing into poly(vinyl
acetate)[53] and the diﬀusion coeﬃcient has also been found to be an exponential function of the
concentration for water permeating at steady state through Nylon 6 at 35 °C, and that the surface
concentration varied in the ﬁlm[54] which has been found in systems of cellulose acetatewater and
dioxane in polyethylene[52]. In these systems; water permeating through Nylon 6, p-dioxane perme-
ating through Nylon 6, and p-dioxane permeating through polyethylene, the authors attribute the
behaviour to a depth dependent permeability coeﬃcient for the system, not the ambient conditions.
It is implied that a thin surface layer of higher resistance to diﬀusion than in the bulk exists for these
systems[55]. These studies are also performed at steady state, therefore the observed phenomenon
is not related to stress relaxation. Grayson et al.[56] studied methylene chloride in poly(aryl-ether-
ether-ketone) using energy dispersive X-ray analysis. The surface treatment and annealing are said to
strongly aﬀect the transport, which is not reversible, with the penetrant advancing as a sharp front.
In other studies, the molecule size is correlated with activation energetics for the diﬀusion process
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by looking at diﬀusion rates at a range of temperatures. Considerations of chain mobility led to
theories emphasising relative free volume5 as being the key factor in mass transport in polymers[57, 58],
especially in systems in which the polymer swells in the presence of the solvent, such as acetone and
PMMA. These studies emphasised the use of a volume fraction to study absorption, rather than mass
fraction[52], as the diﬀusion coeﬃcient was a function of the free volume fraction. For example, the
activation energies were found to be a function of the molar volume of the penetrant in polyvinyl
acetate[59]. Therefore a diﬀusion coeﬃcient can vary as a function of free volume, if a denser surface
layer on the ﬁlms is present and several penetrants are studied.
Abbott et al. directly measured concentration proﬁles in polymer thin ﬁlms in a system with sigmodial
diﬀusion by carefully picking a solvent-ﬁlm system which induced swelling[60]. The swelling was then
monitored using NMR. Their measurements show that anisotropic diﬀusion occurred as a result of a
highly orientated skin layer being resistant to solvent penetration. The hypothesis of the skin layer
eﬀect was tested by simply scratching the surface and imaging the swelling in the presence of the
solvent; a greater degree of swelling was observed around the scratch. Such cases are particularly
important when molecules are transported away from the surface into the polymer faster than they
can be adsorbed on the surface[61].
All of the studies discussed here point to the importance of free volume in penetrant polymer ab-
sorption. However, direct measurements of density proﬁles of ﬁlms linked to the absorption has not
been noted in any of these studies, and many of the conclusions seem system speciﬁc. Regardless, the
factors which are likely to eﬀect the free volume, such as annealing, must be studied carefully in the
polyimide-water system, with attention given to the diﬀusion type which may reveal a density proﬁle.
1.4.4 Water Speciﬁc Considerations
Water molecules are particularly small and highly polarised when compared to other organic solvents.
Such characteristics give rise to speciﬁc considerations when dealing with the transport of water vapour
in polymers. In principle, Fickian diﬀusion can still explain water transport, but such eﬀects need to
be taken into account. This has led to recent modelling alongside experiments to investigate the water
transport in polymers[62, 63].
Such investigations have provided information about various water speciﬁc eﬀects, for example the
tendency at high partial pressures of water to increase its diﬀusion rate because the water separates
into separate regions called clusters leading to more free volume[52, 62]. Experimentally and compu-
tationally, hydrogen bonds between the polymer and the water vapour have also been shown to be
important in certain polymers with hydroxyl, ether, and amines groups, most notably using dielectric
5Relative to the size of the penetrant molecule.
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relaxation spectroscopy and Fourier transform near-infrared spectroscopy to monitor the polar parts
of the polymer backbone[64]. Simulations have also shown the importance of this hydrogen bonding
with polar groups as it leads to a portion of the absorbed water remaining unbounded, free water, and
the remainder being bound water via hydrogen bonding[63, 62]. Furthermore, both water monomers
and water dimers are formed[65, 62] and, at higher concentration, clusters of water also start to form,
as the number of bonding sites on the polymer backbone available to interact with the polar water
molecule decline, leading to polymer plasticisation[62]. Pandiyana et al. gave a good description of
the plasticisation process based on simulations of epoxy polymer networks[62]. Firstly, initial hole
ﬁlling absorption which involves no swelling takes place. This is followed by the re-arrangement of the
small micro-voids... leading to an increase in the partial molar volume of the water molecules. Further
increase in the water fraction leads to a sharp change in the volume and the formation of bigger water
clusters. The large clusters of water lead to a diﬀerence in the mechanical properties of the polymer.
It would be anticipated that swelling would not occur in every polymer due to a varying degree of cross
linking. Simulations, such as Pandiyana's allow observations at a macro level to be associated with
changes at the molecular scale. Such considerations are important when interpreting experimental
results presented in this study.
1.5 Summary
This chapter began by pointing out the importance and applications of humidity sensing, providing a
clear motivation to understand and improve existing humidity sensors. The hysteresis eﬀect in Hon-
eywell capacitance based humidity sensors was then described, and this is one of the catalysts behind
this project. The goal of understanding the important factors and mechanisms of water transport in
polyimide was outlined.
The various scales of humidity were then discussed such as; dew point, absolute humidity, and relative
humidity, in section 1.1. Section 1.2 outlined the working principles of various humidity sensors
which rely on measurements of particular properties of water vapour, and many of which rely on the
absorption/adsorption of water molecules into a sensing element.
A brief summary of the literature focusing on two key areas was then presented on polyimide, section
1.3, the sensing element material used in Honeywell humidity sensors, and on water diﬀusion in poly-
mers, section 1.4. This encompassed a large body of literature from a chemical, manufacturing, and
computational background. A focus was placed on sigmodial diﬀusion and its potential causes. It was
suggested that the diﬀusion type can reveal information about the structure of the polymer thin ﬁlm
as a function of depth, especially a thin skin layer on the surface.
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All of these themes are explored in this document. The next chapter outlines the instrumental tech-





Throughout this study, a range of experimental techniques have been used to obtain the data necessary
to test hypotheses and develop an understanding of the water vapour/polyimide system. The principles
which underpin the instrumentation used during these experiments is outlined in this chapter.
Section 2.1 outlines the concepts and principles used by the instruments which perform the capaci-
tance measurements which are presented throughout this study. Section 2.2 will show how measuring
impedance can lead to inferring the mass of thin ﬁlms that are deposited on quartz crystals.
Three sections outlining methods of structural characterisation are then presented; neutron reﬂectivity,
NR; transmission electron microscopy, TEM; and atomic force microscopy, AFM. The principles of NR
are discussed in section 2.3 and the characteristics of the speciﬁc instruments used in this study are
considered. The operational modes of the TEM for mapping; ﬁlm structure and elemental distribution
in a samples are then presented. Atomic Force Microscopy, AFM, is then described in section 2.5. In
each case, the type of data which can be obtained using the given technique is emphasised.
The ﬁnal section, 2.6, summarises the operation and use of a humidity generating thunder chamber, a
controlled environment test chamber in which samples have been probed.
2.1 Impedance Measurements
In this section a brief overview is provided of the methods deployed to measure impedance by the
instruments used.
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2.1.1 Auto balancing bridge method
Capacitance measurements of humidity sensors and prototype devices were performed using the Aglient
E4980A LCR meter and E4981A capacitance meter. Both instruments use the same method of mea-
suring the impedance via the auto balancing methods, and then converting the measurands into values
for the series capacitance and parallel capacitance as required[66].
Figure 2.1: Two methods for the measurement of impedance (a) The simplest form, an alternating
potential is placed across the device and the resulting current wave is measured. (b) A known resistor
is placed in series with the device under test (DUT) and the ratio of the voltages across the DUT and
the device allows the characteristics to be inferred.
Figure 2.1(b) shows the use of the auto balancing bridge method. The potential at the point P is kept
at zero volts, as the current through R is maintained to be equal to the current ﬂowing through the
device under test, DUT. The impedance is calculated using the two voltages Vs and Vr. The value of Rr
sets the measurement range. The scheme shown in Figure 2.1(b) has the added advantage over Figure
2.1(a) in that calibration errors can be avoided, as the same voltmeter is used in the measurement of Vs
and Vr with a switch between them. The two voltages are then fed into a vector ratio detector, which
splits the imaginary and real components of the signal. The impedance is calculated by comparing the
two voltages. The E480A and E481A both provide the operating frequency required, which is same as
the frequency of measurement of a Honeywell device(1Mhz)[15].
2.1.2 Measuring Capacitance
In this project, the Agilent 16048A 4-terminal test leads have been used to take all the measure-
ments presented. The instrument was calibrated for each setup by storing an open, and a short,
measurement at the point of the device under test(DUT). This allows the measurement box to store
the residual impedance and to apply the necessary corrections before presenting a ﬁnal measurement.
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These measurements were then fed into an equivalent circuit model for a capacitor which was used by
the instrument to interpret the impedance measurement as a capacitance.
2.2 Quartz Crystal Microbalance
Quartz Crystals Microbalance, QCM, has been used throughout this body of work as an in-situ monitor.
The speciﬁc models used are discussed as appropriate throughout this study; here the principle of QCM
as a mass monitor is introduced.
2.2.1 Piezoelectric Eﬀect
Piezoelectricity, from the Greek word piezo which means pressure, refers to the electric potential formed
in a material upon the application of mechanical stress. Materials of this kind were originally postulated
by Coulomb, however this eﬀect was ﬁrst reported by the Curie brothers in the 19th century[67]. The
application of mechanical stress results in an asymmetric distribution of electrons with respect to the
ions within the crystal lattice, due to the displacement of ions as the crystal experiences strain. As a
result of the displaced ions, a potential is formed within the material; in eﬀect a mechanical force is
turned into a potential diﬀerence.
This occurs speciﬁcally in some crystals with ions on crystal lattice sites with asymmetric charge
around them, and which lack inversion symmetry. The application of stress in such cases results in a
reconﬁguration of the asymmetric charge or a reorientation of the molecular dipoles within the material.
Likewise, upon the application of a potential across the crystal, the lowest energy conﬁguration for
the system changes, and a mechanical deformation of the crystal becomes energetically favourable.
This is the inverse piezoelectric eﬀect, that is, the application of potential should result in changes to
mechanical properties of the crystal.
A steady alternating potential, applied across a thin crystal with such properties, results in a mechan-
ical oscillation. At the natural resonant frequency of the crystal, stable oscillation occurs forming a
standing wave between the electrodes; shown in Figure 2.3. At that resonance frequency the crystal
presents a reduced impedance to the applied potential. The resonant frequency modes for such a
crystal can then be measured by incorporating the crystal into a feedback loop of an oscillating circuit.
The mode of oscillation is a function of; the angle at which the crystal was cut to the major axis of
growth of the crystal, Z , its physical size, and the speciﬁcs of the crystalline structure. Furthermore, a
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Figure 2.2: Quartz under mechanical stress. It is shown that under tension and compression a potential
is generated in the quartz.
given crystal's tendency to deform within an external electric ﬁeld can be calculated from the density
of dipoles and their polarisability, allowing the control and calculation of the resonance frequency.
Quartz, SiO2, is the most common place such material used in for applications requiring piezoelectricity
due to its economic advantages; it is commonly used for such applications as watches and timers.
When cut at 35o15′, AT-cut, or −49o, BT-cut, the thermal coeﬃcient is zero giving a high thermal
stability[68]. The size of the crystal can then be determined to produce the desired resonant frequency.
2.2.2 Piezoelectricity as the basis of a mass sensor
Figure 2.3: The sheer mode oscillation in (a) an uncoated QCM (b) a rigid ﬁlm.
The application of an electric ﬁeld across a quartz crystal will result in a mechanical deformation. An
alternating voltage at the resonant frequency across the crystal leads to resonant standing wave. Upon
the addition of mass, the mechanical wave will propagate into any material in contact with the quartz.
Therefore to a good approximation, the thickness of the added material will increase the resonant
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Where, fq is the resonant frequency of the quartz, Vq is the velocity of the of the wave in quartz,
λq is the wavelength of the resonant wave and lq is the length between the two plates. Therefore, as
the length, and hence wavelength, of the resonant condition increases, the resonant frequency of the
quartz crystal decreases. For a uniform species of deposited material, the increase, ∆lq, is directly








Equation 2.1 can be rewritten into a more useful form as the mass,Mq, of the quartz crystal in between
the electrodes and can be re-written as Aρqlq where; A is the active area and ρq is the density of quartz.
Substituting in lq = 2fq yields the Sauerbrey equation 2.2 [69]:
∆fq = − 2fq
VqAρq
∆Mq = −C∆Mq (2.2)
The linear nature of this equation has led to its use in quartz crystal based ﬁlm thickness monitors.
However, the intrinsic assumption is that the deposited material has similar mechanical properties to
those of quartz and hence there are no boundary eﬀects of mechanical losses as the wave passes into
the deposited material. This has been shown to be a reasonable assumption in most metals within a
material speciﬁc mass limit[70, 71].
When used in this manner, as a rigid ﬁlm deposition monitor, QCM can be considered a mature
technology. However, Chapter 3 will probe the veracity of such assumptions for polyimide thin ﬁlms,
outline methods of monitoring the resonant frequency, and discuss other models of QCM behaviour
extensively.
2.3 Neutron Instruments and Facilities
Neutrons with no net electric charge are capable of penetrating matter to a greater extent than
charged particles, such as electrons. In addition, neutrons interact with matter via nuclear forces
which operate on the order of femtometers. Hence, to the neutron, solid matter is not particularly
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dense. In aluminium for example, a neutron beam is attenuated at ∼ 1% per millimetre as opposed
to ∼ 99% per millimetre for x-rays[72].
Consequently, neutron reﬂectivity has commonly been used to assess the structure of thin ﬁlms for
both liquid interfaces[73, 74] and polymer thin ﬁlms[75, 76]. More recently neutron reﬂectometery has
probed the properties of polymer thin ﬁlms undergoing dynamic changes[77, 78], such as the diﬀusion
of water into the polymer matrix[79, 80].
However, neutron beams require large energies to be produced, and the mean lifetime of a neutron
in the atmosphere is about 15 minutes. Consequently, neutron reﬂectometers suitable for performing
such experiments are located at large scientiﬁc facilities, often international collaborations. As a
result, beam time is highly coveted. In this study neutron reﬂectivity has been used for a variety of
experiments.
In this section, the use of neutrons as a probe for matter is outlined. Following this, a brief description
of the features and requirements of neutron facilities is given, with particular attention paid to the two
reﬂectometers used to collect data during this study.
2.3.1 Neutron Scattering
Neutron scattering by matter can occur by either interactions with an unpaired electrons via their spin
magnetic moment, or by interactions with the atomic nucleus. For simplicity, magnetic moments are
neglected here as this eﬀect is minimal for an un-polarised neutron beam[75].
Figure 2.4: The scattering of a neutron wave by a single nucleus. The scattered wave will have
amplitude br . The plane wave fronts from the left denote the neutrons which are scatter radially from
the nucleus as shown. Adapted from Pynn et al.[72].
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The scattering cross section, σ, of a nucleus is the size of the interaction area of the nucleus in square
meters, eﬀectively giving a probability of interaction. Typically, neutrons have a wavelengths of a few
angstroms, λ = 10−10m. This is much greater than the cross sections (which will be discussed later
in this section) of most elements, which are of the order σ ≈ 10−14m2. Consequently, most nuclei
can be reasonably approximated as a point scatterer assuming λ  σ. As a result incident neutrons
interacting with the nucleus scatter isotropically[72].




mv where: h is
Planck constants, v is the velocity of the neutron, m is the mass of the particle (a neutron here) and




Equation 2.3 shows the wavevector of the incident neutron. The incident neutron beam is well repre-
sented as a plane wave with a wave function, ψincident = ei
~k~x, with unit amplitude as shown in Figure
2.4. Assuming that |~k|incident = |~k|scattered, i.e. elastic scattering, the wave function of the scattered
wave can be written as ψscattered = − br ei
~k~x where r is the distance away from the point scatterer. The
reduction of the scattered waves amplitude, ψscattered ∝ 1r , is a consequence of isotropic scattering
such that the intensity of the neutrons is given by ψ2scattered ∝ 1r2 , in accordance with the inverse
square law.
If the cross section, σ, is an area then b is the radius of such an area, known as the scattering length. It
is speciﬁc to each nucleus and is a measure of the strength of the scattering as shown, σ = 4pib2 . This is
generally measured experimentally, however it can be calculated using simulations which consider the
interactions of the nuclear force[72]. The minus sign at the front of the amplitude constant accounts
for the potential being negative, while b is generally considered positive. Electromagnetic interactions
may result in asymmetric scattering from a single nuclei. However, over a large sample with many
non-polarised neutrons such eﬀects are averaged out.
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Figure 2.5: (a) Elastic scattering (k =k): Shows an elastic scattering process where there is no transfer
of energy between the neutron and the sample. (b) Inelastic scattering (k 6=k): Shows the possibilities
for inelastic scattering where energy is transferred between the neutron and the sample. Adapted from
Pynn et al.[72].
Scattering is not necessarily elastic as the atoms in matter are able to recoil under the neutron beam
resulting in inelastic interactions. The vectoral diﬀerence in the wave vectors k − k′ of the scattered
and the incident neutron is characterised by q, the quantity shown in Figure 2.5, for elastic scattering
q = 4piλ sinθ. This is the scattering vector and indicates the strength of a given scattering event.
In this project, neutron reﬂectivity has been used. Neutron reﬂectivity is designed to probe interfaces
and thin ﬁlms with appropriate modelling of results[74, 81], which will be discussed as required1.
In this section the principles underpinning the production, collimation, and detection of neutrons at
the two facilities used in this investigation are outlined, without considering the data interpretation
methods. The two facilities are the D17 beam at the Institut Laue-Langevin, ILL[82], and the INTER
beam at Rutherford Appleton Laboratories, RAL [83, 84] which will now be considered alongside each
other.
2.3.2 Neutron Sources
There are three common sources of neutrons: Electron Linear accelerators, Reactor sources(D17),
and Spallation sources (INTER). To probe soft matter a good neutron spectral bandwidth and high
1Mostly in section 5.1.
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ﬂux are desirable in order to probe a wide range of scattering events[83], thus allowing a more accurate
representation of the ﬁlm to be modelled during post processing.
At the ILL the reactor source employs nuclear ﬁssion, a chain reaction of Uranium 235 in which
neutrons of 1-2MeV are a product, see Figure 2.6. The neutrons have a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
with the most likely velocity being v ∼ 3000ms−1 or a wavelength centred on 1.4Å.
Figure 2.6: The chain reaction causing the production of neutrons. Firstly, an incident particle causes
the Uranium 235 to become an unstable isotope Uranium 236. Uranium 236 then break down into
krypton (36) and Barium(56) releasing neutrons.
Generally such reactors run continuously, for a period of a few weeks, 50 days at the ILL, before
shutting down for a few days in order to have the fuel replaced and to allow maintenance. The ﬂux at
the sample site depends not only of the source but on the characteristics of moderators and neutron
guides.
The role of moderators is to control the wavelength and pulse timing. This is achieved by using a
hydrogenous medium, such as water, so the neutrons are cooled to the desired speed with a Maxwellian
distribution. A greater degree of the moderation requires more interaction between the neutrons and
the moderator and so a greater variance in the energies of the resulting neutrons. Therefore a balance
must be struck between the wavelength and how synchronised in time the resulting pulse is required
to be.
The Spallation source at ISIS involves the collision of high energy protons with nuclei. The energy
required of protons is the order 800MeV and so the incident proton must undergo signiﬁcant accel-
eration, in this case via a linear accelerator and a proton synchrotron. Although this is possible in a
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Figure 2.7: A photo showing the various instruments in the main hall of the second target station at
the ISIS neutron facility. There is capacity for a total of 18 instruments, and building is ongoing with
the three operational instruments labelled. Additionally, the Larmor instrument, on the right hand
side, is commissioning. As a result, spatial restrictions are signiﬁcant.
linear accelerator, a synchrotron is more spatially eﬃcient. However, the proton current is much higher
if the protons enter into the synchrotron at a high energy, and therefore a common conﬁguration is a
combination; linear acceleration followed by a synchrotron.
At ISIS production begins with an ion source and a linear accelerator consisting of copper drift tube
electrodes accelerating the protons to 0.37c, where c is the speed of light. After 10,000 revolutions
around a 163m synchrotron, the protons have been separated into two bunches moving at 0.84c. A
tungsten target is then bombarded with these bunches of protons to produce neutrons at target station
two which supplies the INTER reﬂectometer[83]. The repetition rate of proton pulses at 10hz, allowing
100ms for each pulse, this enables wavelengths up to 20Å to be used at a good resolution.
2.3.3 Neutron transport
As the decrease in the ﬂux of neutrons follows the inverse square law from the source it is clearly
desirable to transport the neutrons to the given instrument with as little ﬂux loss as possible. Therefore,
in neutron facilities space is at a premium, see Figure 2.7. Neutron transport away from the target
to the reﬂectometer (or other instrument) is achieved with the use of neutron guides. Neutron guides
rely on total internal reﬂection of neutrons. The refractive index of neutrons can be calculated as:




where pb is the scattering length density. This behaviour somewhat like ﬁber optic cables and can be
tailored as such. Most of the epithermal neutrons2, undergo little or no moderation and can cause
background counts in the detector. Well designed neutron guides can also act as a preliminary ﬁlter for
the wavelength range as the total external reﬂection is a function of the neutron wavelength. Locating
the instrument away from the source of neutrons with suﬃcient space to place the required shielding
between instruments acts to reduce the background radiation[75].
2.3.4 The D17 Reﬂectometer
Ideally, a beam has both a high ﬂux and well deﬁned wavelength characteristics. In the design of most
reﬂectometers these two attributes are balanced depending on the purpose of the instrument. The D17
reﬂectometer is designed to allow a high ﬂux such that the widest resolution required to resolve the
sample can be selected: this is user deﬁned. As a result, relatively low reﬂectivities can be measured
with a wide q-range[82]. The reﬂectometer has two modes of operation, time-of-ﬂight (TOF) and
monochromatic. No results using the former mode (TOF) from this reﬂectometer are presented in this
study, but the details of this mode are well covered Cubitt et al.[82].
Figure 2.8: The layout of D17 in monochromator mode. Adapted from Cubitt et al.[82].
The layout of the D17 in monochromator mode is shown in Figure 2.8 which was adapted from Cubitt et
al.[82]. The chopper wheels are used in time of ﬂight mode and remain open while the reﬂectometer
operates in monochromator mode.
2Neutrons with an energy in the range 0.0250.4 eV.
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Monochromation can be achieved either by means a crystal Monochromator, using Bragg diﬀraction
to selected the desired wavelength. In this instrument, a range of crystal monochromator are available
allowing the wavelength selection vs beam ﬂux to be controlled. An Fe/Si monochromator can act
to polarise the incident beam for experiments in which the magnetic properties of the sample with a
wavelength of 5Å and a 5% error. Here, the wide range monochromator was used to enable a high
ﬂux and probe a wide range of scattering events. The white beam ﬂux at the sample position is
9.6Ö109s−1cm−2 [82].
The incident beam can be monitored by detecting the neutron ﬂux before the sample. A neutron
monitor consists of a thin layer, a few atoms thick, of 235U on a glass surface of a ﬂat gas detector.
The role of the monitor is to react with very few neutrons to produce a signal in proportion to the
beam such that the ﬂux can be inferred.
Eﬃciency in neutron detection is key as it can be used to give the counting time required to acquire
a spectrum with good statistics. Typically neutron detection is accomplished by either scintillation or
via gas detection. A detector should be able cover a wide range of angles and so a wide range of q
values, which can be achieved by having a broad range of pixels. Gas detectors exploit the eﬀect of
neutron absorption into a nucleus and measure resulting ions. The D17 instrument used in this project
utilised a reaction of the neutron with Helium 3 in which a neutron is absorbed to produce a proton
and tritium nucleus.
3He+ n→3 H +1 H + 0.77MeV
The fast ions produced are then detected via the secondary radiation. The detection chip itself is 2D
250Ö500mm and resolution 2.3Ö3.5mm type[82] made by A. Gabriel et al.[85]. The wide q range,
0.0050.3A˚−1 and high ﬂux from D17 make it a suitable instrument to probe polymer samples3.
2.3.5 The INTER Reﬂectometer
The second target station at ISIS was built in order to increase the spectral bandwidth of the neutron
beams resulting in neutron wavelengths up to 20Å, typically 1.5 ≤ λ ≤ 17Å. INTER is a non-polarised
vertical scattering plane beam line which is located alongside two other beam lines; POLREF and
OFFSPEC, in a crowded hall as shown in Figure 2.7. It has been optimised for liquid surfaces,
meaning it has a high ﬂux to detect low reﬂectivities.
3The implications and importance of a wide q range is discussed further in section 5.1.2 in which experiment design
is discussed.
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Figure 2.9: The layout of the Inter beam line adapted from Webster et al. [84].
The static mode setup is somewhat similar to the one discussed for the D17 reﬂectometer. Inter uses
a super mirror to deﬁne the angle of the beam, a straight wave guide, and a chopper wheel system
to act as a monochromator, as shown in Figure 2.9, which is adapted from Webster et al.[84]. The
neutrons are moderated partly by a grooved composite moderator before arriving at the dual chopper
system. The ﬁrst chopper is a 400mm thick nimonic blade4 rotating at 20hz. The second chopper is a
disk counter rotating to the ﬁrst blade; this system deﬁnes the bandwidth of the beam at the sample.
The monitors are able to monitor the wavelength distribution of the neutrons.
The detector has a variable distance to the sample, from 2-8m, with an identical detector to measure
the background[84]. In essence the machine is optimised to measure weak signals across a wide range
of q. In this study, INTER has been used in both static and time of ﬂight modes.
The chopper wheels are vital to realising the time of ﬂight mode. Varying the rotation speeds and
phasing the two chopper wheels allows the selection of neutrons of a given velocity/wavelength[87].
The undeﬂected incident beam is at 2.3o the sample stage by default, which gives a peak q value
of 0.18Å
−1
corresponding to a real space thickness which would be anticipated for an adsorbed layer
(∼ 35Å).
The selection criteria for a reﬂectometer for this project are to have a suﬃciently high ﬂux and a wide
enough range in q to allow full reﬂectivity proﬁles with good statistics to be acquired in as little a
time as possible5. The wide q range and high ﬂux make both of the reﬂectometers used in this project
suitable to probe polymers and adsorbed layers, the materials of interest in this project.
2.4 Electron Microscopy
The versatility of Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) to provide elemental maps, and as an
imaging tool for small samples, has led to its frequent use during this investigation. The use of TEM
4Nimonic is a Ni-Cr-Co-Ti-Al super alloy renowned for its mechanical properties [86].
5Simulations presented in section 5.1.2 will conﬁrm the q range required.
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requires an understanding of the diﬀerent imaging modes and contrast generating mechanisms, such
that the images obtained can be interpreted accurately. The purpose of this section is to provide a
very brief overview of the mechanics of TEM, the origins of the contrast, and diﬀerent modes in which
it can be operated.
2.4.1 TEM - Probing a sample
In 1872 Ernst Abbe showed that, given a lens with suﬃcient angular acceptance, the smallest distance
that can be resolved, δ, by a given wavelength, λ, is approximated by δ ∼ λ2 for a far ﬁeld image.
Consequently optical light, with a maximum resolution the order of hundreds of nanometres, cannot
map atomic distances. The work of de Broglie on wave-particle duality in the 1920s provided a
theoretical basis to consider imaging using a wide range of particles. The de Broglie wavelength,
deﬁned as, λ = hp , shows the inverse relationship between a particle's momentum, p, and wavelength
with Planks constant, h acting as the constant of proportionality.
The electron proved itself to be the immediate particle of choice due to its mass, charge, and ease of
production; all of which make it well suited to atomic resolution microscopy. This is demonstrated when
considering that a wavelength of 10−10m is required to probe atomic distances, which corresponds to
electrons with an energy >30KeV, which are easily produced. Additionally, electrons interact strongly
with matter via the EM force. Equation 2.4 shows the de Broglie wavelength where the electrons
momentum when accelerated by a potential diﬀerence, V , is
√
2m0eV ; where, m0 and e are the rest





At near relativistic speeds, which are common in modern electron microscopes, the classical Equation
p =
√
2m0eV is no longer applicable. Therefore, a relativistic correction is required yielding Equation








This theory was put into practice by Ruska and Knoll who built the ﬁrst working electron microscope
in 1932[88].
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Figure 2.10: The various signals emitted from a thin sample when illuminated by an electron beam,
each signal can provide diﬀerent information about the sample.
For a 200kV electron the wavelength is approximately 2.51pm, much smaller than atomic distances,
therefore the limiting factor is no longer the diﬀraction limit, but rather the quality of electron lenses.
In addition to superior resolution, electron-matter interactions also produce a range of signals from a
given sample, as shown in Figure 2.10. Depending on the purpose of the experiment, and the sample,
it may be preferable to analyse any number of these signals in addition to the direct beam.
Firstly, it is useful to understand the anatomy the TEM as shown in Figure 2.11. In this section each
component of the TEM will be considered in turn prior to a general discussion regarding the contrast
generating mechanisms from samples relevant to this study, with speciﬁc reference to the instruments
used.
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Figure 2.11: Layout of a typical TEM column in bright ﬁeld mode. This shows the electromagnetic
lenses and apertures used to generate an image. The diﬀraction lens and selected area aperture are
not shown. Adapted from Williams and Carter[89].
The overwhelming majority of the TEM work presented has been carried out using a conventional FEI
Tecnai T20 transmission electron microscope (T20)6.
The Electron Source
Electron sources for TEM can be categorised under two categories; thermionic emitters, and ﬁeld
emitters. The brightness and spatial coherence of the beam produced are characteristic of the given
emitter.
6Some results presented have been obtained using the JEOL ARM200cF transmission electron microscope (ARM)
which will be noted.
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Thermionic emission is achieved by suﬃciently heating an appropriate material, typically tungsten or
Lanthanum hexaboride, LaB6. The heat generated provides suﬃcient energy to electrons to overcome
the work function of the given material. The heat required is generated by placing a negative potential
on the ﬁlament and grounding the anode plate, generating electrons. Emission is controlled by the
Wehnelt cylinder, which is held at a high negative potential, normally a few hundred volts less than
the ﬁlament, acting as a convergent lens. An anode is placed further down the column in order to
accelerate the electrons[89]. The T20 uses a LaB6 element with an accelerating voltage of 200KeV.
Figure 2.12: The Electron Gun. The cross over point can be considered the source, and the angular
divergence is determined by both of the characteristics of the Wehnelt.
Field Emission Guns(FEGs) tend to have current densities three orders of magnitude higher than
thermionic emitters. This is achieved by holding a sharpened tungsten tip at a large negative potential
and placing it inside a potential such that an intense electric ﬁeld gradient is produced at the tip. This
leads to generation of electrons via quantum tunnelling though the potential barrier. A second anode
is then used to further accelerate the electrons and focus them to the cross over point.
The beam current, angular convergences and diameter at the cross over point all determine the bright-
ness of the beam further down the column. The angular convergence, of the order of ten of milliradians,
must be optimised for the given imaging setup and so the beam is passed though a system of electron
lenses as shown in Figure 2.11.
Electron Lenses The simplest type of electron lenses which can be envisaged is an electrostatic
lens, which consists of a cylindrically symmetric conducting coil held at a negative potential, centered
about the optic axis of the electrons, generating an electric ﬁeld. An electron passing along the optical
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axis experiences no net force. An oﬀ-axis electron is deﬂected towards the optical axis. In such a
system, the electron displacement from the optical axis is proportional to the force experienced. The
voltage required for electrostatic lenses are comparable to that of the accelerating voltage and so high
voltage insulation is required.
Figure 2.13: 2D depiction of magnetic ﬂux lines (dashed) from a short coil in cross section.
An electromagnetic lens is almost always used (including in the T20). This relies on the Lorentz force,
~F , experienced by the electrons in a magnetic ﬁeld, ~F = −e(~v× ~B) to provide a focusing action, where;
e is the charge of an electron and (~v × ~B) is the cross product of velocity vector of the electrons and
the magnetic ﬁeld. The magnitude of the force, F , is given by F = evBsin(φ), where φ is the angle
between v and B. Consequently, ~F has no component along the optic axis i.e. when φ = 0, and so
electrons travelling along the optical axis experience no force. This is the direction of most of the ﬁeld.
The use of the Lorentz force results in the electrons experiencing a radial force, and radial focusing
resulting in a helical trajectory. Magnetic lenses tend to have lower aberrations for the same focal length
than any alternative. Detailed comparisons between the two types of lenses alongside an analysis of
the ray path of the electrons are well presented elsewhere[90, 91].
The consequence of the use of electromagnetic lenses is that the beam path is helical resulting in
image rotation. Spherical aberrations are a consequence of a lens ﬁeld having a diﬀerent eﬀect on
oﬀ-axis electrons. The lens causes the wavefront from a point source to be spherically distorted as the
oﬀ-axis ray path is bent more than the on-axis ray path. Practically, this limits the resolution of the
microscope. The result is that a point feature in a sample is imaged as a region of high intensity with
a surrounding halo (in bright ﬁeld mode).
The Condenser Lens System Prior to interactions with the sample, the source electrons are
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shaped into a probe by the condenser system. This consists of: a C1 lens, a C2 lens, and a C2
aperture. The C1 lens acts to de-magnify the ﬁrst cross over point using a number of predeﬁned
excitation levels which determine the degree of demagniﬁcation or beam diameter, referred to as the
spot size, typically this is of the order of tens of nanometres. The C2 lens is used to form the desired
intensity by controlling the angular convergences via a user deﬁned lens current. The C2 lens controls
the angular convergence of the beam at the sample, and the aperture selects the current density and
coherence of the beam. This provides a ﬂexible range of imaging conditions and magniﬁcations, for
example a parallel beam can be formed resulting in sharp diﬀraction in the back focal plane, which is
discussed later.
The Objective lens system and Sample stage The objective lens system forms a high magnetic
ﬁeld, of the order of 1 Tesla, around the sample. Here the samples sit in between the upper and
lower objective lenses. The upper lens, along with the condenser system, determines the nature of the
beam, parallel or convergent, on the sample. The beam then interacts with the sample, which scatters
electrons both elastically and in-elastically, forming a diﬀraction pattern in the back focal plane.
After this lens system, the electrons are passed though another aperture, the objective aperture,
allowing control over the contrast. The resulting diﬀraction pattern is focused by the lower objective
in the back focal plane.
2.4.2 TEM Contrast and Imaging Modes
Before considering the manner in which the electrons are formed into an image, mechanisms of in-
teraction are considered, a summary of the signals resulting from such interactions was presented in
Figure 2.10. Following this, the modes of operation used in this investigation will then be discussed.
Electron-Sample Interaction and Bright Field Imaging Electron scattering with a sample
can be divided into two broad categories; elastic scattering and in-elastic scattering. The former
describes electron-sample interactions in which there is no net change in the energy of the electron.
This can again be sub-divided into interactions between the incident electron & the electron cloud and
incident electron & nuclei. Due to the relative size of the electron cloud and the nucleus, most of the
incident electrons interact with the electron cloud resulting in small deﬂections, typically a few degrees
in the electron path of travel. Alternatively, a minority of electrons will be elastically scattered by the
positive charge of the atomic nuclei. This is referred to as Rutherford scattering, showing that such
scattering was proportional to the logarithm of the atomic number, Z. Rutherford scattering results in
the incident electron being scattered elastically over a much broader range of angles and therefore a
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detector placed at high angles, above two degrees or greater, will have undergone nuclear interactions.
The degree of scattering can be approximated to be proportional to Z2, however the exponent can
vary depending on the degree to which the nucleus is shielded by the orbital electrons.
Figure 2.14: Various detectors are required to pick up signals scattered though diﬀerent scattering
vectors. The bright ﬁeld detector. BF, has a high electron count and is therefore required to be more
robust. The high angle dark ﬁeld detector is designed to pick up fewer electrons and is therefore more
sensitive.
Contrast is generated from the diﬀerence in the intensity of the electrons as a function of position
on the viewing screen or detector. All diﬀraction patterns consist of a bright central spot and are
surrounded by periodic peaks in the brightness. With the use of the objective aperture it is possible
to select the electrons at a given scattering vector window with which an image is formed. An image
which uses the electrons from the central spot is referred to as a bright ﬁeld image. A dark ﬁeld image
is formed using oﬀ-axis electrons which can be selected using the objective aperture, which sits below
the objective lense system.
Contrast in all TEM images is the result of the scattering characteristics of the sample; in a bright
ﬁeld image the scattered electrons are absent and therefore areas with a high electron scattering cross
section appear darker. In the dark ﬁeld image the inverse is true, only electrons which have undergone
scattering in the range of q values selected will be present. Therefore, dark ﬁeld imaging is a preferable
technique with elements with a higher scattering cross section.
In this study, bright ﬁeld imaging has been deployed as the elements of interest tended to be lighter with
a lower electron scattering cross section. Therefore, some images have been acquired using the objective
aperture to restrict the electrons which have undergone a greater degree of scattering. Additionally,
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oﬀ-axis electrons are electrons which have deviated away from the optical axis and so have undergone
a greater degree of spherical aberration.
Phase Contrast
The bright and dark spots in a given diﬀraction pattern are the product of constructive and destructive
interference of the electron beam caused by a path diﬀerence. While diﬀraction contrast is the product
of scattered electrons, phase contrast is ever present when two out of phase beams are imaged and
results in features such as Moire patterns and Fresnel fringes. When low atomic mass elements are
imaged, of which polymers are generally composed, the result is phase contrast dominated images,
as mass scattering is proportional to the logarithm of the atomic number. The contrast in such an
instance is a result of diﬀerences that are present in the phase of the electron as the beam leaves the
sample. This is sensitive to many factors such as thickness, making the phase contrast images hard
to interpret. The variation in the phase of the beam is a consequence of variations in the electrostatic
potential in the polymer, giving rise to Fresnel fringes.
0 = −∆V
E
| k | (2.6)
Any voids, cavities, or free volume in the polymer are of interest in this investigation and can be
enhanced by defocusing the electron beam, causing a boost in the Fresnel contrast. When the image
is under focused high contrast objects are surrounded by a dark fringes and when the image is over
focused the fringe is bright[89]. The diﬀerence in the inner potential, 0, of such cavities can be
considered by thinking of an electron wave moving though a cavity. This is shown in Equation 2.6,
where, k is the wave vector, E is the energy of the electron beam, and ∆V is the potential diﬀerence
between the inner potential of the polymer and that of the cavity in the direction of the beam [89].
The use of this eﬀect on TEM images of these polymer samples is discussed during the course of this
study7.
To understand the impact of de-focusing an image, a brief overview of the important concepts are
provided; a more vigorous description is given elsewhere[89, 92]. A given point in a sample described
by a sample function f(x, y) is transformed by the optical system of the TEM into a disk in the image
described by a functiong(x, y). For example, two points in the sample, a and b, will result in two
extended regions in the image; ga and gb, as shown in Figure 2.15. Extending this out to many points
means that the contrast at a given pixel in the resulting image is a consequence of several points in
the specimen. Mathematically this can be written as shown in Equation 2.7 where the position (x, y)
7Particularly in section 4.3.
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is described by the vector r.
g(r) =
ˆ
f(r′)h(r − r′)dr′ = f(r)⊗ h(r − r′) (2.7)
Ultimately, Equation 2.7 states that the resulting bright ﬁeld image is a convolution of the sample and
some characteristic function h(r − r′). As h(r) accounts for how spread out the information from a
given point in the sample is as a result of the imperfect optics in the TEM, it is called the point spread
function. When the specimen is de-focused this results in a angular distribution of the electrons which
interact with a given point in the sample. Consequently, the phase contrast is enhanced and resolution
is decreased.
Figure 2.15: The optics results in each point on the sample, f(x,y), being respresented by an extended
disk, g(x,y).
As a convolution in real space corresponds to a multiplication in Fourier space, Equation 2.7 can
be written as; G(q) = F (q)H(q) where G(q), F (q), and H(q) are the Fourier transforms of g(r),
f(r), and h(r) respectively. This allows the point spread function contributions from the apertures,
attenuation, and lens aberrations to be considered individually as a function of q, the scattering vector.
The spherical aberrations from the lenses are commonly the limiting factor in TEM resolution, and
these aberrations are normally represented as a function, B(u) = exp(iχ(q)), in which χ(q) is given by
Equation 2.8 as an oscillatory function indicative of the phase shifts caused by the spherical aberration,
where; Cs is the spherical aberration constant and ∆f is the amount of defocus[89].
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When the microscope is defocused, the second term in Equation 2.8 is normally negligible as the wave
length, λ, of the electron is very small, i.e. for a 200keV microscope 2.51pm, and q, which is also
generally small, is raised to the fourth power. When the microscope is in focus, the ﬁrst term is zero
as the de-focus is zero, i.e. ∆f = 0. As χ(q) is indicative of the phase shift of the electron wave as
a function of q resulting from the spherical aberrations; when it is equal to pi radians the condition
for destructive interference is met. Therefore, the extent of the de-focusing can be approximated as
∆f = 1λq2 at the ﬁrst q value at which destructive interference is observed. The same q value also
indicates the de-focus at which the interference eﬀects degrades the image quality, making the image
contrast generated hard to interpret.
Energy Filtered TEM
Inelastic scattering of electrons occurs due to a number of diﬀerent interactions such as, sample
ionisation, sample damage, the excitation of plasmons and the production of x-rays via atomic excita-
tions. All of these processes will a minimum characteristic energy loss from the incident electrons and
therefore an analysis of the energy spectra of the electron beam after its interaction with the sample
can provide an insight into the chemical make up of a sample. Electron energy loss spectrometers
are capable of separating out the electron beam by applying a magnetic ﬁeld perpendicular to the
direction of travel, resulting in a net Lorentz force on the electron as a function of the electron energy.
The electrons corresponding to a particular energy loss can then be used to form an image.
(a) An image with a 20eV window
taken before the oxygen 532eV edge.
(b) An image with a 20eV window
taken after the oxygen 532eV edge.
(c) The oxygen map produced from
the two previous images showing the
SiO layer on top of the silicon sub-
strate in white.
Figure 2.16: Showing the Pre, Post, and ﬁnal images in producing an oxygen Map. The sample is
polyimide spun onto a silicon wafer, here the oxide layer is mapped.
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It is also possible to present the collected electrons as a plot of intensity vs energy. Energy ﬁltered
electron spectroscopy, EF-TEM, is a method of producing elemental maps of samples using this prin-
ciple.
The electrons in the energy range which corresponds to those at an immediately lower electron energy
loss event are used to form two images (Figure 2.16(a)) in order to characterise the background. An
image using the electron immediately after the loss event is then captured (Figure 2.16(b)). The images
can then compared to produce an elemental map (Figure 2.16(c) ). This is known as the three window
EFTEM technique and is well detailed elsewhere[93]. It must be ensured that the energy windows are
well centered and of a suitable energy width in the loss spectrum. Furthermore, the images must be
aligned such that each pixel in all three images corresponds to the same point in the sample and the
electron counts must be suﬃciently high to produce an image with reasonable statistics. In this study
this has been used to identify various layers which consist of diﬀerent atomic species in the sample and
their relative locations.
TEM- Diﬀraction Mode
Figure 2.17: illustration diagram showing beam path of Bragg scattered beam and the path diﬀerence
generated.
When operating in bring ﬁeld mode the electrons scattered from the sample are focused by the lower
objective to form a diﬀraction pattern in the back focal plane as shown in Figure 2.11. Diﬀraction
mode allows the diﬀraction pattern formed in the back focal plane to be magniﬁed and imaged. This
is achieved by varying the strength of the imaging system, normally the intermediate lens projects the
back focal plane of the objective lens onto the image plane.
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For an ordered crystal, the Bragg condition, Equation 2.9 makes the constructive and destructive
interference eﬀects of the electron wave easy to visualise in terms of; the wavelength of the electron,
λ, and of the path diﬀerence, 2dsinθ, between two wave fronts, as shown in Figure 2.17.
nλ = 2dsin(θB) (2.9)
The form of Equation 2.17 shows that for a ﬁxed wavelength and distance between atoms, the incident
angle determines the path diﬀerence. When the Bragg condition (for constructive interference) is met
the angle θ is said to be the Bragg angle, θB , for the particular wavelength and atomic spacing.
However, diﬀraction eﬀects occur whenever a path diﬀerence is generated between two or more wave
fronts, which can be visualised by thinking of the classic Young's double slit experiment. By considering
a simple situation, diﬀraction from two atoms, Von Laue provided a mathematical description of the
manner in which the diﬀraction pattern relates to the sample structure more generally, in terms of the
scattering vector8, q.
The scattering vector is the vectoral diﬀerence between the incident, ki, and diﬀracted, kd, wavevec-
tors9. For elastic scattering the magnitudes of the incident and diﬀracted wave vectors are equal i.e.
|ki| = |kd| = 1λ , . By considering the vectoral diﬀerence of the magnitude of the waves vectors it can be
shown that |ki| − |kd| = |q| = 2sinθλ , where θ is the angle of incidence between the plane of the atoms
and the incident wave. Equation 2.9, the condition for constructive interference, can be rewritten for




Equation 2.10 gives the condition for constructive interference conditions in terms of the reciprocal
space between two atoms. For a three dimension crystal, with miller indices (hkl), the vector ghlk
gives the reciprocal lattice vector, the vectoral addition of the reciprocal lattice parameters. Therefore
constructive interference happens when q = ghlk.
In a crystalline material elastic scattering of electrons occurs at well deﬁned spatial frequencies in
potential, characterised by the reciprocal lattice vector ghkl. This, in turn, results in a redistribution
of intensities into well ordered spots, called reﬂections, with each reﬂection corresponding to a reciprocal
lattice vector characteristic of the crystal. In a polycrystalline sample the variation of the orientation
of each crystal grain results in the same spots arising from periodic variations in the sample potential,
rotated to form a series of continuous concentric rings, as shown in Figure 2.18(a). For an amorphous
8q was discussed in the context of neutron scattering. The convention in TEM literature is to call it, K, however for
consistency it is referred to as q here.
9See Figure 2.5.
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material, there is similar spacing but random orientations and distributions in the potential resulting
in a diﬀuse ring. Therefore, the spacing between the rings corresponds to common spatial frequencies
in the distribution of potential, which may correspond to molecular or intra molecular distances.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.18: Two diﬀraction patterns. (a) A gold cross grating with well deﬁned common spatial
frequencies, and (b), for amorphous polyimide with more diﬀuse rings corresponding to less well deﬁned
spatial frequencies.
As such, the TEM in diﬀraction mode can map the common spatial frequencies in a given sample.
TEM- Imaging Electrons Two lenses in the lower column, the intermediate and projector lenses,
project the image onto the image plane. At the image plane, the electrons are detected with either a
phosphor screen for direct viewing, or using a scintillator material which converts the electrons signal
into light which is then imaged on a CCD chip.
2.5 Atomic Force Microscopy
In this study atomic force microscopy has been used in order to measure sample thicknesses and map
surface roughness. The working principle is outlined in Figure 2.19. A tip scans across the surface of
the sample and deviations are detected using a photo-diode and laser system allowing the formation
of a map of the surface topography. Additionally, the needle can be forced to oscillate at a resonance
frequency, tapping on the surface. A deviation in the phase of the oscillation of the tip can provide
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information about the elasticity of the material, known as phase imaging. Shifts in the phase of the
oscillation of the tip are generally indicative of the dissipative properties of the sample.
Figure 2.19: Showing the working principles of the NT-MDT Solver NEXT AFM. Deﬂections in the
laser are detected to map the surface properties.
The interaction potential arises as a result of the van der Waals forces between the tip and the surface











Where ULD is the net potential at the given distance, U0 is the minima in the Lennard Jones Potential,
r0 is the distance at which the net force is a minimum, and r is the distance the tip is away from the
sample.
The Lennard-Jones potential has two terms; an attractive term, based on the van der Waals forces
arising from dipole-dipole interactions, and secondly a repulsive force based on the Pauli exclusion
principle. Therefore depending on the tip surface-distance the AFM can operate in either an attractive
or a repulsive mode, depending on the interaction distance.
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Modes of contact can be sorted into three varieties: contact, semi-contact, and non-contact mode.
Contact mode involves the tip being in direct contact with the sample. Here the cantilever of the
AFM tip is generally soft, such that the measurement does not inﬂuence the sample.
In non-contact mode, the tip undergoes a forced oscillation and change in the phase of the oscillations
are mapped. Semi-contact mode allows the acquisition of both phase and topographical information. A
piezoelectric oscillator drives the cantilever at its resonant frequency, while the AFM feedback system
keeps the oscillation amplitude and a user deﬁned value. The voltage required to do this is recorded
and hence topographical information is inferred. Here the measurements presented were taken in semi-
contact mode. The AFMs used were either a Veeco Dimension 3100 Scanning Probe Microscope or a
NT-MDT Solver NEXT.
Following the acquisition of the data, corrections were applied to the data for artefacts generated in the
resulting image. In this study three post processing steps were commonly applied using the software
Gwyddion. These were a plane subtraction to correct for any non perpendicularity of the plane of
the sample to the tip, a second order polynomial background subtraction, and a median line height
matching performed as detailed elsewhere [95].
2.6 The Thunder-chamber
In order to test samples in a range of environmental conditions access to a Thunder-chamber 2500
Two-Pressure Two-Temperature Humidity Generator were provided by Honeywell [96]. This consists
of three main parts: a test chamber, a saturator producing nitrogen at 100%RH, and an expansion
valve between them. As expected, the mechanisms and operations for varying environmental param-
eters, such as humidity and temperature, leave artefacts in the acquired data, particularly on shorter
timescales. Therefore an understanding of the working principles of the Thunder-chamber are required
to identify any artefacts in the data.
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Figure 2.20: A photograph of the thunder scientiﬁc thunder chamber Model 2500 Benchtop/Mobile
"Two-Pressure" Humidity Generator setup before a calibration run.
2.6.1 Temperature Control
Figure 2.21: The ﬂow diagram showing the movement of heating ﬂuid in the Thunder chamber.
A temperature control ﬂuid, 30-40% water and 60-70% propylene gel, is circulated around the test
chamber and the reservoir at 4.5litres/minute by a pump. The rate of ﬂow and the quantity of the
ﬂuid allows a well maintained, uniform temperature in the chamber from 0oC to 70oC. Within the test
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chamber the temperature is monitored using a balance circuit to measure the four 10KΩ thermistors
which are spatially distributed within the chamber to give an average. The chamber is made from high
grade stainless steel to prevent rust and all seams are welded hermetically. The ﬂuid is able to take
two paths though the system to the saturation system or the test chamber, both paths of which pass a
500W heater contained in copper housing, and a refrigerator as shown in Figure 2.21. The refrigerator
uses a pulsed ﬂow of a patented liquid refrigerant which expands into a gas as it is heated by the ﬂuid
in a tube in shell type of cooler.
2.6.2 Humidity Generation
Figure 2.22: The ﬂow of dry air in the Thunder-chamber. PSaturated is the pressure of saturated water
vapour at the set temperature. PChamber is controlled by the expansion valve.
Using Dalton's Law of partial pressure, in which the total pressure is the sum of the partial pressure of
the gases, a two pressure system can generate and hold the chamber at any relative humidity. Firstly,
the temperature in all three component areas is set to the desired temperature. A source of dry
nitrogen can be used to lower the relative humidity. The ﬂow of the nitrogen is controlled by a system
of solenoid valves which are controlled by the onboard computer.
To raise the relative humidity, a reservoir ﬁlled with saturated water vapour at the test chamber
temperature must be maintained. This is achieved by passing the dry nitrogen over a water surface
at an elevated temperature, about 15-20oC higher than required in the chamber, maintained by two
250W stainless steel immersion heaters. The water ﬂow is maintained by a control computer and a
solenoid valve. The water vapour saturated nitrogen vapour is cooled and excess condensed water is
removed, leaving saturated nitrogen vapour which is stored in the reservoir. The ratio of the pressure
in the test chamber to the reservoir is a measure the relative humidity, as described in section 1.1. An




QCM: A Probe for Mass Transport in
Soft Matter
The hysteresis eﬀect reported by Honeywell is key in this investigation. In order to understand the
factors which govern this eﬀect, a method of measuring and quantifying the water interaction in such
ﬁlms is required. Understanding the extent to which the sensor properties are determined by the
material, and not the device architecture, requires the material to be probed directly. Therefore, QCM
measurements are shown to be valid method of assessing the properties of materials directly. Firstly,
the principles of the QCM technique, as applied to polymer thin ﬁlms generally, are discussed in section
3.1. Section 3.2 then presents the construction and proof of sensitivity of a QCM system. This shows
QCM to be a valid technique to monitor the mass of these thin ﬁlms.
The design of a standard test to probe the mass transport of the polyimide-water system is then dis-
cussed in section 3.3. This test was then used to standardise the quantiﬁcation of the hysteresis for this
study. The transport characteristics of ﬁve thin ﬁlms of varying thickness were then investigated. Each
crystal was measured before (soft cure), and after (hard cure), the ﬁlms were fully annealed. Following
this, the crystals were measured again after an oxygen plasma etch. This was undertaken to investi-
gate the impact of both the ﬁlm thickness, and each ﬁlm treatment, on the transport characteristics
of water vapour in such ﬁlms.
The impact of the viscoelastic properties of polyimide thin ﬁlms on QCM measurements is discussed
in section 3.5. This was undertaken to both understand the impact of the viscoelastic properties of the
thin ﬁlms on the mass measurements, and with a view to possible future use of QCM measurements
to probe the dissipation properties of thin ﬁlms.
In the ﬁnal section of this chapter, the mass measurements presented using the QCM are contrasted
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with measurements of a simpliﬁed capacitance humidity sensor. QCM is shown to be a good tool for
device engineers to quantify the limitations of sensors arising from the material properties of a sensing
element in gas sensors.
3.1 Quartz Crystal Microbalance
The QCM is a well established method of measuring mass ﬂuctuations[70] and has been used in a
wide range of investigations involving adsorption[97], electrochemical analysis[98], and the viscoelastic
properties of thin ﬁlms[99]. The most common scientiﬁc use of the QCM technique, as ﬁlm thickness
monitor in deposition systems, is outlined in section 2.2. Such applications depend on the Sauerbrey
equation, Equation 3.1, which describes a linear relationship between the shift in resonance frequency
of the crystal and the mass incident on the crystal surface[69]. This model is obtained by considering
the frequency of mechanical waves when a quartz crystal is excited at its resonance frequency by an
AC voltage in its shear mode, as discussed in section 2.2. The Sauerbrey equation is:




∆Mq = − S
N
∆Mq (3.1)
where, ∆fq is the shift in the resonant frequency of the crystal, fo is the base frequency of the crystal,
∆Mq is the additional mass on the surface of the quartz, N is the harmonic described by f0(n=1), µq
the shear modulus, and ρq is the density of quartz. In section 5.4, QCM results are interpreted using
this model, to monitor the ambient humidity in the test cell. A circuit designed to output a voltage
proportional to the resonant frequency shift in the crystal is used[100]. In this section, the validity of
the assumptions underpinning Equation 3.1 are examined.
The Sauerbrey equation is considered valid if the system meets three criteria; the deposited mass is
rigid, it is uniformly deposited, and the shift of the resonance frequency, ∆fq, is less than 2% of the
fundamental resonance frequency, fo,[70]. These conditions arise by considering the degree to which
the generated mechanical wave can propagate from the quartz into ﬁlm without impediment. The
latter two conditions for the thin ﬁlm; the ﬁlm uniformity and the ﬁlm mass, can be controlled by the
conditions of the spinning process. However, the viscoelastic properties of the ﬁlm are unknown.
The eﬀect on the resonance frequency of the QCM resulting from both viscoelastic ﬁlms and a ﬂuid
atmosphere has historically been characterised as an impediment to accurate mass measurement. How-
ever, more recently such eﬀects have been a subject of active research as additional information can
be gleaned from such techniques[101, 102, 103]. The versatility of the QCM technique as more than
a mass measure relies on accurate measurements and modelling of the dissipation and energy storage
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properties of the system. A range of modelling techniques for the behaviour of a QCM have been
introduced. The primary focus in this study is to gain accurate measurements of the mass uptake of
the polyimide thin ﬁlm in a range of humidity settings. However, at a higher humidity viscous coupling
of condensed water to the ﬁlm surface on the QCM has been shown to decrease the central resonant
frequency and to damp the oscillating wave[102]. The extent of the damping is a function of the ratio
of the liquid thickness to the decay length of the radiated shear wave[71]. Therefore, a model capable
of decoupling the contributions of mass and viscoelasticity of the ﬁlm to resonance characteristics is
required.
Figure 3.1: (a) A Butterworth Van Dyke circuit representing a blank QCM [70]. (b) A possible circuit
representing a QCM loaded with a viscoelastic ﬁlm presented by Parlak et al.[71].
The fundamental physics of piezo electric resonators in contact with a viscoelastic medium was dis-
cussed extensively as early as 1948 by Mason et al.[104]. A Mason equivalent circuit model of a QCM
contains two acoustic arms, connected via a transmission line, to model the behaviour of a QCM. How-
ever, the Mason circuit can be simpliﬁed to a Butterworthvan- Dyke (BvD) circuit if only one side of
the crystal is loaded[99]. The BvD circuit models a QCMs characteristic properties of energy storage,
dissipation, and inertia as; a capacitor, a resistor, and an inductor in series, respectively, as shown in
Figure 3.1(a). An additional capacitance, C0, is added in parallel, to account for the static capacitance
of the crystal between the electrodes. This equivalent circuit models the impedance characteristics at
frequencies close to resonance, allowing the various contributing inﬂuences of the QCMs behaviours
to be distinguished. The resonance frequency, fs, is conventionally deﬁned as the point at which the
impedance is at a minimum.
Equation 3.2 models a QCM with a rigid ﬁlm in a solution. It shows two terms which contribute
to the resonant frequency, the ﬁrst representing the coupled rigid mass contribution, ∆fq, and the
second representing the properties of the solution[71, 102, 105]. The second term alters frequency in
proportion to
√
ηρ, where η is the viscosity and ρ is the density of the surrounding ﬂuid[105].














Importantly, this model allows the equivalent rigid ﬁlm mass to be obtained. However, distinguishing
between the two contributions with a measurement of the resonance frequency alone is not possible
as there are too many unknown quantities. The admittance, the inverse of the impedance, of an
uncoated QCM is shown in Figure 3.2 as a function of the frequency of the exciting AC voltage. When
considering the imaginary component of the impedance, the reactance, X, it is possible to deﬁne two
other important frequencies f1 and f2 occurring at Xmax and Xmin respectively, marked on Figure 3.2.
Both Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3 are derived from the same model of a rigid ﬁlm in a ﬂuid medium
accounting for both the central frequency shift, ∆fs, and the broadening of the peak ∆ (f1 − f2)
respectively.
Figure 3.2: Admittance sweep of a blank QCM showing the various admittance at freqencies close to
resonance.
Itoh et al. showed that f2 remains unaﬀected by the properties of the surrounding medium[106]. This
is because f2 is the frequency at which the ﬂuid resistance and ﬂuid inductance cancel out[71, 106].
Therefore, the mass of water vapour in polyimide ﬁlms can be directly obtained via linear conversion
of the shift in f2 from Equation 3.1.
The QCM mass measured in this chapter have been calculated from a linear conversion of f2 to mass
via Equation 3.1. A wide range of models have been developed to account for QCMs loaded with rigid
solids, viscoelastic media, and Newtonian or Maxwellian ﬂuids, which are summarised well by Bandey
et al.[103]. Such models have also been combined to account for the dissipative properties of the given
system, for example, for the analysis of metals in a solution[107].
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Equation 3.2 is one such model which was used to decouple mass adsorption from ﬂuid viscosity and
density and is outlined by Parlak et al.[71]. It is based upon a rigid ﬁlm in an ambient ﬂuid, and
implies that the broadening of the resonance peak can indicate a condensed layer of water on the rigid
ﬁlm. The simplicity of this model is advantageous over the numerous models of a QCM for which
the viscoelastic properties are not easily separated from the mass contribution, as they are in the
same term, rather than separated as in Equation 3.2. To decouple the various contributions to the
impedance for more complex models measurements of the frequency at more than one overtone are
required[101]. Such data has not been collected in this investigation as this would require equipment
to measure the impedance at a range of frequencies, which was not available for this investigation.
3.2 Measuring the Impedance of a QCM
Figure 3.3: A photograph of a 10Mhz AT cut crystal in the holder which was used for this project.
These crystals were ordered with deposited electrodes on either side of the crystal (10nm/100nm,
Ti/Au), mounted inside the holder and unbonded to the holders from International Crystal Manufac-
turing Inc. (Product# 151218-10) [108]. The diameter of the electrode is 0.51cm, the total crystal
diameter being 1.36cm. On this crystal, a polyimide has been spun later (as detailed in section A.1)
over the centre electrode and the crystal has then been attached to the holder using conductive silver
paint (which can be seen on the left hand side).
In this section a system for measuring the impedance as a function of frequency of the crystals is intro-
duced along with experimental tests of Equation 3.1 at atmospheric conditions. The work presented
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in this section was performed as a proof of concept for the QCM impedance sweep technique to probe
polyimide thin ﬁlms prior to investing in a more robust system.
According to the Sauerbrey equation, quartz crystals with a base frequency of 10Mhz provide sensitivity
on a nanogram scale, as the constant S = 4.426∗10−9gcm−2Hz−1[70]. The base frequency is a function
of both the mechanical properties of quartz, and the spatial dimensions of the crystals, as it is a shear
mode resonator. Crystals of a higher frequency are thinner and mechanically more frail. Hence,
crystals with a higher sensitivity provide additional challenges when attempting to use standard spin
casting methods to deposit the polymer thin ﬁlm. The choice of crystal is therefore a balance between
the crystals sensitivity and robustness. Additionally, the choice of crystal resonance frequency is often
dictated by the operating frequencies of the equipment available.
In this project crystals from International Crystal Manufacturing (ICM)[108], with a base frequency
of 10Mhz and electrodes predeposited (10/100nm Ti/Au) on both sides of a thin disk of AT-cut
quartz crytsal were used. The active area of the crystals, which is deﬁned by the electrode area,
is ≈ 0.0951cm2as shown in Figure 3.3. These electrodes lowerd the frequency of the crystal from
the base frequency of 10Mhz. The diameter of the crystal is much greater than the diameter of the
electrodes such that edge eﬀects play a minimal role. Conveniently, for such crystals a 1hz frequency
shift corresponds to 1.1ng of coupled mass incident upon the surface.
Figure 3.4: A circuit diagram showing the method of measuring the impedance of the QCM which
was discussed by Shirazi[109]. The QCM is represented here by its equivalent BvD circuit.
A circuit capable of conducting an impedance sweep was constructed for this project, the circuit dia-
gram of which is shown in Figure 3.4. The voltage between the terminals of the AC waveform generator
was measured, along with the voltage across a 1Ω resistor placed in series with the QCM to give a
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current wave. The Picoscope 6000 when connected to a control computer is capable of both, creating
an AC output sweeping between frequencies in the range 0-10Mhz, and acting as an oscilloscope with
a dual input. Both the voltage and the current were then measured using the Picoscope. The maths
channel was used to compare the two wave forms producing a instant calculation of the magnitude of
the phase shift between the two waves. This is as the product of two wave forms; v1(t) = V1cos(ωt+θ1)
and v2(t) = V2cos(ωt + θ2) where t is time, ω is the angular frequency, θ is the phase, and V is the
amplitude, can be shown to be vproduct(t) = V1V22 [cos(θ1 − θ2) + cos(2ωt+ θ1 + θ2)][110]. The phase
diﬀerence then determines the dc oﬀset of vproduct(t) and so vdc(t) = V1V22 cos(θ1 − θ2) where vdc is
the dc diﬀerence between the two waves. Therefore, the phase diﬀerence θ1 − θ2 can be measured by
monitoring the amplitude of the two waves, taken as the RMS voltage and the dc oﬀset between the
two waves. The inverse cosine used to extract the phase change results in a less precise measurement
as the phase oﬀset tends towards 0o as cosθ is not as sensitive to θ, see Figure 3.5.
The waveforms of voltage, current, and phase for a particular frequency were output in a text ﬁle
containing ﬁve columns; time, RMS source voltage, RMS voltage across the resistor or current, and
phase measurement. The result was a folder of hundreds of text ﬁles with each ﬁle corresponding to
a given frequency. A script was then produced in MatLab to read in and interpret all of the ﬁles in a
given folder. The columns in each ﬁle were then averaged, and impedance was calculated by dividing
the mean RMS source voltage by the mean current giving the impedance. This was performed on
all the crystals as received from the manufacturer to gain an understanding of the crystal impedance
when unloaded.
Figure 3.5: The phase shift from the starting positions for the 70nm crystal when it is unloaded, after
the deposition of a polyimide ﬁlm (soft cured), and after a longer anneal (hard cure).
Polyimide thin ﬁlms were then deposited using spin casting methods with a range of spin speeds and
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solution viscosity, as shown in Figure A.2. However, a direct measurement of the thickness of the ﬁlms
on the crystal was diﬃcult to obtain without risking damage to the uniformity of the ﬁlm coating on the
sample. Therefore, alongside the crystal, polyimide was also spun onto a witness sample. The witness
sample was prepared to reﬂect the surface properties of the active area of the crystals by depositing a
metal layer (10/100nm Ti/Au) on a glass side. A step height was then created on the witness samples
by masking oﬀ a section of the polyimide and oxygen plasma etching away the remaining exposed area.
These step heights were then measured by AFM to give the estimated thicknesses of the polyimide ﬁlms
on the QCM. The AFM measurements were repeated along the ﬁlm to account for any local variation,
and the standard deviation of these measurements are the error of the thickness measurement.
Figure 3.5 shows a characteristic plot of the phase output of this system for a QCM under various loads,
as a function of frequency1. The various samples show a shifted frequency with no noticeable eﬀect on
(f1−f2) of the spectra. This implies a constant mechanical loss for the 70nm thin ﬁlms under diﬀerent
annealing regimes. A decreased mass is indicated after the hard cure, which highlights that perhaps
not all the polymer solvent, GBL, is entirely driven oﬀ in soft cure, a theme discussed later on in this
chapter. According to Equation 3.3 the impedance spectrum broadens out as the dissipative properties
of the ﬁlm increase. Figure 3.6 shows impedance sweeps from crystals with a range of thicknesses.
There is no signiﬁcant change in the characteristics of the impedance sweep for ﬁlms of up to about
2µm indicating that ﬁlm dissipation is not signiﬁcantly changed as the ﬁlm thickness increases.
Figure 3.6: Shows the Impedance of crystals of various thicknesses of soft cured polyimide. The raw
frequency, not the shift in frequency, is shown.
Figure 3.6 shows two points of inﬂection in the impedance spectrum. This is similar in an LCR circuit,
1The corresponding impedance data is in the appendix, Figure A.8.
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in which the circuit properties are dominated by the capacitance at lower frequencies reaching the
series resonant frequency with a minimal magnitude of impedance.
To read the resonance frequency from this data, a Gaussian function was ﬁtted to the magnitude of
the phase shift between the voltage and current waves when plotted as a function of frequency; an
example ﬁt is provided in the appendix(Figure A.7). Figure 3.7 shows the frequency, ∆fs, as a function
of thickness; each reading was repeated on diﬀerent crystals spun under the same conditions. A linear
relationship between the assigned thicknesses and frequency shift is evident, and so, the Sauerbrey
equation is valid for these ﬁlms at atmosphere.
Figure 3.7: Frequency shift as a function of thickness for polyimide thin ﬁlms on QCM. The thickness
measurements are taken from the AFM scans performed on witness samples, and the frequency readings
are read from the ﬁtted Gaussian function to the relative phase shift of the voltage and current waves
as discussed.
The results presented in Figure 3.7 have shown that the QCM technique is a suitable analytical ap-
proach for attaining measurements of the mass of polyimide thin ﬁlms. Therefore, our industrial
partners at Honeywell sought a developed robust QCM measurement solution for industrial measure-
ments. This led to the purchase of a Gamry eQCM 10Mhz impedance sweep box with software. The
system conducts an impedance sweep between two frequencies then ﬁts a broken rational function
enabling the ﬁtted frequencies, f1 and f2 to be read.
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Figure 3.8: A screen shot of the Gamry resonator software. Two increases in humidity were generated
to check the response of the system. The top graph shows the data and ﬁt of the current reading. The
bottom graph shows the measured frequencies as a function of time.
The Gamry resonator box is normally integrated as part of a larger electrochemical system, designed
to detect interfacial phenomena such as binding events[111]. The output is shown on the bottom half
of Figure 3.8 as f1 and f2 resonance frequencies of the system are plotted as a function of time. The
frequency resolution quoted by the manufacturer is 0.02hz[111]. This does not take into account the
quality of the ﬁt but shows the limits of the system when operating optimally. Importantly, the Gamry
system has been constructed with long term stability, allowing the assessment of the polymer on a
longer timescale.
QCM Temperature Response
The timescales of diﬀusion and the activation energies involved in transport processes are both a
function of temperature. Therefore, collecting data at a range of diﬀerent temperatures would be
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desirable to help to test the models discussed. QCMs have a well understood cubic dependence on
temperature[70] with the crystals used in this study designed to work optimally at 25oC[108]. Familiar
pseudo calibration proﬁles were collected at three temperatures; 5oC, 25oC and 50oC, on the same
QCM with 1µm polyimide ﬁlm as shown in Figure 3.9. The 5oC data shows a systematically lower
frequency in the desorption when compared with the absorption, and 50oC data showing the inverse
trend. This demonstrates the unsuitability of QCMs to take temperature varying data and is caused
by internal stresses due to temperature changing the elastic constants in the QCM with the precise
characteristics of the frequency-temperature relationship resulting from the resonator cut, overtone
measured, frequency, diameter, and mounting technique[112].
Figure 3.9: The frequency readout for the same ﬁlm on a QCM at three diﬀerent temperatures as the
humidity is varied.
The temperature-frequency relationship for these crystals was investigated by studying an uncoated
crystal in the thunder chamber and the temperature was varied from 5oC to 65oC in two hour steps
to allow the readings to stabilise, as shown in Figure 3.10 (a). The stabilised frequency was plotted as
a function of temperature and the results reveal a cubic relationship plotted and ﬁtted in Figure 3.10
(b).
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Figure 3.10: (a): The Temperature (green), and frequency (blue), readout of a blank crystal as a
function of time. (b): Frequency as function of temperature showing a cubic ﬁt.
This polyimide has a thermal coeﬃcient of expansion of ≈ 54ppm/oC, large when compared to that
of materials similar to this quartz (fused silica) of ≈ 0.5ppm/oC. As the ﬁlm was spun at ambient
conditions, variations in the atmospheric temperature caused stress to the crystal, changing the me-
chanical properties of the ﬁlm-crystal system and hence the measured frequency, with no change in
mass. This lead to a non-linear relationship between measured frequency and set humidity point for
any temperature away from ≈ 25oC, as demonstrated in Figure 3.9. To avoid such complications all
QCM dynamic data presented was acquired at 25oC.
3.3 A method of detecting Hysteresis
The objective of this section is to outline a method of deﬁning and measuring the hysteresis. The
hysteresis eﬀect has been reported as being observed when ﬁlm is cycled from a high humidity to a low
humidity state while allowing the ﬁlm to reach equilibrium at each humidity set point. Therefore, in
this chapter, the wetting and drying process is probed over several hours. This is of great interest as
observations of the hysteresis in commercial humidity sensors have been reported on these timescales.
Measurements on longer timescales of days require both the atmosphere and the measuring equipment
of the ﬁlm to have long term stability. The QCM technique has been shown to be a robust and stable
method of detecting the raw mass of thin polyimide ﬁlms to an accuracy on the order of a nanogram.
The thunder chamber(discussed in section 2.6) is the industry standard for sensor calibration. It is
designed to provide a highly stable controlled atmosphere in which to perform long timescale device
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tests.
Figure 3.11, shows the temperature, absolute humidity, and relative humidity readings of the thunder
chamber over a test cycle, the form of which is discussed later. Crucially, the thunder chamber measures
the relative humidity by feeding data from a series of pressure and temperature sensors into Equation
1.4. This provides an independent veriﬁcation of the chamber relative humidity which is not reliant
on any absorption process. The accuracy of the output is regularly calibrated against a dew point
hygrometer.
Figure 3.11: (a) Output from the thunder chamber sensors on a test cycle (pseudo calibration) run.
The temperature is held at 25oC and the humidity is well controlled. (b) Shows no hysteresis in the
chamber.
The temperature stability is an important factor as diﬀusion processes, QCM measurements, and any
chemical bonding processes are a function of temperature.
Figure 3.12: The change in mass as a function of time for a soft cured polyimide ﬁlm. The 50%rh
point is zoomed in on for both wetting and drying showing a small mass ﬂux on a nanogram scale
after 3 hours.
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Calibration cycles are used to test each humidity sensor in a controlled environment like that of the
thunder chamber, such as the cycle shown in Figure 1.2. Such cycles involve raising the humidity
from a base line to near dew point and back down to the base line again[113, 114]. For example; the
relative humidity is raised from 10%rh to 90%rh in 10%rh increments followed by a rise to 95%rh and
back down in symmetrical fashion, with the ﬁlm being allowed to equilibrate at each set point. This
results in the observation of hysteresis. The time taken for the ﬁlms to reach equilibrium means that
calibration cycle takes several days to perform.
In this project a calibration cycle has been designed to provide a test for material behaviour. The
calibration cycle is shown for a ≈ 1.1µm thick soft cured polyimide ﬁlm in Figure 3.12, which consists
of a 12%rh-25%rh-50%rh-75%rh-95%rh set points. This calibration cycle does not have the same
number of set points used when calibrating commercial sensors, and hence the time taken to perform
a materials test is reduced. The mass output on Figure 3.12 shows that mass transport is still active
after three hours at the 50%rh set point on the order of a few nanograms, with the total mass change
per set point being ∼ 300ng. Therefore, the time at each set point is set to three hours.
Figure 3.13: The data shown in Figure 3.12 ﬂipped and plotted to show the existence of hysteresis as
measured by a MatLab script.
Hysteresis in the data presented in Figure 3.12 is visualised in Figure 3.13 that was produced by script
which ﬂipped the proﬁle about the minimum mass point as shown.
Plotting the mass as a function of humidity gives Figure 3.14(a). A comparison of the absorption and
desorption curves indicates the characteristics of hysteresis. The measurement of the hysteresis as a
material, and not a device property proves that the hysteresis is intrinsic to the polyimide material
and not just an electrical feature resulting from the device architecture or the integrated circuit.
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Consequently, QCM provides a means to measure this property in materials without fabricating a
device.
Figure 3.14: Shown are the methods of measuring the hysteresis. (a) The mass of the ﬁlm as a function
of %rh. (b) Residuals of the ﬁt with the ﬁtted line in the middle. (c)Showing the measurement of the
area of the hysteresis loop.
There are several methods of quantifying the hysteresis. Conventionally, sensor vendors quote the
hysteresis as the ratio of the diﬀerence between the readings at 50%rh and the total change in the
measurand though a calibration cycle. However, Figure 3.13 shows that the hysteresis also aﬀects
readings at other humidity set points, and in some cases more so than at 50%rh.
An ideal sensor with no hysteresis eﬀect may have a characteristic absorption curve or line of the
measurand as a function of relative humidity. The characteristics of this ideal curve can be estimated
by ﬁtting a function to the data as shown in Figure 3.14(a). The ﬁtted function is dependent on the
type of sensor, in this case a fourth order polynomial is suﬃcient to model the behaviour of the QCM.
The residuals of such a plot are indicative of the hysteresis characteristics as shown in Figure 3.14(b)
and discussed elsewhere[113].
The approach used in this investigation provides multiple methods of quantifying the hysteresis; a
goodness of ﬁt test for the ﬁtted ideal function, a Riemann sum of area between the absorption and
desorption curves, Figure 3.14(c), and the diﬀerence at 50%rh. Conveniently, estimations of the area
between the absorption and desorption curves are in units of mass and so can then be normalised by
dividing this by either, the ﬁlm mass, or the total mass of the water absorbed, giving a dimensionless
ratio measuring the hysteresis. Such a method can also be applied to data with any measurands of
humidity, i.e. capacitance, and so is advantageous when comparing this work to both past and future
studies.
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3.4 Measurements of Density, Water Uptake and Hysteresis in
polyimide Films
The polyimide thin ﬁlms that constitute the sensing element in Honeywell commercial sensors undergo
several processing steps after their initial deposition. An understanding of the impact of each step on
both the hysteresis and the material performance as a sense dye is vital when considering improvements
to the manufacturing process. The previous sections in this chapter have shown QCM to be a suitable
technique to quantify the mass of a polyimide thin ﬁlms using the Sauerbrey linear conversion as
applied to the frequency shift, ∆f2.
In this section a series of measurements from ﬁve ﬁlms of varying thickness are presented. The transport
characteristics of ﬁlms were measured after each of the process steps: soft cure, hard cure, and plasma
etching. This was achieved by reading the mass of ﬁlms throughout a humidity calibration cycle.
The polyimide are ﬁrst soft cured and then hard cured. The former curing regime is designed to solidify
the polymer after the spinning process; this consists of an oven bake in an 80oC oven for 1 hour. The
hard cure regime is designed to allow the polyimide ﬁlm to reach the most energetically favourable
conﬁguration by raising the polyimide ﬁlm above its glass transition temperature of 350oC over the
course of 18 hours. Plasma etching is used by Honeywell to bring the thickness of the ﬁlms within the
tolerance level, so the same ﬁlms had been etched after the hard cure.
Firstly, both the QCM and AFM were used in conjunction to measure the density of ﬁlms. The
density measurement is of use as it allows an understanding of the relationship between the mass,
hence thickness, and frequency. The QCM can then measure the thicknesses of the deposited ﬁlms,
similar to a traditional QCM thickness monitor used in ﬁlm depositions systems.
The dry state mass of the each ﬁlm was calculated by measuring the frequency of the crystal when
it was unloaded, and frequency when it was loaded while in an atmosphere controlled at 12%rh. The
volume was calculated as a cylinder, with the area of the circular face assigned as the active area of
the QCM and a height equal to the thickness of the ﬁlm, as measured on the witness sample using an
AFM. Figure 3.15 shows the calculated densities as the gradient of the ﬁtted line.
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Figure 3.15: Density measurements of the polyimide thin ﬁlms at diﬀerent process stages, across a
range of thicknesses.
The ﬁtted lines shown in Figure 3.15 indicate that the soft cured ﬁlms have a density ρsoft = 1.29 ±
0.027gcm−3 2, slightly denser than the hard cured equivalent at ρhard = 1.25± 0.04gcm−3. The most
likely cause of this discrepancy is that a small quantity of the polymer solvent, gamma-Butyrolactone,
GBL, which has a boiling point of 204oC, may remain in the thin ﬁlm after a soft cure (maximum
temperature of 90oC). The remaining GBL increases the mass of the soft cured thin ﬁlms when
compared to the hard cured ﬁlm. GBL is also highly soluable in water[115]. This, in turn, leads to
the soft cured ﬁlms to have a greater aﬃnity for water vapour, which is demonstrated in Figure 3.16.
Figure 3.16: The mass of water absorbed as a function of ﬁlm weight for ﬁve polyimide thin ﬁlms of
diﬀerent thicknesses deposited on a QCM. Three data sets are shown for the same set of crystals after
a soft cure, after a hard cure, and a oxygen plasma etched.
2The error quoted is the ﬁtting error at the 95% conﬁdence interval.
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The mass of the water absorbed into the ﬁlm was calculated by a script which was written for the
purpose. The script found the maximum (at 12%rh) and minimum (at 95%rh) frequencies, and
performed the necessary linear conversion to yield a measurement of the mass of water in the ﬁlm.
The total water absorbed is plotted as a function of dry ﬁlm mass in Figure 3.16 which indicates that
the soft cured ﬁlms have an increased water absorption of ≈ 3.7% as compared to ≈ 2.9% for the hard
cured ﬁlms. This result agrees well with the SLD proﬁles (see Figure 5.12) which show a denser hard
cured ﬁlm, with less free volume for water3.
Figure 3.17: (a) The hysteresis loop area as a function of ﬁlm mass. (b) The hysteresis loop area/Film
mass as a function of ﬁlm mass. (c) The hysteresis loop area as a function of water uptake in each
ﬁlm.
It is important to understand if the hysteresis is bulk, or an interface, eﬀect. Figure 3.17(a) shows a
measurement of the hysteresis, the area between the absorption and desorption curve, plotted as a
function of the ﬁlm mass. Should the hysteresis be a function of an interface, the hysteresis would be
uniform irrespective of the ﬁlm thickness and mass, a weak positive correlation is observed implying
that the hysteresis is a bulk eﬀect. The hysteresis can then be divided by ﬁlm mass as shown Figure
3.17(b) to obtain data on each ﬁlm at a given processing stage.
The cause of the hysteresis is not fully understood, however two possible chemical interactions may
contribute; water-water and/or water-polyimide interactions. Figure 3.17(c) shows the hysteresis as a
function of the water mass uptake. Should water-water interactions be the source of the hysteresis,
then Figure 3.17(c) should present a linear correlation irrespective of ﬁlm treatment, this is not the
case, which demonstrates that the hysteresis is not solely a function of the water absorbed.
3An increased absorption in the soft cured ﬁlms was also observed in the neutron reﬂectivity experiments.
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Figure 3.18: The Hysteresis loop area for each ﬁlm deposited on a QCM is shown in a diﬀerent colour.
The x-axis is divided to show the three processing stages sequentially.
To gain a better insight into the impact of each processing step, the hysteresis of each crystal at each
processing step is presented in Figure 3.18. Oxygen plasma etching is used in manufacturing to control
the thickness of polyimide layers. Here, all but one of the crystals show a reduction in the hysteresis
after the plasma etching. The polyimide in question is similar to Kapton (Figure 1.5) and it is possible
the polar sites (C=O) on the polymer backbone are bonded to oxygen from the plasma4. Regardless,
oxygen plasma etching appears to reduce the level of the hysteresis in this polyimide.
In this section the eﬀects of ﬁlm process steps on the density, water uptake, and hysteresis have been
discussed. It was found that the density of the soft cured ﬁlms was greater, and this was attributed
to polymer solvent remaining in the thin ﬁlm. The water absorption was found to be greater at the
soft cured stage than after hard cure. It was proposed that this was a result of the remaining polymer
solvent attracting more water vapour. Finally, the hysteresis was conﬁrmed as a bulk, and not a
surface, eﬀect, with oxygen plasma etching reducing the hysteresis.
3.5 The eﬀect of Humidity on the viscoelasticity of polyimide
The Sauerbrey equation considers the mass added to the quartz crystal to be an extension of crystal
into which the resonant mechanical wave can oscillate with an increased wavelength and hence lower
4Bonding will be explored in Section 4.2.1
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frequency. However, a change in the material through which the wave passes leads to both boundary
eﬀects, and a change in the impedance experienced by the mechanical wave. While using the QCM as
a mass measure, this has been addressed as the properties of energy storage and inertia, the capacitive
and inductive properties of the thin ﬁlm cancel at a certain frequency, f2. As a result, ∆f2, the
shift in f2, is the best to use when calculating the mass using the Sauerbrey equation. Consequently,
complications arising as a result of the viscoelastic properties of the thin ﬁlm for mass measurements
have been avoided in this study[106]. This section explores the manner in which the viscoelastic
properties of the thin ﬁlm on the quartz surface are reﬂected in the impedance spectrum and how
these properties change with humidity.
One approach is to ﬁt the impedance spectra of a QCM to its equivalent circuit (Manson et al.[104]).
This links each mechanical property to the characteristics of an ideal equivalent component. This
requires the full impedance spectrum to be saved and ﬁtted, taking a lot of memory and computer
processing power with no guarantee of the quality of the ﬁt. Furthermore, this approach would require
a diﬀerent instrument as the native Gamry software did not allow the extraction of numerical data
but rather saved two frequencies; f1 and f2 shown as fs and fp, read by ﬁtting a rational function to
the impedance sweep, shown in Figure 3.19.
Figure 3.19: A screen shot of Gamry software showing the measurement of fs and fp using a ﬁtting
function. The data is shown in red and the ﬁt is shown in blue. This is not a good ﬁt and so can lead
to an error in frequency measurement of fp of tens of hertz.
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Here, the simple model, discussed in section 3.2, of a rigid ﬁlm in a ﬂuid medium is applied to this
system, a viscoelastic thin ﬁlm in a changing atmosphere. This approach assumes that the resulting
frequencies of this system can be represented by two components to give a qualitative understanding of
the changing viscoelastic properties of the ﬁlm. The two contributions to the impedance spectra being;
the lossy ﬁlm properties represented by the density, and viscosity of the hypothetical surrounding ﬂuid,
and the mass of the rigid thin ﬁlm. This model is advantageous as only two measurements; f1 and f2,
are required.
The model shows that for such a case, ∆ (f2 − f1) = k (ρη)
1
2 where; ρ and η are the density and







and ∆ (f2 − f1).
Johannsmann et al. detailed that the bandwidth, ∆ (f2 − f1), can probe dissipative processes on the
quartz surface in a vacuum[101]. It was also shown that quantitative information can be obtained
directly from the correct model by driving the crystal at multiple overtones under the same conditions
to solve for the density/viscosity parameter. A graph of frequency shift as a function of overtone allows
the viscoelastic constants to be inferred[101]. Doing so in a dynamic atmosphere is problematic as it
reduces the time resolution and would involve developing more equipment capable of driving the crystal
at higher frequencies. Furthermore, for a ﬁlm located close to a node of the mechanical standing wave
(thin ﬁlms where t . 50nm), Johannsmann et al. question the availability of this information[101].
Regardless, the ∆ (f2 − f1) parameter can still be used to qualitatively assess the dissipative processes
on the quartz surface.
In this section a qualitative interpretation is presented using the model shown in Equation 3.3. An
understanding into the variation of the mechanical properties of the thin ﬁlm provides valuable infor-
mation for device engineers, such as stresses exerted by the ﬁlm and expands the functionality of the
QCM.
Figure 3.20: The viscoelastic properties of a 130nm plasma treated ﬁlm through a humidity cycle. (a)
The f1 and f2 of a QCM with a polyimide ﬁlm on the surface. (b) The mass calculated from ∆f2 using
the Sauerbrey equation. (c) f2 − f1 reﬂecting the viscoelastic properties of the ﬁlm and surrounding
medium as discussed.
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Figure 3.19 shows a screen shot of the Gamry software at a low humidity, in contrast to Figure 3.8
taken under ambient conditions, in which the ﬁt was better. Figure 3.20(a) shows both frequencies
plotted as a function of time during the calibration proﬁle running from 12%rh to 95%rh and back up,
with a gap of around 400hz. Figure 3.20 (b) shows the mass of the ﬁlm, which exhibits hysteresis, and
Figure 3.20 (c) shows f2− f1, which shows asymmetry. Both Figure 3.20(b), and Figure 3.20(c), show
an increased hysteresis at the 75%rh point. The correlation between ∆ (f2 − f1), and the hysteresis
level is evident and ubiquitous on the data acquired on all ﬁlms.
∆ (f2 − f1) for a crystal at each stage of treatment; unloaded, with a 1µm soft cured ﬁlm on the
surface, after a hard cure and after plasma treatment, is shown in Figure 3.21(a). It is clear that the ﬁlm
treatment impacts the ∆ (f2 − f1) parameter and the dissipation qualities of the ﬁlm. Additionally, the
∆ (f2 − f1) is approximately constant on ﬁlms with the same treatment, irrespective of the thickness
of the ﬁlm, in the range investigated
Interestingly, the unloaded crystal which would be expected to be constant throughout a humidity
calibration cycle shows a small increase implying a greater dissipation on the quartz surface, as shown
in red on Figure 3.21(a). This is attributed to the condensation of water vapour between 75%rh and
95%rh. This may be impacted by the orientation of the ﬂat surface of the crystals which was not
monitored or controlled and may have inﬂuenced the growth of a condensed layer of water. However
the unloaded crystal can still be used as a standard, as it should exhibit minimum dissipation. The
plasma etched ﬁlm appears less dissipative when compared to the other two ﬁlms. The soft cured ﬁlm
exhibits the most dissipation when compared with the other crystals which may be due to the presence
of the solvent in the thin ﬁlm.
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Figure 3.21: f2 − f1 for the same crystal at diﬀerent stages of processing presented in Figure 3.20.
This shows the dissipative properties are a function of ﬁlm treatment, which is more dominant than
the humidity level.
In order to analyse the link between the dissipation properties and the absorption behaviour of the
ﬁlms ∆ (f2 − f1) is investigated as a function of humidity, shown in Figure 3.22(c). Across all crystals
a curve emerges up to the 75%rh point followed by a sharp deviation, attributed to condensation which
was also observed on the unloaded crystals, shown in Figure 3.22(b).
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Figure 3.22: The viscoelastic properties of a thick ﬁlm. (a) Shows the fs and fp plotted as a function
of time in a calibration cycle in the thunder chamber. (b) shows the f2− f1 as a function of humidity.
Recent simulation work by Pandiyana et al., discussed in Chapter 1, outlined water absorption pro-
cesses in epoxy polymer matrices[62]. It was suggested that at a certain humidity, an increase in
the water content triggers the sharp formation of bigger water clusters leading to a diﬀerence in the
mechanical properties of the polymer. This, rather than condensation, may be the cause of the change
in dissipation that is observed.
The density and viscosity for hypothetical ﬂuid surrounding all the ﬁlms was calculated based on
Equation 3.3. At a higher humidities this should reﬂect the properties of water due to the postulated
condensation. However, the viscosity of water, ≈ 9 ∗ 10−3gcm−1s−1, is much higher than is measured
(≈ 8 ∗ 10−5gcm−1s−1 at 95%rh). This is most likely as the water layer is not pseudo inﬁnite, and may
not even be continuous, as required by the model. Therefore, this model and measurement method
cannot be considered quantitative, but only indicative of relative dissipation in the system.
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Figure 3.23: The QCM data from the same 1µm polyimide thin ﬁlm though a humidity cycle when
the ﬁlm is at diﬀerent stages of processing. (a)Soft cured, frequency measurements. (b)Soft cured,
mass measurements. (c) Soft cured, ∆ (f2 − f1).(d) Hard cured, frequency measurements. (e)Hard
cured, mass measurements. (f) Hard cured, ∆ (f2 − f1). (g)Plasma etched, frequency measurements.
(h)Plasma etched, Mass measurements. (i)Plasma etched, ∆ (f2 − f1). (c), (f) and (i) show the
change in the dissipative properties of the polyimide ﬁlms through a humidity cycle. (i) is much
ﬂatter indicating that the dissipative properties of the ﬁlm are less aﬀected by humidity than the
other two, (c), and (f). (i) also shows a peak at 95%rh, perhaps indicating condensation. The mean
∆ (f2 − f1)(comparing y axis scale bars for (c),(f) and (i)) has increased with each treatment implying
that the treatment changes the dissipative properties of the ﬁlm.
Figure 3.23 shows the QCM data from the same ﬁlm at diﬀerent stages of curing. Plasma etching,
associated with a reduced hysteresis, shows a more consistent dissipation than the other two ﬁlms
despite showing similar amounts of water absorbed, ignoring condensation. An exhaustive study into
the interpretation of the ∆ (f2 − f1) parameter has not been performed. However, two data sets were
also acquired on a ﬁlms which sorbed water vapour which would be expected to have varying dissipative
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properties5. Polypyrrole (Figure A.9) which is known to swell in the presence of water vapour, had a
mean ∆ (f2 − f1) of ∼ 370Hz with a shift in ∆ (f2 − f1) though the humidity cycle of ∼ 70Hz and
a clear step change of ∆ (f2 − f1) with each humidity setpoint; making its dissipative characteristics
similar to those of the hard cured ﬁlm, as shown in Figure 3.23(f). The rigid ﬁlm was a metal oxide,
ZrOx (Figure A.10) which had a mean ∆ (f2 − f1) of ∼ 2300Hz with a shift in ∆ (f2 − f1) though
the humidity cycle of ∼ 40Hz with no obvious correlation with the humidity setpoints. The large
∆ (f2 − f1)of ZrOx would be expected as the parameter, according to this model is proportional to
(ρη)
1
2 of the hyothetical ﬂuid surrounding the quartz resonator and the density of a metal oxide would
be higher than that of polymer and quartz. Therefore, plasma etching makes the polyimide ﬁlms
dissipative properties behave more like a rigid ﬁlm, without being quantitative.
In spite of the simpliﬁed model used, it is clear that the ∆ (f2 − f1) provides a qualitative manner
with which to assess dissipative ﬁlm properties by comparison to an ideal, in this case an unloaded
resonator with only rigid gold electrodes, for which the results are shown. To expand this work further,
the range of approaches to gain quantitative measurements[101, 116] on such ﬁlms using QCM should
be explored. This includes driving the crystal at its overtones, and rewriting the native Gamry software
to read out the full data to enable post-processing.
While a more vigorous assessment of the viscoelastic properties of the material provides an intriguing
sidetrack, the work presented in this section outlines a clear link between the dissipation of the polymer
and the treatment of the ﬁlm. Furthermore, the absorption is also linked to the dissipation, as shown
in Figure 3.22(b) and (c). It unclear if this link is correlative, as both measurements are responding
to water present in the ﬁlm, or a more complex causative relationship exists.
3.6 Capacitance based Polymer Studies
Thus far the relationship between the mass of water vapour and the capacitance measured has not
been explored. The commercial sensors considered here measure the capacitance, not the mass of the
sensing element. While mass absorption within the polyimide is approximately linear with relative
humidity, as shown in Figure 3.14, there is a non linear relationship between the capacitance and the
mass of water vapour. This is explored here in this section. The capacitances of some test devices are
considered and their behaviour in a range of humidities is compared to the equivalent QCM results.
3.6.1 The Fabrication and Use of Interdigitated Capacitor
Capacitance in polyimide and Water Vapour
5The details of these experiments are provided in the appendix, Section A.6.
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Capacitance measures the ability of a dielectric material to store charge, as shown for a parallel





Where; χe is the net electric susceptibility of the dielectric, C is the capacitance, 0 is a constant
(the electric permittivity of free space), A is the area of the capacitor, and D is the distance between
the electrodes. 0χe is the constant of proportionality between the electric ﬁeld applied and the
polarization vector of the molecules in the material, i.e. where; ~E is the electric ﬁeld vector and ~P is
the polarisation vector. The polarisation vector, ~P , in a solid is deﬁned by electronic displacement
within the molecules.
For a gas of polar molecules, such as water vapour, the polarisability of the water vapour, ~Pwv, is






The physical origins of the polarisation vector are well discussed elsewhere[117]. In a system such as
this, in which there is a degree of chemical interaction between the ﬁlm and the penetrant ( which is
shown in Section 4.2.1) and the penetrant-penetrant in similar systems[65, 38, 62], the capacitance is
not linear with respect to the mass uptake of an interacting diﬀusant. The chemical interactions act
to minimise the energy of the system by bonding with the polar components of the polymer backbone
and the water vapour itself, reducing the polarisability and hence the net electric susceptibility of the
dielectric, χe. The resulting net loss in polarisability results in a loss in capacitance.
Testing capacitance
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Figure 3.24: The response to a series of vapour pulses of both, a commercial sensor humidity sensor
(capacitance) and QCM (mass). This is data acquired during the neutron scattering experiments,
presented in chapter 5.
The response of a Honeywell 1820 capacitive humidity sensor6 and QCM crystal with a 1µm layer of
polyimide, to a series of humidity pulses is shown in Figure 3.24.
Figure 3.24 shows a slower response to a sharp change in humidity for the capacitive based sensor
when compared to the QCM. Commercially available sensors are designed to be robust with a range
of additional layers to protect the sensing element, making a ﬁnished product unﬁt to assess material
properties. Therefore, here a simple set of interdigitated, IDT, electrodes with contact pads were
fabricated on resistive silicon using standard photo-lithography techniques to compare. A fabricated
set of electrodes made up of a 5nm titanium adhesion layer and 95nm of gold with a range, 5µm to
30µm, of spacings between the teeth.
Following the fabrication of the electrodes, a 4:1 polyimide to solvent solution, with a reduced viscos-
ity to ensure the polyimide would settle in between the electrodes, was spun over the electrodes at
1000RPM giving an estimated thickness of 100nm. The polyimide was then removed from the bonding
pads by oxygen plasma etching, with the rest of the sensor masked with a glass slide. The device was
then glued to a contact board and wire bonded to the contact board to form a sense dye. The sense
dye was then soldered to a standard dual in-line package, DIL, plug shown in Figure 3.25(c).
6Capacitance measurements have been performed using either Aglient E480A or E481A measurement boxes, discussed
in section 2.1.
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Figure 3.25: (a) The box with two BNC connections to connect to the capacitance meter and the
DIL socket on top to plug devices in. (b) The wiring of the box with additional connections to run a
voltage across a sensor. (c) The measurement box in the thunder chamber with the QCM in the back
before a pseudo calibration cycle is performed.
Mechanical movements were limited by constructing a box with BNC plugs as shown in Figure 3.25.
The DIL socket al.lowed devices to be plugged and unplugged as required. A series of pseudo humidity
calibration cycles were then performed on fabricated devices.
Figure 3.26: The capacitance from; (a) a nichrome IDT and (b) a 1820 Humidity sensor, in a thunder
chamber on a humidity calibration run.
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In addition to the titanium and gold electrodes, nickel-chromium alloy, nichrome electrodes were also
fabricated. The results from a nichrome devices are shown in Figure 3.26 and 3.27. The material
choice of nichrome for an electrode was intended to serve as a proof of concept for a more advanced
sensor principle. Nichrome is well known for its use in a variety of devices where controlled electric
heating is required. In nichrome the resistance is proportional to the temperature, allowing its use as a
heating element. Therefore, monitoring the resistance of a nichrome electrode allows calorimetry tests
on the polyimide. However, restrictions on both the time, and the availablity of the thunder chamber,
did not allow for the development of a suﬃciently sensitive impedance measuring technique.
IDT Device Results and Discussion Figure 3.26 shows the capacitance of both (a) a nichrome
device and (b) a commercial humidity sensor on a calibration humidity cycle. Both data sets show
similar behaviour, with the capacitance change for a given %rh increase, increasing with relative
humidity. For example, Figure 3.26 (a) shows a capacitance of approximately 0.5pF for diﬀerence
between 25%rh and 50%rh, and approximately a 4pF for diﬀerence between 50%rh and75%rh, a
nonlinear increase.
Figure 3.27: The hysteresis measurements on a nichrome IDT device. The data is shown in Figure
3.26.
The capacitance measurements shown in Figure 3.27(b) show a hysteresis loop area/ total capacitance
change of 1.72, similar to mass based measurements of polyimide. However, the capacitance readings
are not linear with respect to relative humidity, whereas the mass measurements from the QCM were
reasonably ﬁtted with a line. This is common across all capacitance measurements. This implies a
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increased polarisability with an increase in water vapour content; which is surprising as it would be
expected that increased amounts of water vapour would lead to the neutralisation of dipoles in the
material.
It may be that the increase in humidity leads to a greater number of unbound water molecules in the
polymer, and so to a greater measured capacitance. To investigate the mass-capacitance relationship
further, measurements of both quantities simultaneously on the same ﬁlm would be of great value. A
device designed to perform such measurements is discussed next.
3.6.2 Capacitive QCM- Concept and Fabrication
A device capable of measuring mass and capacitance on a given ﬁlm is desirable. Such a device has
been fabricated with a scheme, as shown in Figure 3.28(c). Here, the addition of a porous metal layer
allowed capacitance measurements to be performed on top of an existing QCM. Figure 3.28 (a) shows
data from a prototype Capacitive-QCM, CQCM, device with an additional metal layer sputtered on
top of the polyimide. The addtional metal layer, which was porous, was patterned with the use of
a mask to avoid a short circuit with the other metallic layers, as shown in the photograph, Figure
3.28(b). The photograph also shows the third contact which was added to connect to the porous metal
layer to the QCM holder. Both measurements are performed in alternation by switching the frequency
at which the AC measurement is performed between the two contact legs. Figure 3.28(a) demonstrates
that the QCM results are not disturbed by the additional porous metal layer and water is able to access
the polymer. However; the quality of the contact, the degree to which the porous layer is continuous,
and possible noise from the bottom contact, led to an inferior capacitance measurement. Regardless,
such a device would allow the relationship between capacitance and mass uptake to be investigated
on the same material in-situ. Additionally, the capacitance measurement is likely to have a diﬀerent
temperature response as it is not a function of the mechanical properties of the quartz.
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Figure 3.28: (a): The results of a CQCM device, both frequency output and capacitance. (b): A
photograph of the CQCM device. (c) A illustration of the device.
A further possible application of interest is expansion of these sensing principles to measure other
gases. Simultaneous measurements of both; the resistance and the mass of a sensing polymer have
been performed in previous studies to produce an electronic nose, designed to detect the presence of a
particular gas. In these studies separate devices to measure capacitance and mass were used [118, 119].
Here, we present a proof of a concept for a sensor capable of making both measurements on the same
sensing element. These results will be discussed further in chapter 6.
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3.7 Summary
QCM has been commonly utilised for a wide range of scientiﬁc purposes, and as a ﬁlm thickness
monitor. Yet it oﬀers signiﬁcant opportunities beyond its use as a simple ﬁlm thickness monitor, and
can act as a cost eﬀective material probe. The goal of this chapter has been to explore its validity and
limitations for such purposes.
In section 3.1 the use of a simple linear conversion from the central resonance frequency to mass were
outlined along with alternative models of QCM behaviour. The section concluded by stating that best
frequency to measure mass was the frequency at which the ﬁlm's equivalent inductance and capacitance
cancel. A model was introduced to relate the width of resonance peak, ∆ (f2 − f1), to the dissipative
properties of the ﬁlm.
Section 3.2 presented the work performed as a proof of concept for the impedance sweep method of
reading QCM frequencies. This resulted in a system to conduct impedance sweeps and obtain the
necessary measurements. It was also shown that a linear conversion of frequency is a reasonable
approximation for polyimide thin ﬁlms at atmospheric humidities. The Gamry resonator box which
performs the required measurements, and has the long term stability allowing the assessment of the
polymer behaviour on a longer timescale, was introduced.
Methods of quantifying the hysteresis are shown in section 3.3, with the favoured method being a sum
of the area between the absorption and desorption divided by the ﬁlm mass.
Section 3.4 shows methods and results to measure the density, absorption by weight, and hysteresis
on several ﬁlms. The soft cured ﬁlms are found to be both denser and have a greater amount of
absorption attributed to some of the polyimide solvent, GBL, remaining in the ﬁlm. There is some
tentative indication that oxygen plasma etching reduces the hysteresis.
The work presented in section 3.5 outlines a clear link between the mechanical properties of the polymer
and the treatment of the ﬁlm. Furthermore, for polyimide, the quantity of water absorbed is correlated
to the mechanical properties. It is unclear if the link between the absorption and the dissipation is
correlative or causative.
The ﬁnal section of this chapter began by outlining the need for a simple capacitance measurement
device by comparing the response time of a commercial sensor, which has additional layers of material,
and a polyimide coated QCM, in which the QCM was faster. The fabrication of a set of IDT electrodes
on which the polyimide was deposited was discussed. The possibility of using such electrodes to perform
calorimetry measurements was brieﬂy mentioned, alongside the results from existing an IDT device.
Capacitance measurements were shown not to vary linearly with mass uptake in the polyimide.
This led to the introduction of a proof of concept device, Capacitive CQCM, capable of measuring
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both the capacitance and the mass of the same sensing element. The possibility of using such a device




Chapters 3 outlined techniques to measure the timescales for the transport of water vapour in polyimide
thin ﬁlms. In this chapter the results obtained are considered to form a coherent picture of the rate
limiting factor in water transport through these polyimide thin ﬁlms.
Firstly in section 4.1, Fick's model of diﬀusion is applied to the data acquired to understand the extent
to which diﬀusion processes are responsible for the response of the sensor. It is concluded that the
rate limiting factor is unlikely to be the transport of water vapour within the material as the analysis
performed indicates a uniform diﬀusion coeﬃcient across polyimide ﬁlms of various thicknesses.
Section 4.2 then presents an investigation into the rate limiting factors in this system, and consequently,
water transport models are discussed with the impact of chemical interaction and sticking probability
considered.
Finally, the length scales of transport are considered by analysing the free volume within the polyimide.
This is achieved though an analysis of spatial frequencies in TEM bright ﬁeld images of the polyimide.
4.1 Interpreting Diﬀusion
In Chapter 1 Fick's diﬀusion laws were introduced, with diﬀusion deﬁned as mass transport by random
atomic motion. The diﬀusion coeﬃcient, typically with units cm2s−1, appears in both of Fick's laws
and is commonly used to compare diﬀerent systems as it is a function of the material. Here, absorption
processes are assumed to be the rate limiting step in the ingress of water vapour into the polyimide,
an assumption discussed in the concluding parts of this section. The data acquired during the QCM
studies is used to measure the diﬀusion coeﬃcient across all the samples tested.
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4.1.1 Ideal Sensor behaviour in a thunder chamber environment
Before proceding to measure the diﬀusion coeﬃcients, the response time is limited by the number of
water molecules that will interact with the sensing element at a given temperature in the thunder
chamber. This best case responce time is calculated.
A simple calculation to relate the atmospheric conditions such as, humidity and temperature to the
number and mass of water particles interacting with a given surface, in a given time frame are presented.
These expressions are then applied to an area with the same dimensions as a QCM crystal in the
thunder chamber environment for comparison with experiment. This is with a view to quantifying the
extent to which the atmosphere is responsible for mass uptake timescales which have been measured.
Equation 4.1 provides an estimate of the rate of the number of collisions, Zw, between a given particle





Where; p is the partial pressure of the gas, T is the temperature and kb is the Boltzmann constant.
Equation 4.1 shows the number of water particles hitting the sensor is a function of the partial pressure
of the gas in the controlled environment of the thunder chamber. The partial pressure of water vapour





, which is read out from the thunder chamber's
array of sensors.
The partial pressure of the water vapour can be calculated from the atmospheric absolute humidity
by assuming the ideal gas law, P = nV RT , as
n
V = %/mwater, where; mwater is the molecular weight of





Inserting Equation 4.2 into Equation 4.1 for the partial pressure, assuming a constant temperature,
and recalling that R, the universal gas constant, is kb ∗NA, where; NA is Avogadro's number, and kb
















% = kidealgas% (4.3)
in which, kidealgas is a constant allowing the number of particles striking a given area to be linked to
the absolute humidity.
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Inserting the values for the QCM-thunder chamber experiments1 at T=297K(25oC); gives the constant,
kidealgas = 1.57 × 108m3g−1s−1. The number of particles striking the QCM area can be used to
calculate the mass of particles striking the area by multiplying through by the weight of the gas
molecules. The mass of particles hitting the QCM surface is a given time is; dMindt = %kmassideal,
where, kMassIdeal = 4692m3g−1s−1ng, .
This gives a mass ﬂux into the sensor, dMindt , however, of course there is also a mass ﬂux of the sensor
dMout








sion, dMQCMdt was calculated for a given QCM by taking the numerical derivative of the measured mass
MQCM (t), both of which will be shown later in Figure 4.7. These results are also used for comparision
to the measure QCM mass in section 4.1.2.
4.1.2 Measuring the diﬀusion coeﬃcient
Two approaches to measuring the diﬀusion coeﬃcient were outlined in section 1.4. Firstly, neglecting







. Therefore, plotting MtM∞ against
√
t yields










, where; l is the thickness of the material. A one term
approximation of Equation 1.11 is reasonable on shorter time scales[51] but invalid on longer timescales,
as shown in Figure 1.7. The second approach used here assumes a constant diﬀusion coeﬃcient, the
time taken for the mass to reach half its equilibrium position (a half life type measurement), t0.5, can
be used to calculate the diﬀusion coeﬃcient as Da = 0.04914l
2
t0.5
where; Da is the apparent diﬀusion
coeﬃcient which is derived from a two term approximation of Equation 1.10, a reasonable assumption
on longer time scales[51]. Both of these methods have been utilised in this section as the underlying
assumptions lead to one approach being more valid at longer timescales, Da, and one approach being
more valid at shorter time scales, D. It should also be noted that Da only takes a single measurement
of t at MtM∞ = 0.5 assuming that the atmosphere and diﬀusion are uniform. This will be discussed
further later in this section.
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show two data sets for diﬀerent polyimide thicknesses, ≈ 1µm, and a thinner≈




, kb = 1.38 × 10−20m
2g
s2K
, and A = 2.47 × 10−5m2 for this experiment.
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Figure 4.1: Measurements of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient for a 1µm thick ﬁlm which has been hard cured
and plasma etched.
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Figure 4.2: Measurements of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient for a 120nm thick ﬁlm which has been hard
cured and plasma etched. 94
Figure 4.3: The maximum possible diﬀusion coeﬃcients for a 1µm thick ﬁlm which absorbs all water
which hits the surface based on thunder chamber partial pressure measurements. This is calculated
from thunder chamber measurements as discussed in section 4.1.1.
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collected during the QCM calibration cycles for each humidity set point and is presented here as a
plot of MtM∞ against
√
t. This allows the linear portion to be ﬁtted to measure the diﬀusion coeﬃcient
M∞, for all set points except 75-95%rh, is approximated as the mass measurement after 150 minutes
at same humidity set point. For the 75-95%rh set points the set point time was an hour (on other
set points it is three hours), so M∞ is assumed to be equal to the maximum mass of the ﬁlm. D was
measured by ﬁtting a line to the graph from MtM∞ = 0.3 to
Mt
M∞
= 0.7, observed to be the linear portion
of the graph.
Da was measured automatically, by ﬁnding the mass at MtM∞ = 0.5 and applying the method discussed.
The resulting measurements of both Da and D are displayed on the composite graph. The same
analysis was performed on all the available data, some of which is available in the appendix (section
A.4) for reference.
The relative humidity step changes 10-25%rh and 25-50%rh on Figures 4.1 and 4.2 appear to be
sigmoidal, yet the behaviour for the remaining humidity step changes is well described as linear with
√
t (Fickian). Section 1.4 discussed the cause of sigmoidal diﬀusion, a slower initial uptake at the
start of the diﬀusion process. Common potential causes are either, the changing characteristics of the
polymer as the penetrant ingresses, or the timescale at which the ambient partial pressure exerted
by the penetrant gas is simular to the response time of the sensor. The latter has been investigated
using the work presented in the previous section, in which the mass of particles hitting an area the
same size as the QCM electrodes under the same conditions was calculated, giving a mass against time
plot. Inserting a thickness of 1µm, and plotting this ideal data as MtM∞ against
√
t , the ﬁtting method
used to ﬁnd D is applied on this ideal data which was calculated to give the instantaneous response
of an idealised sensor in the thunder chamber atmosphere. This is presented as the maximum possible
diﬀusion coeﬃcients, DTh; the ﬁts are shown in Figure 4.3.
Comparing these fastest possible diﬀusion coeﬃcients, DTh, to the diﬀusion coeﬃcients measured, D,
reveals that D is much lower than the equivalent DTh for the higher humidity steps of 50-75%rh, 75-
95%rh, 95-75%rh, and 75-50%rh. However, DTh for the 10-25%rh and 25-50%rh, shows a comparable
response time, and the same sigmoidal characteristics as D, which is the same on all data sets. This
is because the thunder chamber is slower to change its humidity at lower humidities.
Therefore, the sigmoidal diﬀusion on the 10-25%rh and 25-50%rh step changes (on Figures 4.1 and
4.2) are attributed to the ambient conditions. When considering the ﬁlm alone the higher humidity
steps better reﬂect the transport of water vapour in the polyimide. These steps are well described as
Fickian.
Having established the diﬀusion is Fickian in nature, the best measurement method of the diﬀusion
coeﬃcient can now be discussed. There is a consistent discrepancy between Da and D, which should
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converge for single layer with Fickian diﬀusion characteristics. Da shows a greater degree of consistency
for a given data set when compared with D; see Figures 4.1 and 4.2. However, in calculating Da, a
single diﬀusion coeﬃcient from t = 0 to t = 0.5 with an atmosphere changing at a much faster rate then
a diﬀusion timescale is assumed. This increases the likelihood of a systematic error in the measurements
of Da for two reasons; ﬁrstly, DTh for some set points is same order of magnitude as both Da and D.
D neglects early diﬀusion eﬀects as it is ﬁtted from MtM∞ = 0.35 to
Mt
M∞
= 0.65, the linear portion of
the diﬀusion, disregarding data that is aﬀected by both the thunder chamber at early times, and the
neglected higher terms of Equation 1.11 at longer times. Additionally the measurement of M∞ is not
measured but it is assumed that after 150min, MtM∞ w 1. Therefore, despite a greater variability of D
when compared to Da on a given data set, D can be considered a better measure of the true diﬀusion
coeﬃcient in this system.
Figure 4.4: The diﬀusion coeﬃcient as a function of thickness. The diﬀusion coeﬃcient appears to vary
in a non linear manner as a function of thickness which is surprising as it should only be a function of
the material and not the material thickness.
Figure 4.4 shows the resulting averages of D, which varies as a function of the material thickness. Han
et al. measured water diﬀusion in a range of polyimide membranes (thickness=10 − 15µm) at room
temperature. The diﬀusion coeﬃcients found were in the range 1.7×10−10−10.5×10−1010 cm2s in one
study[120] and in the range 1Ö10−9 − 3 × 10−9 cm2s in another study[121]; all of which were Fickian.
Seo et al. concluded that diﬀusion coeﬃcients were quite diﬀerent and strongly dependent upon the
chemical structure of internal linkage and the morphological structure in ﬁlms[121]. Elsewhere, a
study of dense polyimide membranes (thickness=32 − 38µm) has found diﬀusion coeﬃcients in the
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range 1.5 × 10−10 − 8.65 × 10−10 cm2s [122]. Both of these studies used signiﬁcantly thicker ﬁlms than
have been investigated here, and found a higher diﬀusion coeﬃcient.
There is a clear upward trend in the diﬀusion coeﬃcients with respect to thickness observed in Figure
4.4. Each of the three treatments, soft cured, hard cured, and plasma etched, exhibit a similar thickness
dependent diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Hwang et al. attributed similar behaviour to two diﬀusion coeﬃcients
in the given thin ﬁlm, one arising from a denser skin layer, and another from the bulk[55]. Such an
idea is corroborated by considering the skin layers observed which will be discussed in section 5.3.
However, it would be expected that as , the graph would level oﬀ as the inﬂuence of the ﬁxed thickness
skin layer diminished, which may explain why the diﬀusion coeﬃcients measured here are lower than
those reported in literature. This underscores the challenges in applying information from bulk ﬁlm
studies to thin ﬁlms, in which surface eﬀects play a greater role.
Furthermore, it is also observed that the timescale of the diﬀusion is the same irrespective of the ﬁlm
thickness. This is shown by imagining that all the samples consist of only a uniform layer of a thickness
≈ 10nm. This is the equivalent of saying that the surface has much greater diﬀusion coeﬃcient than
the bulk, and this surface dominates the timescales of diﬀusion. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 display Dsk for
each sub plot, this is a hypothetical diﬀusion coeﬃcient (using the ﬁtting method); the same data
should the thickness of all the ﬁlms be only 10nm. Dsk is very consistent on all ﬁlms and humidities;
it returns relatively low diﬀusion coeﬃcient of 10−15cm2s−1.
Clearly, the rate limiting factor is uniform on ﬁlms of diﬀerent thicknesses. There are two possible
candidates for the limiting factor; either, a surface eﬀect such as a skin layer, or some form of chemical
bonding. The mass uptake is well described as Fickian, and yet has a uniform timescale with diﬀerent
thickness, this implies that diﬀusion though a layer common to all samples is the rate limiting factor
of mass transport.
Interestingly, Dsk for water vapour ingress at a set point is generally slightly higher than for egress,
indicating an asymmetric behaviour in the rate limiting factor making it harder for water to leave the
ﬁlm than to enter into it. The two afore mentioned candidates for the rate limiting factor are explored
in section 4.2 (chemical bonding) and section 5.4(surface eﬀects).
This section has shown the transport of water vapour in this polyimide as being well described as
Fickian, proportional to
√
t, with any deviations well explained by the behaviour of the thunder
chamber. Additionally, the rate of diﬀusion has been shown to be consistent across ﬁlm thicknesses,
indicating that diﬀusion in the bulk of the ﬁlm is not the rate limiting factor. An asymmetric polyimide
skin layer, or chemical bonding, are proposed as two potential causes for this eﬀect. The next section
explores the possible chemical bonding within these polymer thin ﬁlms.
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4.2 Applying Models of Mass Transport
Water diﬀusion in polyimides has been shown to be a ill understood process[121, 123, 65]. The total
amount of water absorbed is a function of the speciﬁc chemistry of the polyimide chain (as demonstrated
in sections A.6). The chemical interaction between water molecules and the sensing ﬁlm is key. The
outstanding issues for water transport in polyimide are well summarised by Mensitieri et al.[65] as,
(i) the type of molecular interactions, and (ii) the number of polymer=penetrant interactions and/or
penetrant self-interactions.
Few models yet describe the of sorption behaviour for systems in which hydrogen bonding is an impor-
tant factor[65, 62]. This has been shown to be the case for imide groups for both polymer=penetrant
and penetrant-penetrant interactions while performing spectroscopic studies and otherwise[65]. A
degree of success has been obtained while using the simpler approach of BET (Brunauer, Emmett,
and Teller) multilayer adsorption theory which accounts for distinct energetics for diﬀerent penetrant
layers[65], the Flory-Huggins and Vrentas Models[124, 125].
In this section the experimental results showing chemical bonding in this polymer are presented. These
results are then compared to a simple model.
4.2.1 Chemical interactions between water vapour and polyimide
Measurements of the diﬀusion coeﬃcients, which were presented in the previous section, show that
the water transport timescales are not limited by diﬀusion through the bulk of ﬁlm. The hysteresis
occurs on a timescale of hours and so a study of bulk transport alone does not explain key behaviours
of this system. Here an experimental result to show that chemical bonding is a factor in this system
is presented. A model to account for such eﬀects is then discussed.
Attenuated Total Reﬂectance Spectroscopy to Probe Polyimide-Water Interactions
Early results in this study had shown no shift in the Raman spectrum of of the polyimide peaks
when a dry polyimide ﬁlm was compared the same ﬁlm in a high humidity atmosphere (results are
shown in section A.7). However, using a more sensitive Attenuated Total Reﬂectance Spectroscopy,
ATR, showed evidence of chemical bonding.
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Figure 4.5: Attenuated total reﬂectance uses the evanescent wave of light to probe the sample.
Attenuated Total Reﬂectance Spectroscopy, ATR, uses the evanescent wave which permeates an inter-
face at which total internal reﬂection occurs, at an interface as shown in Figure 4.5. A beam of infrared
light is passed through the ATR crystal such that it totally internally reﬂects oﬀ the surface in contact
with the sample. An evanescent wave penetrates into the sample probing the ﬁlm properties. The
penetration depth is a function of the wavelength of light, the angle of incidence, and the properties
of the sample, but it's typically of the order 1µm in this type of system.
ATR Fourier Transform Infrared, ATR-FTIR, has been used here as it allows the in-situ measurement
of the spectra and has been used previously to investigate water absorption in polyimides by Alsten et
al.[126]. That study of various polyimide chemistries concluded that chain stiﬀness, crystallinity and
density ; all of which are inﬂuenced by the curing regime, were key determinates in the diﬀusivity of a
given polyimide.
Figure 4.6: The ATR-FTIR measured spectrum was calibrated to read 100 units when the sample
was in a dry state such that the peaks cannot be observed; as shown in (a). (b) shows the ﬁlm in a
humid atmosphere in which, a peak followed by a trough are observed at λ ≈ 1380cm−1 , indicating
a shift to a lower wavenumber for the C-N bond, and a trough followed by a peak at λ ≈ 1750cm−1,
indicating a peak shifted to a higher wavenumber for the C=O bond[127]. Both bond are both Raman
and Infrared active and are shown on Figure A.14, the Raman spectra of this polyimide.
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Here, soft cured polyimide was prepared on top of a silicon ATR crystal, and spectra were obtained over
a 5/5 second dry/wet cycle to conﬁrm any chemical eﬀects. Figure 4.6 shows the diﬀerence between
the spectra in both states, with the dry spectra normalised and the wet spectra showing a marked
diﬀerence. A water peak is expected to be observed in this range at λ ≈ 1622cm−1, the δ(HOH)
vibration for H-bonding, but this is noted to be weak, and most water peaks are found at a higher
wave number[38]. The rise and dip shown in the wet spectra indicate shifted peaks at λ ≈ 1380cm−1
and λ ≈ 1750cm−1 corresponding to the polyimide in IR.
Similar results have been observed Mensitieri et al.[38, 65] in which an investigation of a polyimide
using IR in the wave number range 1800−1680cm−1 allowed interaction sites on the polymer backbone
to be identiﬁed. The shift toward lower wave numbers in the presence of absorbed water is attributed
to the in-phase and out-of-phase carbonyl stretching modes. Furthermore, the shift has been observed
to be linear with the amount of water absorbed in equilibrium, and it has been demonstrated that the
eﬀect is reversible, although the energetics are not discussed. Such shifts are attributed to the imide
carbonyl group acting as proton acceptors in a polar-polar interaction with the electronegative water
molecules. The results presented here are entirely consistent with the chemical bonding observed by
Mensitieri et al. showing the same eﬀect with this form of polyimide, although it is unknown if this
shift is linear with water uptake.
This technique shows great promise, but the equipment to perform ATR-FTIR is available on a limited
basis. Ideally, this technique can be used in future experiments within the thunder chamber to give
the information on the chemical interaction involved in hysteresis phenomenon.
Modelling polyimide-water interactions and bond energetics
The transport of water in the polymer has thus far been considered a diﬀusion phenomenon with
all the material chemistry contained within the diﬀusion coeﬃcient.
Here, the interaction of absorbed water molecules with the polyimide is considered with the rate
limiting factor, assumed to be the rate at which water molecules ﬁnd a site available in the polymer.
The energy required to overcome any energy barrier of entry/exit for the water particles from this site
is considered explicitly. Firstly, the Langmuir adsorption model is given in Equation 4.4.
dθ
dt
= kaPN(1− θ)− kdNθ (4.4)
Where; ka is the rate constant for bonding, and kd is the rate constant for breaking the bond; P is the
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pressure, N is the number of sites, and θ is the fraction of bonding sites occupied. At thermodynamic





gives the Langmuir isotherm. In this
investigation, the scattering length density proﬁles, which will be presented chapter 5, indicate that
this is not a surface eﬀect, but rather an absorption situation. However, an analogy with the Langmuir
isotherm is developed, allowing both the energetics, and the capacity to bond in this system to be
probed. In Equation 4.5 it is assumed that transport of water particles is not the limiting factor when
accessing bonding sites within the polymer.
dM
dt
= ka(AZw)MFull(1− θ)− kd(AZOut)MFull(θ) (4.5)
The mass ﬂux is dMdt , and the fraction of bonding sites available is MFull(1− θ), with MFull being the
maximum amount of water mass the polymer can hold. At thermodynamic equilibrium dMdt = 0, and
recalling that θ = SitesOccupiedSitesAvailable =
Mo
Mfull
Equation 4.5, gives kakd =
Mo
Mfull−Mo .
ATR results show evidence of bonding between the polymer and the water vapour molecules. Processes





RT where; S and D are constants, and EA and ED are an activation energy per mole for the
process required. The sticking probability, S, the probability that molecules are chemically bonded
to the material, is unknown but may be inferred by comparing the number of molecules that hit the
surface to the number in the ﬁlm, both of which are known. By comparing the two sets of data in
Figure 4.7(a), S is clearly of the order 0.01, as the measured mass changes are a fraction of the mass
of particles hitting the surface.
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Figure 4.7: (a) The mass change for the thickest ﬁlm measured is shown in Green, with the number
of particles calculated to be hitting the surface (from Equation 4.3) shown in blue. (b) The absolute
value of the numerical derivative of the above graph. showing the mass ﬂux of the QCM, dMdt , in green
and dZwdt in blue.
The model presented in Equation 4.5 assumes the only interaction taking place in this system is that
of the individual water molecules bonding sites on the polymer backbone. This neglects water-water
interactions which may result in clusters or multilayers of water. The ATR results indicate bonding
sites at the C-N bond and the C=O bond of the polymer chains, as shown in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.7(b) also shows that the measured mass ﬂux, dMdt , and the calculated number of particles
hitting the surface, are well correlated. However at higher humidities, 75-95%rh, the mass inﬂux
response time is delayed due to a higher number of occupied sites, i.e. the polymer approaches
saturation.
Furthermore, at low humidities, as θ → 0 and at 0%rh, there is a reduced probability of penetrant-




Assuming an Arrhenius type bonding process, the type of bonding taking place can be inferred from
the energetics as, for example, hydrogen bonding tends to have energies of the order of 5-30kJ/mol.
A script has been developed to ﬁt the decay of each peak to an exponential function to access the
time constant, and hence the estimated activation energy. The output for the 10-25%rh and 25-10%rh
steps changes of the 1500nm ﬁlm is shown in Figure 4.8. The activation energy for ingress implied is of
the order 1kJ/mol, indicating some weak van der Waals bonding between the polymer and the water
molecules.
Figure 4.8: An exponential ﬁt for the mass ﬂux rate for the ﬁrst two set points allowing an estimation
of the activation energy.
Equation 4.6 has been compared to data. To do so the activation energies, EA = 1000J/mol (based on
the ﬁts shown in Figure 4.8) were fed into Equation 4.6. ZOut, the number of water molecules leaving
the ﬁlm, was calculated from the absolute humidity in the ﬁlm (which was calculated by dividing the
QCM measured mass by the volume of the ﬁlm). The remaining factors of Equation 4.6, S, D, θ and
MFull are ﬁtted to real data, with the range of allowed θ being between 0 and 1.
dM
dt
= AMFull (ka(Zw)(1− θ)− kd(ZOut) ∗ θ) (4.6)
A manual preliminary ﬁt for data (1µmsoft cured crystal) is shown in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9 is a
predicted mass ﬂux from Equation 4.6 compared to mass ﬂux data of the thin ﬁlm in time. The ﬁtted
parameters were varied manually as automatic ﬁtting algorithms tended to take the ﬁt towards a ﬂat
line.
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Figure 4.9: A ﬁt using the preliminary model adapted from Langmuir adsorption model.
The model presented clearly lacks a further term, which is a function of the partial pressure of the gas,
probably a diﬀusion term. This is a ﬁrst attempt to model the behaviour of the water-polyimide system
and it requires reﬁnement by considering vapour clustering within the material and the diﬀusion of
particles.
4.3 Transport Length Scales
Many studies of water-polyimide systems have noted the importance of density and morphology of the
speciﬁc polyimide in understanding the water transport[121, 120, 126].
The term polyimide describes a class of materials with imide monomers, which are often customised for
a speciﬁc purpose (discussed in section 1.3). Customisation may involve producing polyimide foamed
membranes[128] with a range of pore sizes and micro ﬁssures, enabling diﬀerent modes of transport
for a diﬀusant gas[30, 37, 129]. For this form of polyimide, both the time resolved neutron scattering
proﬁles (Section 5.4), and QCM results (Section 3.4), indicate that any variations in transport mode
from a variation of micro ﬁssures were averaged out over the size of sample. Consequently, smooth
diﬀusion curves, irrespective of any micro ﬁssures (see Figure 3.12), are obtained. However, this
information alone is not suﬃcient to discern between length scales of the diﬀusion i.e. from the
molecular (∼ 10−10m) to tens of nanometres (∼ 10−8m) scale, are possible. Two possible extremes
of mass transport envisaged are represented in Figure 4.10, (a) showing molecular diﬀusion, and (b)
showing transport through ﬁssures.
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Figure 4.10: Two schemes of mass transport may give the same concentration proﬁle. (a) Molecular
diﬀusion scale throughout the polymer. (b) Diﬀusion via ﬁssures and pore network.
In this section the structure of any free volume in this polyimide is investigated using permporometry
and TEM to establish the possible length scale of diﬀusion. The of use electron diﬀraction as a probe
to gain information regarding the common spatial frequencies in the polymer is also explored.
4.3.1 Permporometry
Distinguishing between the two modes of mass transport shown in Figure 4.10 is possible by measuring
the pore size distribution using permporometry. The permporometry measurements were carried out
at The Fraunhofer Institute for Ceramic Technologies and Systems.
In this case, the polymer was spun onto ordered mesoporous ceramics, SiOC and SiCN, and soft cured.
Here, non-condensable gases with diﬀerent kinetic diameters, the two smallest being He(0.26nm [130])
and H2(0.29 nm[130]), have been passed over the sample and the permeation rate measured. The
kinetic diameter of a water molecule is 0.265nm[131], comparable to that of the He molecules used. In
addition, the inert nature of He make any adsorption or chemical reaction between the Polyimide and
the He gas negligible. However comparison with H2 gas is complicated by the possibility of chemical
interaction. Permporometry and the use of the various gases and vapours to measure other systems
are well discussed elsewhere[132, 133, 134].
Of the gases used, only Helium was able to permeate the polyimide. The next largest molecule H2 had
no measureable permeation rate. Helium permeated at a rate of 7 × 10−3 sscs , cubic centimetres per
second at 1atm of pressure. Unfortunately, Permporometry cannot provide a pore size distribution or
further elucidate on any of the transport mechanisms on such a small scale as it is conventionally used
to measure micro porous structures[135].
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Water molecules are similar in size to Helium molecules, consequently it is clear that this polyimide is
well suited to selectively absorbing water molecules from the atmosphere, making it an ideal sensing
element for robust humidity sensors.
4.3.2 TEM: Spatial Frequencies in amorphous materials
Permporometry may hint at some structure in the polyimide on a sub nanometer length scale. Char-
acterising structure on such length scales is problematic as techniques commonly used to investigate
pore sizes, such as positron annihilation spectroscopy[136, 137], SEM[138], and AFM, are not able to
reliably map structures on length scales less than 1nm[139, 140]. Therefore, structure in this polyimide
cannot be probed further using typical membrane characterisation techniques which are designed to
probe microporous materials. Density in the polyimide may be correlated with spatial distribution of
mass within the polymer, which in turn impacts on transport properties.
TEM oﬀers high resolution and therefore polyimide samples have been probed for information about
any common spatial frequencies or crystallinity. The use of the TEM with soft matter samples can
be problematic as polyimide samples are prone to charging2. However, no beam damage3, which is
common with polymers, was observed.
The lack of intrinsic (mass/thickness) contrast in the polymer means the dominant contrast arises from
diﬀerences in the phase of the electron wave; phase contrast. Phase contrast is very sensitive to many
factors, such as small changes in the thickness and orientation of the sample[89, 90], as it relates to
the inner potential diﬀerence in samples, which was discussed in section 2.4[142].
To gain structural information about voids, other studies have introduced nano particles with a high
atomic number into a polymer matrix to generate mass contrast, which is known as staining [140, 138].
Staining can sometimes lead to nano scale artefacts[143, 144]. In some studies the absorption of a solute
consisting of metal salts into polyimide has been used to control the size and growth of nano particles
that form within pores, and can be studied due to the high contrast generated in the TEM[145]. Very
early on in this study, staining was attempted using two solutions of iron chloride and gold chloride in
water. However, neither of the solutions permeated the surface of the polyimide. This section outlines
the further steps taken to characterise the spatial frequencies in polyimide using TEM.
2Polyimide on a QCM crystal would charge to act like an electron mirror, see Figure A.4 in the appendix.
3Which generally degrades Polymer crystallinity [89, 141, 138]
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Figure 4.11: Polyimide on a silicon substrate with a with a gold protective layer. This is a bright
ﬁeld image acquired on a aberration corrected microscope with 80KeV beam (JEOL ARM200cF) by
Dr Ian Maclaren. The sample was thinned using the FIB technique.
Phase contrast which is characteristic of this polyimide can be observed in Figure 4.11, a bright ﬁeld
image. The sample here was spun onto a silicon substrate and hard cured. A gold layer was then
evaporated on top to prevent charging on the polyimide sample. Evaporation was chosen, as opposed
to sputtering deposition, to minimise metal implantation that had occurred on previous images (Figure
A.16, for example). The sample was prepared using a standard FIB procedure, and thinned with the
ion beam as much as possible, until the supporting silicon began to crack. The image shows some
phase contrast from features on a nanometer length scale. However, only a hard cured sample was
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imaged and so no comparison to plasma etched or soft cured sample can be drawn.
The electron diﬀraction pattern for a given material maps various periodicities in the electrostatic
potential distribution, which results in an ordered pattern for a crystal. For an amorphous material,
randomly orientated but similarly spaced voids give rise to a circular halo around the un-scattered
beam. Figure 4.12(b) shows a direct analysis of the diﬀraction pattern of soft cured polyimide. The
halo rings shows a 9.22 1/nm gap, corresponding to a spatial frequency of ≈ 0.2nm. This agrees well with
the permporometry measurements which indicated the maximum size of a diﬀusant in this polyimide
is around 0.27nm. This is not exhaustively quantitative but may be indicative of some structure on
similar length scales. Larger periodicities in the electrostatic potential distribution in the sample result
in less scattering and so are eclipsed by the brightness of the centre beam.
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Figure 4.12: (a) A diﬀraction pattern of the polyimide (at a high magniﬁcation). (b) A line proﬁle
relating to (a). Any longer spatial frequencies are eclipsed by the central spot.
In the diﬀraction patterns acquired information about larger spatial frequencies are eclipsed by the
unscattered beam. The Fourier transform of a real space image reveals the spatial frequencies in
the that image. To visualise any systematic voids in the polyimide the beam can be deliberately
defocused which enhances the phase contrast in polymer samples[141, 142, 144]. Under focusing
results in additional interference of the scattered and unscattered waves to enhance the phase contrast
visible in the BF image, although this does result in the degradation of the resolution[146, 92] and so
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the use of defocusing observe such voids is brieﬂy investigated here.
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Figure 4.13: A focus series of the same part of the sample, which is polyimide, and the corresponding
Fourier transforms, performed in digital micrograph. The samples are two polyimide layers seperated
by a platinum electrode.
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Figure 4.13 shows two bright ﬁeld images of a polyimide-platinum-polyimide sample, which has been
cross sectioned using FIB techniques at both focus and underfocus. The obvious diﬀerence between the
images is the increased grain like appearance as the image is moved out of focus showing Fresnel like
diﬀraction on the edge of contrast generating features. Figure 4.13 also shows the Fourier transform of
the corresponding images. As the images move further away from focus condition the Fourier transform
displays the expected dark rings. The location of the ﬁrst zeros in the angular sum of Fourier transform
corresponds to real space distances of approximately 1.4nm and 2nm giving an estimate of the image
resolution.
The defocus values shown in Figure 4.13 are calculated from setting a one term approximation of
Equation 2.84, equal to pi, for destructive interference observed at the ﬁrst dark ring. This yields the
approximation ∆f = 1λq2 , where λ on the T20 microscope wth a 200KeV beam was calculated as
0.00251nm, and q was measured from the Fourier transform as shown in Figure 4.13. This neglects the
second term in Equation 2.8, which accounts for spherical aberration term as it contains a λ3 and q4
term, making it relatively small. At such resolutions no structure was observed and so this indicates
that there is no nanometer length scale structure in the polymer, and the length scales of the variations
in potential which create the observed phase contrast are on a smaller scale.
A future experiment may be to compare the pore size distribution applying permporometry to both the
diﬀraction patterns and the Fourier transform of real space TEM images, across a range of samples. In
this investigation, both bright ﬁeld and diﬀraction TEM images suggest that the material is amorphous
and dense in any structure on a small scale. This makes the material highly selective regarding the
dimensions of molecules which can be absorbed into the polymer matrix, as water vapour, a small
molecule, clearly does. The ability of polyimides to be tailored as gas seperation membranes with a
good selectivity has been discussed elsewhere[30].
4.4 Summary
This chapter began by interpreting the data obtained in Chapter 3 in light of Fick's model of diﬀusion.
It began by considering the impact of the test chamber by calculating the number of particles hitting
the surface of the active area of the QCM at 25oC over a range of humidities. Importantly, this was
based on experimental data taken from the thunder chamber test environment in section 4.1.1. The
mass of particles hitting the surface was found to be very large compared to the mass measured by
the QCM technique, implying a low penetration for water molecules.
4Recall that Equation 2.8 is χ(q) = pi∆fλq2 + 1
2
piCsλ3q4. Symbols are deﬁned in section 2.4.
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This work directly informed section 4.1.2, in which the diﬀusion was characterised as Fickian, and
the work allowed any anomalous sigmoidal behaviour to be explained by the behaviour of the test
environment. There were two primary conclusions from the Fickian analysis of the QCM data; the
ﬁrst that the diﬀusion constants measured were a function the thickness of the material, implying that
the ﬁlm did not have a uniform diﬀusion coeﬃcient, with surface eﬀects playing a larger role in the
thinner ﬁlms. The second conclusion was that the rate limiting factor was thickness independent, as
the timescale of the diﬀusion was the same across a 170nm ﬁlm and 1µm ﬁlm. It was suggested that
such behaviour was a result of density, and hence free volume variations within the polymer, which is
reinforced well by the data shown in Chapter 5.
Therefore, an investigation into the rate limiting factor is presented and chemical interactions are
considered as a potential limiting factor in section 4.2. The results from ART-FTIR showed some form
of polar-polar interaction between the polyimide backbone and the polar water vapour molecule. By
ﬁtting the time constant to the QCM data, and assuming an Arrhenius-like behaviour, an energy of
the order of 1kj/mol is inferred for the rate limiting process.
This information was then considered, and a model of the water bonding within the polyimide based
on Langmuir adsorption model was then presented. This model did not produce a good ﬁt for the
data, and it was speculated that an additional term for Fickian diﬀusion could be added to the model
to better ﬁt the data. A combination of the diﬀusion and chemical bonding are likely to limit the rate
of water vapour ingresses into the polyimide.
The gas selectivity of the polyimide was then considered in section 4.3. Permporometry measurements
implied that only particles of a similar or smaller volume as that of water vapour were able to enter into
the polyimide. This explained the selectivity of capacitance based sensors as few molecules common
in nature are both as small, and as polar, as water vapour. The common spatial frequencies were then
investigated in the polyimide using electron diﬀraction. However, spatial frequencies larger than 0.2nm
were diﬃcult to discern from the central spot. Defocusing the polyimide enhanced the contrast but,
was found to have an insuﬃcient resolution to be certain of the length scales. It was then suggested
that future work may investigate ways in which length scales, in the range 0.2-1nm, can be probed.
The validity of electron diﬀraction based techniques to map spatial frequencies in amorphous materials
may be ascertained by looking at samples of a known porosity.
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Chapter 5
Acquiring concentration proﬁles -
In-Situ Neutron Reﬂectivity
The results previously presented have raised several key issues regarding the inﬂuence of the surface
of the polyimide, and a possible depth dependant diﬀusion coeﬃcient (section 4.2). Additionally,
the low permeation rate of non-condensable gases for this polyimide raises questions regarding the
appropriate model of transport kinetics in this system; adsorption, absorption, or some combination
such as adsorption followed by absorption. The free volume variations within the absorbent material,
and the concentration proﬁles of the penetrant as it diﬀuses, can reveal such information. An in-situ
probe capable of mapping density variations within the polyimide in the direction of the concentration
gradient, i.e. normal to the interacting surface, is required.
Neutron reﬂectivity has been widely used to examine buried interfaces. The grazing incidence ge-
ometry of neutron reﬂection means it is sensitive to many types of layers which vary normal to the
surface[74], and it has been used to probe dynamic changes in polymers[77] including the sorption of
water vapour[147, 148]. Section 5.1, discusses the use and theory of neutron reﬂectivity, demonstrating
that it is capable of acting as the required probe. The construction, operation and data processing
of equipment and methods to make the measurements on this system are discussed in section 5.2.
Results showing the density of the thin ﬁlms as a function of depth, and equilibrium concentrations
of penetrant vapour, are presented in section 5.3. The ﬁnal results section outlines a novel method
of acquiring time resolved density proﬁles of the absorbent material as the penetrant ingresses. The
conclusions and limitations of this technique are discussed in section 5.5.
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5.1 Neutron Reﬂectivity Theory
Neutron-matter interactions can be approached by considering the nuclear potential experienced by
each neutron as it passes individual atoms. In this particle model1, matter was represented as series of
point scatters, each point representing an atom. The ﬁeld generated by a given atom is characterised
by a cross section area, σ = pib2, where b is known as the scattering length. In practice, matter of
any practical size contains a large number of atoms and so many point scatterers. It is therefore more
eﬃcient to model such situations by considering the wave nature of the neutron beam.
This section is divided into two parts, the ﬁrst, 5.1.1, discusses the wave model of neutron behaviour
with a goal of giving simple equations with which to interpret the experimental results later presented.
The second subsection, 5.1.2, shows how this model can applied to acquire concentration proﬁles of
the polyimide and sample requirements.
5.1.1 Model of Neutron Reﬂectivity
The average scattering length, the scattering length density, SLD, is given by Equation 5.1 where; V is
the given volume. For a given species of atom, the SLD consists of ρb and ρa, the real and imaginary






The refractive index for a neutron beam passing through a medium2, is shown as well approximated by
Equation 5.2[72, 75, 81]. Equation 5.2 assumes the resulting neutron waves are the sum of scattering
resulting from many point scatters acting on the incident wave; this formalism neglects local ﬁeld
eﬀects and binding eﬀects which are well discussed by Nowak et al.[149]. The neutron wavelengths,
λ, are normally three orders of magnitude less than that of light, allowing much thinner ﬁlms to be
probed; additionally, the neutron beam also has a small attenuation relative to it's scattering strength
when compared to EM radiation.









Importantly, in contrast to optical refractive indices, neutron refractive indices are directly related to
composition of the material. It will later be discussed that the real component of the SLDs, for materials
important in this investigation, are several orders of magnitude larger than the imaginary component
1Discussed at length in section 2.3
2This formalism of neutron behaviour was brieﬂy discussed when considering neutron wave guides in section 2.3
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which quantiﬁes the attenuation of the wave (see Figure 5.2). Consequently, ρa is suﬃciently small
that the eﬀects of attenuation can be neglected when calculating the refractive index, as is common in
many reﬂectometer experiments, simplifying Equation 5.2 to two terms[75].
Figure 5.1: (a) A wave, I, passing from one medium to another, with a reﬂected wave R and transmitted
wave, T. (b) A two layer system with reﬂection coming oﬀ the surface and second interface.
Figure 5.1(a), shows three waves; the incident beam, I, a reﬂected wave, R, and a transmitted wave,
T , which is common for a reﬂection geometry. It can be shown by considering the wave functions of
the reﬂected and transmitted neutron waves normal to the surface; the fraction of the incident beam
energy reﬂected can be calculated by Equation 5.3[150].
R =
∣∣∣∣n0sinθ0 − n1sinθ1n0sinθ0 + n1sinθ1
∣∣∣∣2 (5.3)
In Equation 5.3, R is the fraction of the incident beam which is reﬂected, θ0 is the incident angle to the
surface (referred to as α for the ﬁrst interface), θ1 is the angle of the transmitted wave to the surface,
n0 is the refractive index in the ﬁrst medium and n1 is the refractive index in the second medium[150].
Equation 5.3 implies that at small angles the reﬂectivity is equal to unity, resulting in total external
reﬂection or specular reﬂection. The largest glancing angle, α, at which total external reﬂection occurs,
is called the critical angle, θc. The critical edge is the value of q at which the reﬂectivity reduces from
unity. When α > θc energy is transmitted into the sample and so the reﬂectivity is reduced from
unity. The refractive index is a function of the SLD and the neutron wavelength, so the reﬂectivity
is also a function of the neutron wavelength. Consequently, plotting the reﬂectivity as a function of
angle for non-monochromated beam does not allow the various scattering events to be discerned. The
scattering vector, q = 4piλ sinθ, is the vectoral diﬀerence between the incident and reﬂected waves
3 and
it is a function of both the wavelength/energy of the incident neutron, and the incident angle. The
reﬂectivity proﬁle is conventionally presented as a function of q rather than of θ, as this allows the
3Discussed in section 2.3 extensively.
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reﬂectivity to be presented as a function of the scattering strength for a non-monochromatic neutron
beam.
Additionally, it has been shown that the reﬂectivity proﬁle can be thought of as the Fourier transform
of the spatial gradient of the SLD normal to the sample surface[150]. This is the result of the kinematic
approximation which is only reasonable for weak scattering [150, 75, 73, 72]. Accordingly, this model is
valid at q values where surface reﬂection is of lower signiﬁcance, far away from q value for the critical
edge where surface reﬂection eﬀects are not dominant. Mapping the reﬂectivity at higher q provides
an insight into a broader range of scattering events allowing the inferred density proﬁle to be reﬁned,
which will be discussed in 5.1.2.
Approximating the reﬂectivity normal to the surface, in the direction normal to the surface, z, is
possible by considering some simpliﬁcations to Equation 5.3. The z component of the wave is found
when θ0 = 90o which leads to sinθ0 w sinθ1 and as n0 ≈ 1(for a vacuum); this leads to Equation 5.4.
√
R =
∣∣∣∣1− n11 + n1
∣∣∣∣ ≈ 1=n12 (5.4)
Equation 5.2 can be rewritten in terms of the wave number q, as from the deﬁnition of q, qz = 2k
when θ0 is close to 90o and so,
qz
2 = k =
2pi








= 1− 8piρbq2z ,





The validity of Equation 5.5 and the kinematic approximation to a reﬂectivity geometry is extensively
discussed elsewhere[151, 74] and it is considered valid as when applied to polymers systems at a high
qz as discussed[75]. At smaller angles, say θ = θcritical, the assumptions that; sinθ0 w sinθ1 and
weak scattering, is not valid and therefore neither is Equation 5.5. This can be shown otherwise but
ultimately is as the Born approximation does not hold for strong scattering[75]. However, at higher
values of q with weaker scattering Equation 5.5 can provide a quick and useful way of analysing spectra
at higher q (∼ qz = 3qcritical ).
To gain an understanding of R(q), Equation 5.5 can be applied to the ideal situation depicted in Figure
5.1(b). The SLD varies normal to the surface and the neutron wave is considered as it passes through
three interfaces with SLDs; ρb0, ρb2 and ρb2 respectively. This gives changes in SLD; ∆ρ1 = ρb1 − ρb0
and ∆ρ2 = ρb2 − ρb1. If each surface is smooth the rate of these step changes in SLD normal to the
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surface, can be modelled as delta functions giving Equation 5.6.
dρ
dz
(z) = ∆ρ1δ(z) + ∆ρ2δ(z + t) (5.6)
In Equation 5.6; t is the thickness of the ﬁlm, integrating for ρb(z), substituting in and inserting into









2 + 2∆ρ1ρ2cos(qzt)) (5.7)
This approximation provides a quick and analytical ﬁrst glance at the reﬂectivity proﬁles; here the
striking feature is the interference (Kiessig) fringes. Equation 5.7 provides a tool to conduct a direct
analysis of spectra. Considering a period of the Kiessig fringes; as cos(qzt) = cos(2pi) = 1 an estimate
of the ﬁlm thickness can be obtained as t = 2piδqz .
However, this does not deal with more complex systems and is inaccurate when dealing with fringes
close to the critical edge. It is clear that the reﬂectivity proﬁle contains a wealth of information about
the scattering length density changes in samples therefore a more precise method of dealing with the
data is desirable. Modern computation can easily deal with dividing up a given layer into many sub-
layers each with a sharp interface between small SLD changes from the previous sub-layer. Essentially,
taking a continuous medium and treating it as an SLD histogram, then calculating the superposition of
the reﬂectivity from each boundary, giving a ﬁtted reﬂectivity proﬁle. Such an approach is summarised
in Equation 5.8 [152, 153, 75, 74].
Rtotal =
∣∣∣∣ r01 − r12exp{2iβ}1 + r01r12n1exp{2iβ}
∣∣∣∣2 (5.8)




i and j denote the layers of the system. This is a general expression for any layer in the ﬁlm. The
exponential term of Equation 5.8 deals with the attenuation of multiply reﬂected waves. A many
layered model can be approximated by a series of diﬀerent layers with each boundary adding another
reﬂected wave, all the reﬂected waves are then summed while accounting for their relative phases. The
calculated reﬂectivity is then the complex square of the reﬂected waves from each boundary. This
relies of the wave of the neutron wave function being continuous across each boundary.
Often steps in dρdz (z) are modelled not as delta functions as in Equation 5.6, but rather as a distribution
function, normally a Gaussian with the roughness characterised by an error function associated with
the given distribution function[152]. This can be computationally more eﬃcient when working with
rough surfaces as the roughness is summarised by the width of the distribution function rather than
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many thin layers. This method is deployed in the MOTOFIT software which is used in this project to
calculate theoretical reﬂectivity proﬁles and reﬁne ﬁts to data as detailed by Nelson[153].
5.1.2 Applying Neutron Reﬂectivity to polyimide
In this section it is shown with the aid of some simulation that neutron reﬂectivity can be applied to
this system to map the density variations normal to the surface in the polyimide thin ﬁlm, and hence
the concentration levels of any penetrant.
Figure 5.2, shows the relative cross sections of important materials for these experiments and their
SLDs, including Kapton, a well studied form of polyimide[154]. Considering these SLDs two points
are clear: the contrast provided by D2O is much higher than that of water vapour; and secondly, the
attenuation, represented by the imaginary component of the SLD, is negligible.
Figure 5.2: A pictorial representation of the relative SLDs of various materials at common densities
at a neutron wavelength of 6 Å. The diameters of the circles are proportional to the real component
of the SLD.
From Equation 5.2, gases such as air, with a low density when compared to solid materials, are
reasonably approximated to have n1 = 1. Typically, the scattering length densities for polymers are
of the order 10−6A˚−2; for example, for Kapton the SLD is ≈ 2.95 ∗ 10−6A˚−2 for a typical neutron




= sinθ1sinθ2 , where θ is the angle to the normal, gives rise to total external reﬂection > 89
o
and so a glancing angle for the neutron beam of α v 1o is required to observe total external reﬂection.
Such conditions must be accommodated on the reﬂectometers used in this study to gain a full proﬁle
of the reﬂectivity[155].
An anticipated reﬂectivity proﬁle can be calculated using the MOTOFIT software[153]. This is an
important step as it will infom the types of samples about which useful information can be gained.
Each layer in the modelling method used is represented by three numbers: a thickness, a roughness,
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and an SLD as discussed. The properties of the substrate and the containment medium are ﬁxed as
they are well understood; silicon (SLDSillicon ≈ 2.07 ∗ 10−6A˚−2) and air (SLDAir ≈ 0A˚−2). The
ﬁtting algorithms used are discussed in later sections. Here, this software is used to understand the
expected reﬂectivity proﬁle and understand the sample requirements.
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 depict a series of idealised situations of various samples. Firstly, Figure 5.3(a)
simply shows a perfectly sharp interface between air and Kapton. As expected from Equation 5.3,
Fresnel behaviour is observed with the reﬂectivity dropping exponentially with q. However, polymer
samples tend to have a degree of roughness which aﬀects the degree of sharpness of the drop in
reﬂectivity. This is observed when comparing Figure 5.3(a), and Figure 5.3(b), which are the same
except for the roughness of the interface. Interface roughness reduces the specular reﬂected intensity
as some neutrons are scattered into non-specular directions. Specular reﬂectivity is only sensitive to
changes in the SLD normal to the surface; the non-specular reﬂected intensity is sensitive to the in-
plane features of the interface, since it has a non-zero component of the momentum in the x-y plane
[76]. Therefore, a rougher surface leads to more diﬀuse reﬂection. Figure 5.3(c) has two perfectly
sharp interfaces; a vacuum-Kapton interface and Kapton-silicon interface 60nm apart, the situation
represented in Equation 5.7. Figure 5.3(c) shows the Kiessig fringes, and the period, δqz, of the fringes,
is slightly shorter close to the critical edge, 1 as marked on Figure 5.3(c), than on later fringes. This
is the inﬂuence of the strong scattering from the critical edge for which Equation 5.7 is not accurate.
This must be considered then making direct measurements from a reﬂectivity proﬁle, which will be





Figure 5.3: Each of these scenarios was simulated using the MOTOFIT scripts. The y-axis is the
logarithm(base 10) of the reﬂectivity. (a) Fresnel like behaviour for a single sharp interface from a
vacuum to Kapton of inﬁnite thickness. (b) The same interference as in (a) with a surface roughness.
Roughness is simulated as an error function with a width of 5nm. (c) Interference fringes arising from
a Kapton layer of 60nm on an inﬁnite Silicon substrate.
Figure 5.3(c) shows a 60nm thick Kapton layer on a sillicon substrate; no fringes can be discerned after
q ≈ 0.15A˚. However, humidity sensors use layers of a much greater thickness, th , normally, th ≈ 1µm.
From Equation 5.7 it is deduced that th = 2piδqz so a greater thickness requires a better resolution in qz
to resolve the fringes and the fringe depth. This is observed by comparing Figure 5.4(a) and (b) which
shows layers of 100nm and 300nm thickness respectively. This sets a resolution requirement (in q) to
probe a sample of a given thickness. Samples thicker can be probed, however the fringes will not be
resolved, meaning that modelling the ﬁlm accurately will be less likely.
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Figure 5.4: (a) A 100nm thick layer of polyimide on a sillicon substrate with no interface roughness.
(b) A 300nm thick layer of polyimide on a sillicon substrate with no interface roughness. (c) A 300nm
thick layer of polyimide on a sillicon substrate with a 2nm interface roughness to show the eﬀects of
oﬀ-specular reﬂection on the reﬂectivity proﬁle.
Figure 5.4(c) shows the type of reﬂectivity proﬁle, R(q), which can be anticipated. This is identical to
Figure 5.4(c) but roughness has been added increasing the oﬀ-specular reﬂection. The range of q with
features is approximately 0-0.1A˚−1 when both the interfaces have a 2nm width for the distribution
function describing the roughness. A ﬁnal feature on all of the simulated spectra shown is the inﬁnite
silicon substrate. It is important to prevent features from a third interface being calculated in the
modelled spectra as this only adds to complication in the model, and any fringes arising from the silicon
block (thickness 1cm) will be beyond the resolution of the instrument. As a result, the calculation on
any other interfaces is unnecessary and not of interest for this experiment.
It is clear from this section that with careful equipment selection and sample preparation, mapping




This section is divided into three parts: the experimental planning, the data acquisition, and the data
processing, of the experiments involving neutron reﬂectivity, respectively. The ﬁrst section covers the
sample preparation and use of an aluminium cell to create a D2O vapour ﬁlled and N2 environment for
the sample. The data acquisition then discusses the use of two neutron reﬂectometer at two facilities to
collect a range of data. Finally, the data processing discusses extracting information from the acquired
data sets.
5.2.1 Experimental Design
The neutron data in this project was acquired following the success of two applications for beam time,
each to conduct four days of experiments. The two instruments are the D17 beam[82] at the Institut
Laue-Langevin, ILL, and the Inter beam[83, 84] at Rutherford Appleton Laboratories, RAL as part of
a collaboration4. Preparing for this experiment involved two tasks; the sample preparation, and the
construction of equipment to control the humidity in the head space of the samples while NR proﬁles
were acquired.
The size of the sample corresponds to the beam imprint available at the given instrument which
depends on the reﬂectometer geometry. In principle, larger samples allow a larger beam footprint,
leading to a higher number of neutrons and better Poisson statistics on the reﬂectivity count. The
beam width is controlled by the slits, which are shown in Figure 5.5, leading to a typical imprint on
the sample of a few square centimeters[156]. Sample uniformity parallel to the surface is imperative,
as any variation can lead to errors in the R(qz). Polyimide thin ﬁlms on top of 3 Si blocks of 1cm
thickness have been used. Uniformity on wafers of this size is obtainable using standard spin casting
techniques, as shown in section A.1. Polyimide layers with a range of thicknesses and processing steps
had been prepared on silicon blocks. The samples were placed into an aluminium vapour cell that
was constructed for a similar project[77, 157]. Aluminium was chosen as the cell material due to its
relativity low NR scattering length when compared with other materials, as indicated in Figure 5.2.
The cell was designed to hold such silicon blocks during NR measurement and has a gas inlet.
4Dr A. Glidle provided the sample chamber and guided its customisation to incorporate the QCM and Honeywell
sensor.
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Figure 5.5: Shows the sample in the aluminium cell on the D17 neutron beam line. The slits which
control the beam imprint on the sample can seen. The cell itself has a space to insert a capacitance
based humidity sensor with a BNC output, which is not plugged in. A QCM mount is also placed in
the cell, which is again not plugged in. The gas inlet (bottom) is perpendicular to the direction of the
neutron beam.
The sample cell was adjusted for this experiment by drilling a space to allow a DIL chip socket to be
attached inside; this was connected to a BNC socket on the outside of the cell. During the experiments,
a Honeywell 1820 commercial humidity sensor, which uses the same polyimide as a sensing element, was
plugged in and capacitance readings of the sensor were measured using an Aglient E481A capacitance
measurement box5.
Additionally, a Quartz Crystal Microbalance, QCM, crystal loaded with ∼ 1um thick polyimide ﬁlm
(Soft Cured), was included in the cell connected via another added opening. The QCM readout was
performed using a comparator circuit Bruckenstein et al.[100]. This circuit is designed to output a
voltage proportional to the resonance frequency diﬀerence between the loaded crystal in the cell, and
the unloaded crystal in the circuit. This is common for QCM experiments requiring a fast readout[70].
Both the QCM voltage and capacitance of the 1820 sensor were logged as a function of time via a
lab-view script, and output into a text ﬁle for later reference. This allowed the cell environment to be
monitored, and also provided information regarding the typical time scales of absorption in commercial
5The measurement methods are discussed Section 2.1
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sensors, and the weight of a polyimide ﬁlm in the cell environment. Free volume in the aluminium cell
was limited by packing the parts of the cell which were not in the beam path. The cell was allowed to
equilibrate for several minutes at a set ﬂow rate prior to the measurements of the reﬂectivity.
This experimental setup allowed a series of measurements of various polyimide ﬁlms in a monitored
ambient humidity which was controlled to be either water vapour or nitrogen rich.
Figure 5.6: The scheme of the vapour pulsing system when acquiring static measurements. By default,
dry nitrogen was passed in to cell.
The ﬂow of gas into the cell was either, dry nitrogen or deuterated nitrogen gas as shown in Figure 5.6.
By default, the dry nitrogen exits the tank supply directly into the cell, while ﬂow rate was monitored.
Alternatively, the nitrogen entered the cell via a gas bubbler. The ﬂow line of the gas bubblers had
a closed by default value, while an open by default value was placed in the ﬂow line directly to the
cell. Both valves were controlled by the same voltage supply and when the voltage was set above a set
threshold the valves would switch. This allowed the manually set voltage to determine the ﬂow path
of the nitrogen supplied, and hence the vapour level in the cell could be manually switched between
two extremes. As a result the cell, was under a constant positive pressure.
5.2.2 The Acquisition and Reduction of Data
The objective of the data collection was to obtain proﬁles of R(qz) with suﬃciently low error to then
infer density variations in the polymer with good conﬁdence. The features of particular interest are
the critical edge, and the characteristic fringes.
To obtain data, the sample height and angle relative to the beamline was deﬁned by adjusting the
stage to which the aluminium cell was fastened. The angle depends on the q range desired, which is
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a function of both the wavelength of the neutrons and the incidence angle. The measurand in NR
experiments is the number of neutrons counts on a square pixel array. This produces an intensity map
as shown in Figure 5.7. Several corrections; referred to as the data reduction, are needed to obtain a
reﬂectivity proﬁle, R(qz), this is discussed in this section.
The spectrometer is calibrated such that y-pixel position corresponds to a given change in wavelength
for a set geometry. Conventionally, NR experiments are performed in order to gain information about
density changes orthogonal to the plane of the sample, which is assumed to have a smooth surface.
Therefore, summing the spectra in the x direction giving a spread in wavelength of the neutrons is
common. The distribution of the neutrons in the x-pixel direction contains information about the
surface roughness, as previously discussed. While it is becoming more common, the theoretical models
of the oﬀ-specular reﬂectivity data is much more complex compared to the specular reﬂectivity; as a
result x-pixel direction data is not conventionally analysed in a raw form[76].
Figure 5.7(a) and (b) are data acquired with an empty aluminium cell and so there are no Kiessig
fringes. Such a run is conducted to proﬁle the direct beam which will later be used to normalise
the other reﬂectivity proﬁles. Figure 5.7 (c) and (d) shows the data collected at a glancing angle of
0.8o with a 95nm polyimide etched sample with dry nitrogen running across it. When (c) and (d)
are compared to (a) and (b) the neutrons have undergone a wavelength shift and fringes are clearly
visible. (e) and (f) show the same sample again but with an angle of incidence of 3.0o this illustrates
the use of diﬀerent angles to probe diﬀerent scattering events in a sample. It should be noted that
the number of counts is orders of magnitude diﬀerent for each pair of graphs due to variations in the
collection time.
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Figure 5.7: Neutron counts. (a), (c), and (f) are the raw neutron counts on the detector for the; (a)
aluminium cell with no sample, (c) sample data taken at 0.8o angle of incidence, and (f) sample data
taken at 3o angle of incidence. (b), (d), and (e) are the same data, respectively, summed along the x
axis.
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To obtain R(q), instrument scientists have written scripts speciﬁc to each instrument with which to
process the raw data. In this project Mantid software has been used to interpret the data from the
Inter Reﬂectometer at RAL [158, 159, 83], shown in Figure 5.8, and Cosmos script based in IDL is
used to process data from the D17 reﬂectometer at the ILL[155], shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.8 shows two sets of data taken on the same sample at diﬀerent angles re-binned into one
spectrum. This is a common technique as it expands the range of q improving the Poisson statistics
across the range.
Figure 5.8: Sets of data from the same sample taken at red (0.8o) and green (2.0o). The black spectrum
is the aggregate of the red and green reﬂectivity proﬁle . Stitching or re-binning the data can also
cause a reduction in the fringe amplitude and so it is also useful to look at the raw reﬂectivity proﬁle
from a given angle.
As the neutrons are counted on a pixel array, for a given angle each pixel represents a range of qz,
the bin width or resolution in qz. The bin width is not uniform, but varies due to the spectrometer
architecture. A sample piece of data showing the bin width as a function of qz is shown in Figure 5.9.
It shows an approximately linear relationship between the qz values and resolution for data taken at
0.8o and 3o. This underscores the beneﬁts of aggregating data across diﬀerent angles to improve the
statistics for a range of qz in the reﬂectivity proﬁle.
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Figure 5.9: ddq (q) plotted: Data is from the D17 reﬂectometer [82] at the ILL and Inter Reﬂectometer
at RAL showing the bin width as a function of scattering vector. This shows a non-uniform bin width
from both instruments linearly correlated with scattering vector for some stitched data. Consequently,
features in the reﬂectivity proﬁle at a higher q are sampled with a lower frequency.
The standard data reduction resulted in each spectrum in being represented by three columns; qz,
reﬂectivity, and error on reﬂectivity. Reduction was performed during the experiment to ensure that
the proﬁles obtained had suﬃcient statistical signiﬁcance: the aim being to reduce the Poisson noise
on each reading to a few percent of the reading. This required a certain number of neutron counts, and
would take a varying amount of time which depended on the beam ﬂux, and the qz range of interest.
Generally, the data presented was aggregated over ≈ 2hour period for each angle. The ﬂow rate of the
incoming gas was manually monitored to be ≈ 5−6 litres/min into the cell space which was ≥ 0.1litres.
Therefore, the stability of cell over the four hours required to collect data at two angles was close to
constant, as monitored by the QCM and Capacitance sensors.
The anticipated width of reﬂectivity fringes for a layer of 180nm can be estimated as ∼ 0.0034A˚ . From
the nyquist theorem the resolution of such fringes requires a minimum sampling rate of ∼ 0.0017A˚ and
from Figure 5.9 the maximum q value at which such a bin width is obtained is ∼ 0.01A˚ for typical
two angle data. This will be shown in later sections in which it appears that the fringes disappear at
higher q values which is due to the wave length spread of the instruments used [84, 83]. Consequently,
data at higher q values contains less useful information. In this project, the reﬂectivity proﬁles were
truncated based on calculations of the required sampling rate.
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5.2.3 Data Processing
Figure 5.10: A screen shot from the Motoﬁt script. In the top left hand corner two reﬂectivity proﬁles
are shown with the data points and the ﬁt. The ﬁtted SLD proﬁles are shown underneath. On the
right, the contol panel of the model; this model shows three sample layers and their properties.
The reﬂectivity proﬁles R(qz) were available to be plotted following the data reduction. A knowledge
of the sample inferred from the preparation conditions and other means allowed a user deﬁned initial
estimate of the number of layers, and the approximate thickness & roughness of each layer. This
allowed the calculation of an estimated SLD proﬁle. Fitting the equivalent functions obtained from
the estimated SLD proﬁle to the measured R(qz) allows a reﬁned model of the SLD to be obtained.
Figure 5.10 shows a screen shot of the MOTOFIT package as R(qz) is ﬁtted. The goal of the ﬁtting
algorithm is to decrease the χ2 goodness of ﬁt parameter. The reﬂectivity drops exponentially with an
increasing qz, the proﬁle is presented as RQ4vQ (not as RvQ) as this allows the ﬁtting algorithm to
give suﬃcient weight to the fringes higher qz. Plotting RQ4vQ allows weight to be given to any phase
mismatch between the data and ﬁt (show later in Figure 5.11). The ﬁtting algorithm was manually
run iteratively, switching between plots of RvQ and RQ4vQ to minimise the χ2 on both the plots until
the ﬁtting routine returned the same models of SLD for both. Unless otherwise stated, χ2 < 1.5 were
obtained.
However, in complicated systems such as a multi-layered sample, it has been shown that there is often
than one model of the sample that returns a modelled reﬂectivity proﬁle with the same goodness of
ﬁt when compared to the data[72]. Therefore, in this study eﬀorts have been undertaken to constrain
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the parameter space for each variable to plausible values, using host of independent techniques to
characterise sample roughness and thickness. These have included; TEM imaging, QCMs, and AFM
imaging to inform the starting values and bounds for the coeﬃcients.
5.3 Fitted Neutron Reﬂectivity Proﬁles
Following the data reduction ﬁtting to reﬁne the expected SLD proﬁles was undertaken. This section
describes the process, the results and the veriﬁcation of SLD proﬁles ﬁtted to a range of samples in
one of two extreme environments; with a high nitrogen gas content, or with a high vapour content.
The implications of what is revealed from each ﬁt are then discussed.
5.3.1 Polyimide Skin Layers
The purpose of this section is to present the SLD depth proﬁle of the polyimide ﬁlms in dry nitrogen.
In order to achieve this, the reﬂectivity proﬁles from two 60nm ﬁlms are ﬁtted. The 60nm thickness
has been chosen as these are the thinnest ﬁlms examined and so the fringes will be much larger than
the resolution in qz. For comparison, two 60nm thin ﬁlms which were prepared simultaneously are
shown side by side; the sole diﬀerence between the ﬁlms being the annealing regime (soft and hard
cure), which is discussed in section 3.4. Surface sensitive techniques such as AFM showed no clear
diﬀerence between the morphology of the two samples. However, section 3.4 showed that soft cured
polyimide ﬁlms absorb more water, and have an higher density, than the hard cured equivalent, yet a
Fickian analysis showed no diﬀerence in the timescales of water vapour ingress. It was suggested that
the diﬀerence in sorption properties resulted from the soft cured ﬁlm containing a remnant amount of
the polyimide solvent (GBL), which is hydrophilic.
An understanding of the depth proﬁle may reveal any signiﬁcant structural diﬀerences between the
two ﬁlms, about which very little is known. Therefore, the two proﬁles are presented in a dry nitrogen
state.
The Fitting Procedure
Initially, attempts were made to ﬁt the dry state proﬁles with a two layer + substrate model, a
polymer layer, a SiOx layer, and the silicon substrate, as shown in Figure 5.11.
Initial ﬁt variables for the polymer layer were estimated based on the QCM results (thickness via a
mass ddensity calculation), AFM scans (roughness), and the manufacturers data sheets (SLD
calculated from the chemical composition and density), for the given ﬁlm. These estimations were fed
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into the model as starting parameters, which could then be varied to obtain the minimum χ2
goodness of ﬁt test using a LevenbergMarquardt [160], and Optimization by Simulated
Annealing [161] ﬁtting algorithms, which were native to MOTOFIT[61, 162]. When both ﬁtting
algorithms converged on the same solution, that solution was taken as the best ﬁt.
Figure 5.11: A two layer model ﬁtted to R (qz) of the soft cured sample. The reﬂectivity proﬁles (left)
and the residuals (bottom) of the plot. The SLD proﬁle (right) with χ2 =3.72.
The best ﬁts obtained assuming two layers are shown in Figure 5.11. The residual plot shows a
periodic ﬂuctuation, characteristic of a phase mismatch between the ﬁtted model and the data,
starting at a qz value of around 0.04. The goodness of ﬁt of the R(qz) was higher than expected as
χ2=3.72. This implies that the model is missing some features which may be present in the ﬁlm.
The best ﬁt SLD proﬁles were obtained using a three layer model, shown in Figure 5.12. These ﬁts
were obtained by splitting the polyimide layer into two equally sized layers with the same properties
and allowing the ﬁtting algorithm to vary the layer characteristics. The introduction of the additional
layer eliminated the periodic variation in the residuals of the ﬁtted line and improved the goodness of
ﬁt. It reveals a density variation in the polyimide, in the form of skin-like surface layer which has
been found to be a feature on the best ﬁt proﬁles of all the acquired reﬂectivity proﬁles. This as been
observed in previous reﬂectivity studies of polyimide[128] and other materials[60, 163, 164]6.
The features of this ﬁt were corroborated after the NR experiments using TEM. TEM samples were
produced from three NR samples after the experiments conclusion by cross sectioning in the FIB. A
sample structure of the polyimide-silicon oxide-silicon substrate has been veriﬁed with similar thickness
and roughness values; one such image is presented in Figure A.16.
6Skin layers in absorbing materials was discussed in section 1.4.2.
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Figure 5.12: A three layer model ﬁtted to R (qz) with the SLD proﬁles (right) corresponding the to
ﬁt (left). χ2=1.14 and χ2=1.34 for soft cured and hard cured ﬁlms respectively.
One troubling feature of the SLD proﬁles shown in Figure 5.12 is the thickness of the oxide layer. These
silicon blocks were purchased from Crystran[165] and very little is known about their pre-treatment
procedures. Conventionally, a native oxide layer on such a substrate would be expected to be a few
nanometers[166]. Therefore, the chemical proﬁle and composition of the TEM samples which where
taken from the NR samples were investigated using EF-TEM. Figure 5.13 shows the oxgyen proﬁle
of the 60nm hard cured sample, the NR ﬁt for which was shown in Figure 5.12. Both techniques
show a thicker than expected oxide layer with a thickness of approximately 10nm. When comparing
the three samples examined, the EF-TEM images reveal a suprising variation (8-12nm) in the oxide
layer thickness between samples, this variation must result from processing variability. The EF-TEM
analysis conﬁrmed a surprising result which originated from the ﬁtted SLD proﬁle.
It is unlikely that any processing steps undertaken during this investigation have caused such a growth
in the oxide layer as typical thermal oxidation temperatures are of the order 1000oC[46].
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Figure 5.13: The oxgyen proﬁle (532eV energy) in the 60nm hard cured sample. (a) The EF-TEM
image acquired using the three window technique. (b) The corresponding line proﬁle showing the
electron counts. Note: Longer frequency intensity variations in image (a) are due to sample thickness
variations arising from FIB preparation.
The electron microscopy images did not show a skin layer, however the skin layer is ∼ 7nm and from
Figure 5.12 the SLD diﬀerence between the skin layer and bulk polymer is 0.2 ∗ 10−6a˚−2 (for the
hard cured sample) assuming that they are the same chemical composition, gives a density diﬀerence
of≈ 0.12gcm−3or 8%.
An attempt was made to investigate the skin layer using the HAADF scattering in a Scanning-TEM
and the results were inconclusive. The intensity of the electrons scattered through a high angle in
a sample of uniform chemical composition is proportional to the density of the sample. However,
polyimide samples are prone to charging when exposed to an electron beam, as shown in Figure A.4,
and a conducting layer is normally deposited on the surface of the sample. However, the deposition of
a thin conducting layer aﬀected the surface of the polymer, making surface related density variations
diﬃcult to discern. An example of metal implantation into the polyimide which would impact such a
surface measurement is shown in Figure 5.29.
Proﬁle Discussion
The longer, hotter hard cure has had two consequences on the thin ﬁlm; ﬁrstly, on the structure of the
skin layer, and secondly, a slight change in the density of the polymer, as shown in Figure 5.12.
The bulk SLD measurement of the polyimide, measured to be ≈ 2.5 ∗ 10−6A˚−2 according to Figure
5.12, returns a density of 1.27gcm−3 according to Equation 5.1 and using the manufacturer provided
chemical formula. This corroborates the measurements of density presented using the QCM/density
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technique in Section 3.4, which gave densities of 1.29gcm−3 for the soft cured ﬁlms and 1.25gcm−3 for
the hard cured ﬁlms.
A calculation of the density from an SLD proﬁle requires a precise knowledge of the ratio of the
elements present in the thin ﬁlm. As noted in Section 3.4, on average the soft cured ﬁlms tend to
have a higher mass before undergoing a hard cure. A small quantity of the polymer solvent, gamma-
Butyrolactone, GBL, which has a boiling point of 204oC, may remain in the thin ﬁlm after a soft cure
(maximum temperature of 90oC). The slight variation in the SLD between the soft and hard cured
ﬁlms is ≈ 3 ∗ 10−8A˚ in the bulk; if GBL (C4H6O2) alone is responsible for this SLD diﬀerence the
expect mass diﬀerence between the two ﬁlms would be w 0.03gcm−3, where the QCM/AFM method
showed a density diﬀerence of w 0.04gcm−3 (Figure 3.15). This supports the theory that some GBL
remains in the polymer after soft cure increasing its hydrophilicity.
Interestingly, the hard cure appears to cause the skin layer to grow thicker, from ∼ 4nm to ∼ 7nm,
with a reduction in the peak SLD of 0.12 ∗ 10−6A˚−2 for the skin layer. The two skin layers occupy a
similar area on the SLD map in Figure 5.12; the soft cured layer has an SLD of 0.32 ∗ 10−6a˚−2 greater
than the bulk SLD and has a width of ∼ 40A˚ , while the hard layer has an SLD of 0.2 ∗ 10−6A˚−2
greater than the bulk SLD and a width of ∼ 70A˚ ; approximating both to a rectangle gives areas on
the graph of 12.8A˚−1 and 14A˚−1 for soft and hard ﬁlm respectively. This implies that the skin layer
density is spread out by the hard cure.
The observation of the skin layer is of signiﬁcance as skin layers in general have been shown to impact
on the transport properties of thin membranes[163, 52] and determine a membranes nanoﬁltration
(NF) properties[139]. Abbott et al. showed a highly orientated skin layer being resistant to solvent
penetration in another system using NMR[60]. Additionally, within membrane studies, mapping skins
layers has been performed using SEM techniques[138]which would not work on such a thin skin layer.
In polyimides skin layers have been discussed upon[163] and measured using low resolution NR for
foamed polyimide[128].
Here, two types of very thin skin layer are reported with the nature of the skin layer aﬀected by
the curing type. The existence of a well deﬁned skin layer would lead to two diﬀusion coeﬃcients in
the polyimide thin ﬁlms, a skin diﬀusion coeﬃcient and bulk diﬀusion coeﬃcient. Consequently, the
thickness dependant diﬀusion coeﬃcient would have precisely the same features as were presented in
Figure4.4; a diﬀusion coeﬃcient which increases with thickness.
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5.3.2 Deuterated polyimide Films
Having shown a credible model for the structure of the two 60nm thin ﬁlms in a dry state, a SLD
proﬁle is now ﬁtted for the same ﬁlms in a vapour rich atmosphere. A full reﬂectivity proﬁle will allow
a better understanding of any clustering which many occur in the ﬁlms, for example, if water vapour
is adsorbed at an interface.
D2O rather than H2O has been used to generate vapour. The use of the deuterated species of a given
molecule is a common technique in neutron experiments to generate contrast[75, 156], and should not
aﬀect the scheme of mass transport signiﬁcantly. The molecular dimensions of water and heavy water
are similar, with masses being ≈ 18g/mol and ≈ 20g/mol respectively. Heavy water, D2O has a
signiﬁcantly higher neutron cross section and a opposite sign to that of H2O and so generates a higher
contrast in the ﬁlm.
The Fitting Procedure
Figure 5.14: The raw data for the hard cured ﬁlm in a dry and vapour rich atmosphere. There is a
slight shift out in the critical edge of the wetted ﬁlm and an increase in the fringe depth. However,
surprisingly, the period of the fringes is the same on both ﬁlms indicating that no swelling occurs upon
absorption.
Before proceeding to ﬁt the reﬂectivity proﬁle, a preliminary qualitative analysis of the reﬂectivity
proﬁle data, which is shown in Figure 5.14, can be performed to help guide the ﬁtting procedure.
Section 5.1.2 discussed the relationship between the period of the Fresnel fringes and the sample
thickness. Figure 5.14 shows no appreciable diﬀerence between period of the fringes in both the data
sets; indicating that these polyimide ﬁlms do not swell when water vapour is absorbed, which is
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common in water absorbing systems[167]. This is not entirely surprising as studies of some polymides
have found very little swelling, such as that of Bhargava et al. who found 0.33% swelling in a HFPE-II-
52 polyimide between 0%rh and 100%rh[168]. Figure 5.14 also shows a consistent increase in the fringe
amplitude when vapour is present, indicating an increased contrast in the ﬁlm, which is consistent with
absorption.
Figure 5.15: A badly ﬁtted reﬂectivity proﬁle using a three layer model. The reﬂectivity data points,
(a) ﬁtted reﬂectivity curve and (b) ﬁtted SLD proﬁles for a hard cured ﬁlm in a nitrogenous and vapour
atmosphere. The χ2values for the ﬁts are 1.41 for the dry ﬁlm and 2.99 for the D2O.
Figure 5.15 shows the reﬂectivity proﬁle and ﬁt for a hard cured 60nm thin polyimide ﬁlm in a
nitrogenous and deuterated atmosphere. The ﬁt shown in Figure 5.15(b) is the result of a ﬁtted three
layer model, for which the starting parameters were those of the equivalent dry ﬁt. The ﬁt shows a
periodicity in the residuals and worse goodness of ﬁt. In the previous section, the polyimide bulk
layer had been split up to account for density variations in the polymer. The error level suggested
that a three layer model did not provide suﬃcient mathematical tools to present an uneven
distribution of D2O in the polymer and so could only present a version of the dry proﬁles shifted to a
higher SLD. Consequently, the bulk polyimide layers were split up repeatedly to gain the lowest
goodness of ﬁt parameters possible. To avoid over ﬁtting, such that the model describes the noise in
the measurement and not the underlying structure of sample, two indicators were used. Firstly; when
additional layers caused no diﬀerence to the ﬁt, which converged on the best solution, the additional
layers served no purpose. Secondly, the residuals plot was indicative of systematic errors which were




Figure 5.16: (a)A possible ﬁve layer ﬁt for the soft cured 60nm ﬁlm in which the oxide layer properties
were frozen, i.e. assuming that vapour would not permeate the oxide layer. This resulted in a χ2 =
5.55. (b) A possible ﬁve layer ﬁt for the soft cured 60nm with χ2 = 1.82 in which the oxide layer
characteristics were allowed to vary.
Surprisingly, the best ﬁt proﬁle across all data samples was obtained when the oxide layer was allowed
to absorb water vapour. This is illustrated by comparing the ﬁts shown in Figure 5.16 (a) and (b) which
are the best ﬁt solutions for an non-absorbing oxide layer and an absorbing oxide layer respectively.
Although water vapour is conventionally thought of as adsorbing onto the surface of hydrophilic native
silicon oxides[169], studies by Erlat et al. of polymer SiOx interfaces[170], and Howkoo et al.[171],
showed that water vapour permeation though SiOx layer is a function of the defects, packing density,
and morphology, of the layer. These factors are unknown in this oxide layer, the existence of which is
surprising.
Figure 5.17: A ﬁve layer ﬁt for the 60nm hard ﬁlm when saturated with D2O. The χ2 is 1.54.
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A ﬁve layer model gave the lowest best solution; this is presented in Figures 5.16(b) and5.17 for the
hard cured and soft cured ﬁlms respectively. These models give an improved alternative ﬁt for the
D2O sorption with a better goodness of ﬁt. Although the residuals plot at higher q values shows a
periodic oscillation eﬀect implying a phase mismatch. However, the errors shown in the residual plots
are several orders of magnitude lower than the readings.
Proﬁle Discussion
The existence of a skin layer corroborates the variable diﬀusion constant as a function of thickness of
the ﬁlms which was presented in Figure 4.4. Density variations have been shown to aﬀect the
transport and concentration properties of polymer materials, and a uniform thickness skin layer
would play a larger role in the transport properties of a thinner ﬁlm[52, 163]. The proﬁles shown in
Figure 5.12 imply little change in the properties after the initial surface. This is reinforced by studies
performed in the TEM, such as is presented in Figures A.16, in which the contrast is uniform in the
polymer.
The proﬁle of water vapour shows that for the bulk polyimide layer the soft cured ﬁlms absorb more
water vapour than those ﬁlms which had undergone a hard cure, which was corroborated by QCM
results7 The concentration of D2O increases around the silicon oxide layer, which is likely to have
hydrophilic properties[172, 173].
The 60nm thickness allows an increased conﬁdence in the ﬁtted SLD proﬁle as the Kiessig fringes have
a larger period in qz on smaller ﬁlms (See Equation 5.8). Therefore the Kiessig fringes are sampled at
much higher frequency than their oscillation frequency, with greater than 10 samples per period up to
qz = 0.01A˚
−2 on a this ﬁlm, see Figures 5.15(a).
Comparing the dry proﬁles and wetted proﬁles shows distribution of the D2O is higher at the surface
and the substrate than the bulk. This is surprising as the surface is shown to be denser than the
bulk, with less free volume. However, immediately after the surface the concentration is lower than
the bulk, therefore the higher concentration at the surface may be because D2O that hasn't yet fully
penetrated into the polymer.
In short, a vapour distribution scheme of: high concentration on the surface of the polymer, followed
by a lower concentration in the skin layer, then the bulk layer, and ﬁnally a hydrophilic substrate, is
evident when analysing Figures 5.16 and 5.17. This explains why extra layers are required to model
7
Relevant QCM results are presented section 3.4.
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the deuterated reﬂectivity proﬁle as, in addition to the three layers shown in the dry state proﬁles
(skin-bulk-oxide), two transition layers are also required in between the three layers to model the D2O
distribution.
A Fickian analysis of the QCM results reveals that the timescales of diﬀusion are uniform across
diﬀerent thicknesses of the polyimide (compare Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.2). Therefore it is proposed that
this is set by the surface layer properties. However, the absolute amount of water ingress into the ﬁlm
is set by the capacity of the ﬁlm to hold water vapour, which is a function of the size, morphology and
chemistry of the ﬁlm.
5.3.3 The Impact of Oxygen Plasma Etching on polyimide
Oxygen plasma etching is used by Honeywell as part of the standard process to bring the dimensions
of spun cast polymer ﬁlms within the tolerance levels required. The process involves the use of a high
frequency electric ﬁeld to produce an oxygen plasma. Placing the samples in the plasma atmosphere
results in the bombardment of high energy ions onto the sample surface. This in turn attacks the surface
resulting in a reduction in the dimensions of the polymer. The impact of etching on both the surface,
and the overall vapour density of the thin ﬁlm, are of interest. Additionally, the previous section
discussed the importance of the skin layer in the transport properties of the polyimide. However, the
Fickian analysis presented in this section showed no diﬀerence in the timescales of diﬀusion between
plasma etched samples and others; which is surprising as the surface treatment would be expected to
inﬂuence transport timescales and certainly impacts the interface properties, as shown in Figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.18: An AFM scan of two polyimide surfaces. (a) Shows the etched polyimide with a higher
surface roughness and (b) Shows a smoother surface.
In this investigation O2 plasma etching has been performed on two polyimide ﬁlms, these reﬂectivity
proﬁles were acquired on the D17 instrument. The process used to etch the ﬁlms was calibrated by
masking oﬀ a section of the thin ﬁlm and placing it inside the plasma environment, which created a step
height that was then measured using standard AFM techniques. Figure 5.18 shows the morphology
of an etched and non-etched hard cured ﬁlm. Etching increases the surface roughness as the Oxygen
atoms attack the surface. This is of particular interest as the rougher surface equates to an increase
in the surface area of the polymer ﬁlm.
The Fitting Procedure
Figure 5.19: The reﬂectivity of the Etched(χ2=1.57 ) and Non-etched (χ2=1.99) ﬁlms in a Nitrogenous
atmosphere, the ﬁlms were spun with a target thickness of 90nm and one of the ﬁlms was then etched.
These reﬂectivity proﬁles were acquired on the D17 instrument
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Figure 5.19 shows the neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles of two samples prepared using the same solution and
spinning conditions, after which both samples had undergone a hard cure. The two samples were then
separated and one was etched. The data shown in Figure 5.19 were collected at two diﬀerent facilities;
D17 at ILL [82] for the etched ﬁlm (thickness ≈ 80nm), and Inter at RAL [84, 83] for the non etched
ﬁlms(thickness ≈ 95nm). The SLD and roughness values shown in the previous section were used as
the starting SLD parameters for these ﬁts before the reﬁnement through ﬁtting.
In Figure 5.19 the bulk SLDs of the ﬁlms is 2.65 ∗ 10−6A˚−2 (non-etched) to 2.75 ∗ 10−6A˚−2 (etched)
implies a density increase following the etching procedure from 1.33gcm−3 to 1.38gcm−3, assuming no
chemical changes in the polyimide. This increased surface density is observed directly in the reﬂectivity
proﬁle in which the critical edge of the etched ﬁlms are shifted to a higher qz. Both of these values
are higher than those obtained in the QCM analysis of 1.25gcm−3 and 1.29gcm−3, but the increase in
density is similar and the densities are not constant in the ﬁlms as a function of depth. The density
measured for these 90nm ﬁlms is also higher than the equivalent (60nm) ﬁlms measured at the Inter
instrument, perhaps indicating some small systematic error.
Figure 5.20: The 80nm Etched ﬁlm with dry nitrogen(χ2= 1.64) andD2O (χ2= 3.4) in the atmosphere.
Figure 5.21: The 95nm non-etched ﬁlm with dry nitrogen(χ2= 2.4) and D2O (χ2= 2.0) in the atmo-
sphere.
The ﬁlms shown in Figure5.19 are shown again in a D2O vapour atmosphere in Figures 5.20(etched)
and 5.21(non-etched). The ﬁve layer ﬁts show an even distribution ofD2O however the best ﬁt obtained
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still has a relatively large χ2 when compared to the thinner ﬁlms. This may be as expected as the
ﬁlm thickness is increased, however each period included in the ﬁt is sampled a minimum of six times
per oscillation. Various strategies to improve the ﬁt were attempted, including adding more layers,
however the best ﬁts are presented. Any conclusion to be drawn from the ﬁtted SLD proﬁles must
take account of this.
Proﬁle Discussion
The major result from this section is the increased SLD of the etched ﬁlms when compared to the
non-etched ﬁlms. Such a density increase would be expected to impact on the transport properties
of polyimide and inhibit the water absorbed. This agrees well with QCM results, which show etched
ﬁlms absorb less water vapour (see Figure 3.16). This may explain the lower sorbtion in etched ﬁlm
as measured by the QCM. However, while the vapour uptake in the ﬁlms appears similar, as indicated
by the SLD shift in the bulk of both ﬁlms of ∼ 0.2 ∗ 10−6A˚−2, the uptake varies though the ﬁlm. As a
result, the QCM measurements, which were taken in a much better controlled environment, are more
likely to provide a better reading.
The etching procedure appears to have shifted the skin layer deeper into the ﬁlm. The model indicates
an increase in the roughness (the deﬁnition of which was discussed in section 5.1 and is detailed as
described by Nelson et al.[162],) as a result of etching, from 0.2nm to 1.1nm, and the AFMmeasurement
also showed an increase in the roughness of the etched ﬁlm. However, while the two measurements of
roughness are of the same order of magnitude, they cannot be compared as the AFM measurements
do not account for longer frequencies of roughness8.
5.3.4 H2O and D2O Contrasting
D2O has been used as a proxy for H2O during the course of this study. For completeness, an SLD
proﬁle with H2O vapour in the atmosphere is presented in this section. The reﬂectivity from the 80nm
etched ﬁlm, shown in Figure 5.20, has been measured in a H2O atmosphere.
Figure 5.22: Water saturated (orange) and dry (green) etched polyimide ﬁlm. The χ2 values for the
ﬁts are 1.64 for the dry ﬁlm 1.6 for the H2O.
8This is illustrated in a larger AFM scan shown in Figure A.3
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As previously noted, the neutron cross sections of water and heavy water have opposite signs which is
observed when contrasting Figure 5.22 and 5.20. It was previously noted that ingress of D2O in the
ﬁlm is even and results in a bulk uptake of 0.034gcm−3. Figure 5.22 distribution is even, ingress of
H2O returns an SLD diﬀerence of −4.5 ∗ 10−8a˚−2 which implies a water ingress of 0.08gcm−3. This
is an interesting diﬀerence as it implies that a greater mass of H2O enters the ﬁlm when compared
to D2O at the same ﬂow rate of nitrogen. or some variation in the nitrogen ﬂow. Lapham et al.
indicated that the diﬀusion coeﬃcient for D2O is lower than that of H2O. Additionally, a variation in
the nitrogen ﬂow into the cell may have caused a diﬀerence of ∼ 20% in the reading. The distribution
pattern in both SLD proﬁles is approximately even, and consequently, D2O can still be used as a good
indicator of the movement of water vapour in the polyimide.
5.4 Time Resolved Neutron Reﬂectivity
Readings of the density proﬁle of the thin ﬁlms in a static atmosphere are capable of providing limited
information about the transport mechanisms at work. However, a time resolved density proﬁle series
with a time resolution less than the diﬀusion time can provide an insight into how the vapour moves
though the polymer. This section presents a novel method capable of making such measurements.
Generally, the time taken to acquire a neutron reﬂectivity proﬁle with suﬃcient statistics (∼ 2hrs)
is much longer than the time constants of the diﬀusion in the thin ﬁlm. The time taken to acquire
proﬁles has limited the capabilities of NR experiments to probe dynamic systems in the past. However,
relatively recently techniques have been developed to allow reversible events to be probed giving time
resolved NR proﬁles. This allows time resolution on the order of seconds[77, 174] and most recently
using other neutron based techniques has tracked water ingress in polymer ﬁlms without giving an
SLD proﬁle[78].
In this study the neutron collection and the atmospheric changes in the duty cycle are synchronized to
allow time resolution. Although a similar technique has been used to obtain small angle neutron scat-
tering data with time resolutions of the order of microseconds[175, 176], the time resolution of neutron
reﬂectometer has been limited. The collection of full reﬂectivity proﬁles is more often performed on
the order of seconds, as demonstrated in studies performed by Glidle et al. in 2009[77]. More recent
instrumentation improvements have allowed dynamic changes in vapour levels within the polymer to
be probed with 200ms time resolution[177].
Thus far, the samples which have been probed have focused on transport within the polyimide. How-
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ever, Honeywell sensors require the transport of vapour through the metal overlayer, which acts as a
top electrode in the capacitance sensors, and which may aﬀect water vapour penetration into the ﬁlm.
As a result time resolved data has been collected for systems with a metal overlayer.
5.4.1 Experimental Methods
The neutron reﬂectivity measurements presented here were performed using the Inter reﬂectometer
operating in time-of-ﬂight mode. For static measurements, two paths for N2 ﬂow are available; directly
into the cell or via the gas bubblers to produce vapour, generating a dry and humidiﬁed cell atmosphere
respectively. The path taken was determined by a DC voltage fed into two valves; a normally closed
(by default) value and an normally open (by default) value; both valves were supplied by the same
power supply. Here, the voltage was supplied by a wave pulse generator. This determined the duty
cycle, leading the cyclical vapour loading/unloading of the ﬁlm associated with the changes in the
ambient vapour concentration.
Figure 5.23: The scheme for taking dynamic measurements. A wave generator was able to contol the
duty cycle.
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The rising edge signiﬁed the start of the duty cycle, triggering; the start of the binning into the ﬁrst
time bin and a change in ﬂow path of the nitrogen. This led to neutrons from the equivalent point in
several duty cycles to be allocated into the same time bin, with each time bin containing a reﬂectivity
proﬁle. Figure 5.23 shows a scheme for dynamic measurements in which the pulsing of the neutron
beam is synchronised with a pulse of water vapour in the sample.
The repeated cycles resulted in a box car averaged reﬂectivity proﬁle, for which the Poisson statistics
of proﬁles would continue to improve until the cessation of the experiment. The eventual result being
an array of reﬂectivity proﬁles with each proﬁle corresponding to a given time in the duty cycle.
The size of the time bin is manually set, but limited to being a multiple of the neutron chopper wheel
rotation speed, .i.e. the maximum period at which neutrons could arrive at the sample.
The capacitive based humidity sensor's response time was reported by Honeywell to be on the order
of one minute (to obtain steady state readings). Therefore, 200ms time resolution was considered
suﬃcent to capture the kinetics of the mass transport in this system. The use of the same pulse
generator to control the duty cycle of both, the vapour and the reﬂectometer binning, ensured time
synchronisation. The cell was under constant positive pressure, and so the exit piping was open to the
atmosphere, as shown in Figure 5.5.
To gain a spectrum with good statistics ∼ 2hrs per angle is desirable. Here, with each time bin
producing a reﬂectivity proﬁle, there was a collection time of 2hrs*the number of time bins. For
example; a dynamic data set with a vapour pulse period lasting 40s, and with a time resolution of
0.2s, results 200 reﬂectivity proﬁles. However, collection of such reﬂectivity proﬁles generally took
place overnight for 10 hours; each resulting reﬂectivity proﬁle would have 15min worth of counts.
Therefore the conﬁdence level of the data acquired using this method is signiﬁcantly lower than the
static reﬂectivity proﬁle.
Static measurements presented in the previous section have enabled an understanding of the ﬁlms
in a dry and wet state. This information then informed the ﬁtting procedure for the time resolved
reﬂectivity proﬁle during ﬁtting.
5.4.2 Data Processing
The acquisition and reduction of the reﬂectivity proﬁle was performed using the software provided by
the instrument scientists. The time resolved data was then summarised in a three dimensional matrix
with the three columns; qz, R(qz), and dqz, repeated n-times where n is the number of time bins. This
section outlines some post processing steps performed on the reduced data which were developed for
this project.
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Direct analysis of R(qz)
A MatLab script was coded for this project to ﬁlter data with a low statistical signiﬁcance to obtain
direct measurements of the behaviour of key features of the reﬂectivity proﬁle. This script utilised
Equation 5.5 to allow a fast read out of the critical edge, ∆qcritical, and the period of the Kiessig fringes,
without the need to ﬁt a complete model. When processing time resolved data such an analysis proved
especially useful, as it allows the analysis to be focused on the reﬂectivity proﬁles which capture a
largest mass ﬂux. Figure 5.26 shows a typical output of the script which presents information from all
the detection mechanisms; QCM, capacitance, and neutron ﬁtting in a single graphic.
Firstly, to ﬁlter the data, any data point with dqq > 0.3, i.e. the error is greater that 30% of the reading,
was disregarded as this was deemed to have insuﬃcient statistical signiﬁcance. The reﬂectivity proﬁle
was also truncated at high q-values due to lower counts and poor resolution (see Figure 5.9).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.24: A reﬂectivity proﬁle of a 180nm polyimide oxygen plasma etched thin ﬁlm with 5nm of
gold sputtered on the surface shown with, (a) it's numerical derivate, as the peak in the derivative
shows the critical edge, and (b) the ten point moving average of its derivative. Averaging skews the
absolute measurement of the critical edge.
Monitoring the critical edge allows the surface state of the sample to be understood. The variation
in the shape of the reﬂectivity proﬁle around the critical edge, qcrit, is a function of the surface
roughness, which was described in section 5.1. A robust automated method of identifying qcrit is
desirable to estimate the timescales involved in vapour reaching the sample surface. Here, the peak
of the absolute value of the numerical derivative, the peak in dRdq , as shown in Figure 5.24, is used to
ﬁnd the critical edge. This was successful on the static data, due to a good signal to noise ratio, as in
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Figure 5.24 (a). However, time resolved data sets with a lower signal to noise ratio leads to a noisy
numerical derivative, dRdq , which results in inaccuracies in the determination of the critical edge using
this method.
A moving average on the data as shown in Figure 5.24(b) acts to smooth the plot of dRdq . The moving
average also results in a skewed measurement of qcrit due to the signiﬁcantly lower values of reﬂectivity
as q increases. This can be observed by comparing the reading of the critical edge on Figure 5.24(a)
and (b), the same data set. Therefore, only the shift in the critical edge, ∆qcritical, can be measured
after the derivate graph has been averaged.
Figure 5.25: An example of the output from the scripts developed to perform a direct analysis of the
reﬂectivity data. (a) shows two sets of data, in a vapour and dry atmosphere, of the 180nm polyimide
ﬁlm. (b) shows the vapour atmosphere data fourier ﬁltered for longer spatial frequencies and ﬁtted
with a sinsoidal wave. (c) shows the dry atmosphere data fourier ﬁltered for longer spatial frequencies
and ﬁtted with a sinsoidal wave.
Other features of interest in a given spectrum are the period and the change in the amplitude of the
fringes as described by Equation 5.7. The validity of Equation 5.5 was discussed in section 5.1 and
it was noted that the underlying kinematic assumption was not valid close to the critical edge. The
impact of the kinematic assumption can be directly observed by studying the variation in the periods of
the two reﬂectivity proﬁles shown in Figure 5.25(a), the Fresnel fringes of the two data sets begin with
a phase mismatch at the critical edge, coming in phase at around q=0.03. Therefore, it is desirable to
remove the eﬀects of the critical edge when analysing fringes. As such, a low frequency Fourier ﬁlter
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has been applied to the data. The frequency beneath which to ﬁlter is estimated as a 0.1*expected
fringe frequency. The expected fringe frequency can be estimated from the target ﬁlm thickness of the
ﬁlms, via part of Equation 5.7, t = 2Π∆qz .
Figure 5.26: The output of a script designed to ﬁt each reﬂectivity proﬁle in a given data set and
compare it with the data from the QCM/Capacitive sensors. This data set shows the characteristics of
two hundred reﬂectivity proﬁles acquired on an etched 180nm polyimide thin ﬁlm with gold sputtered
on the surface as it is exposed to nitrogen gas (for 10s) and vapour (for 30s) on a 40s duty cycle. (a)
All of the reﬂectivity proﬁles, R(q), plotted. Each proﬁle corresponds to a 0.2s time bin within the
40sec duty cycle. (b) An example of a Fourier ﬁltered reﬂectivity proﬁle and the ﬁt used to measure
the thickness of the ﬁlm. The ﬁtted reﬂectivity proﬁles shown correspond to the last 0.2s time bin
in the duty cycle. (c) The capacitive humidity sensor readout as a function of time though one duty
cycle. (d) The thickness deduced from each ﬁt to the proﬁles shown in (a), plotted as a function of
time though the duty cycle. (e) The critical edge shift plotted as a function of time, measured from
the reﬂectivity proﬁles shown in (a). (f) The QCM readout plotted as a function of time though a
duty cycle.
The resulting wave is then ﬁtted with a function of the form of Equation 5.7 which assumes a single
layer on a substrate. The form used is (A 16pi
2
q4 sin(th ∗ q + φ) where; A is an amplitude constant, th
is a thickness estimate in Å and φ is the phase. This type of analysis of the reﬂectivity wave coupled
with measurements from the capacitive sensor and the QCM mass read out is shown in Figure 5.26.
To insure the ﬁtting quality, an r-squared goodness of ﬁt test was applied to each ﬁt and could later
be plotted along with the other coeﬃcients of the ﬁt.
Fitting SLD proﬁles to time resolved data Following the direct analysis and truncation of the
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reﬂectivity proﬁles, the time resolved data sets have been processed using a variety of methods in order
to extract the most pertinent information.
A standard SLD ﬁtting script in the MOTOFIT package[153] enabled each reﬂectivity proﬁles in a
data set to be ﬁtted in turn using the values obtained in the previous ﬁt as the starting parameters.
This process led to a large table of ﬁtted coeﬃcients (thickness, SLD and roughness for each layer,)
which could then be interpreted as an SLD proﬁle for each of the reﬂectivity proﬁles. However, as pre-
viously noted, the statistical signiﬁcance of the dynamic data are signiﬁcantly worse than for the static
reﬂectivity proﬁles, and automated ﬁtting scripts do not distinguish between random and systematic
errors, as is possible for a user performing a manual ﬁt. Furthermore, ﬁt parameters sometimes stray,
skewing the ﬁt away from the correct solution. Fitting each reﬂectivity proﬁle individually would have
been time ineﬃcient.
However, few reﬂectivity proﬁles show a signiﬁcant dynamic shift. This is shown in Figure 5.26(e), in
which the greatest shift in the critical edge occurs in short spaces of time when compared to the full
duty cycle. It would therefore be prudent to place additional emphasis on investigating the reﬂectivity
proﬁles corresponding to a greater degree of change.
In order to identify the reﬂectivity proﬁles at key points in the duty cycle, a MatLab script was written
to select reﬂectivity proﬁles from the time resolved data sets which corresponded to a large critical
edge shift. The time resolved data was divided into four sub-data sets for each duty cycle, reﬂectivity
proﬁles which represent a ﬁlm in a; dry, wet, drying, and wetting state. The example shown in Figure
5.26 is processed again as shown in Figure 5.27; the reﬂectivity proﬁles have been split up into the
four categories by the shift in the critical edge. The wet and dry reﬂectivity proﬁles were identiﬁed by
binning each data point in Figure 5.27 according to the critical edge value into a four bin histogram.
The ﬁrst and last bin signiﬁed the reﬂectivity proﬁles corresponding to dry and wet, respectively.
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Figure 5.27: The critical edge shift as a function of time for a 180nm polyimide thin ﬁlm which is
etched and coated in 5nm of metal. 10 seconds dry - 30seconds of D2O vapour. The errors are the bin
width in q.
After the reﬂectivity proﬁles had been identiﬁed as wet and dry, marked on Figure 5.27, the corre-
sponding reﬂectivity proﬁles were aggregated to form two averaged reﬂectivity proﬁles. Each reﬂectivity
proﬁle was assumed to have an equal statistical signiﬁcance. This is reasonable as the ﬂux at the beam
line was assumed to be close to constant.
To ﬁnd the reﬂectivity proﬁles that corresponded to dynamic changes, a numerical diﬀerentiation was
then performed on the data shown in Figure 5.27. All the reﬂectivity proﬁles showing a shift in the
critical edge were ﬁtted with two Gaussians are marked in Figure 5.27 as the drying and the wetting
reﬂectivity proﬁles from Figure 5.26. These reﬂectivity proﬁles were then modelled, as detailed in the
next section.
5.4.3 Polyimide with metalised layer
Honeywell sputter deposit a metal layer of ∼ 5nm on top of the etched polyimide, which forms a porous
top electrode for their humidity sensors though which water permeates. Data acquired on a sample
prepared in a similar fashion to reﬂect the architecture of the sensors is studied in this section. Time
resolved neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles were collected to probe the dynamics of this system, alongside
static state NR proﬁles to understand the ﬁlm proﬁle at the extremes.
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Figure 5.28: An AFM scan of the polyimide with sputtered metal layer on top and the etched polyimide
on the same length scale.
Firstly, it should be noted that the metal coated polyimide is smoother than the etched polyimide layer,
which implies that the metal settles into the voids created by the etching; see the roughness diﬀerence
indicated in Figure 5.28. This is corroborated in Figure 5.29, which is a cross section (produced
using a FIB) of the ≈ 180nm sample, which is discussed in this section. The image shows signs of
metal implantation into the polymer layer. Again, TEM images have been used to inform the ﬁtting
procedure.
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Figure 5.29: A bright ﬁeld TEM image of the sample used in this section. The bulk polyimide is in
the middle with the silicon substrate in the top left hand corner.
Data Processing and Fitting The dynamic reﬂectivity proﬁles were prepared for ﬁtting as dis-
cussed in section 5.2.3. The data set shown in Figures 5.26 and 5.27 is discussed here. The anticipated
width of reﬂectivity fringes for a layer of 180nm is 0.0034 Å. In order to resolve these fringes a width
of the q bins of at least half this size were required. The highest value at which the fringes of 0.0034 Å
are resolvable is q ≈ 0.1A˚ according to Figure 5.9. Therefore, the reﬂectivity proﬁles were truncated
at high values of q as features are non-resolvable. The truncated spectra were then modelled.
To allow for changes in the SLD proﬁle within the bulk layer, the ﬁtted model was split into four giving
a total of six layers. This allowed the ﬁtting algorithm to be given suﬃcient mathematical possibilities
to allow for any non-intuitive absorption mechanisms. All the models presented in Figure 5.30 have
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χ2 < 1.2. The ﬁtted SLD models reveal a gentle gradient in the polymer density in a dry atmosphere,
shown in Figure 5.30.
Figure 5.30: Diagrams showing the density proﬁle of the polyimide and gold ﬁlms in a vapour atmo-
sphere. The proﬁles are vertically displaced by 1Å -2 , with the vapour saturated reﬂectivity proﬁle
overlayed next to each reﬂectivity proﬁle for reference. This data had been identiﬁed as wetting in
Figure 5.27. The corresponding ﬁts to the reﬂectivity proﬁle are in the appendix; Figure A.17.
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Figure 5.31: A diagram showing the density proﬁle in the polyimide ﬁlms, as the ﬁlm drys out.
The proﬁles are vertically displaced by 1−2. This data was identiﬁed as drying in Figure 5.27. The
corresponding ﬁts and reﬂectivity proﬁles are in the appendix; Figures A.18 and A.19.
Discussion
The 10s-30s dry-wet duty cycle, the results of which are shown in Figures 5.30 and 5.31, was designed
to allow the ﬁlm to wet and monitor the timescale and concentration proﬁles of the drying process. It
can be observed that the surface of the ﬁlm, which can be directly monitored by observing the critical
edge, appears to reach equilibrium state while wetting in about 1s, while the drying process takes
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longer. During the wetting process, Figure 5.30, the metal/skin surface appears to wet ﬁrst at 0.4s,
the bulk polymer layer then absorbs the vapour very fast having an approximately even distribution
thereafter. For the drying process, shown in Figure 5.31, the oxide retains vapour for an extended
period compared to the bulk
It is possible that asymmetry in the proﬁle, the metal/skin layer, is leading to diﬀerent wetting and
drying characteristics. To compare the drying and wetting on this time scale a complimentary set of
data was recorded. This data set consisted of a 10-30 seconds wet-dry cycle, although the statistics on
this data set are worse. The critical edge shift is shown in Figure 5.32. Comparing, Figures 5.27 and
5.32, the time scales of the shift in the critical edge look slower in Figure 5.32, however both data sets
present a ∆qz = 0.004 .
It is very diﬃcult to draw conclusions from the data as Figure 5.32 is very noisy. Additionally, the box
car averaging doesn t account for the cumulative eﬀect of repeated duty vapour cycles.
Figure 5.32: The shift in the critical edge of the 10s wet 30s dry dynamic spectra to compliment
the data presented in Figure 5.27. The statistics on the data set are very low and show a systematic
analysis is not possible.
Box Car averaging and Longer Time scales The critical edge reaches a steady state in the
dynamic proﬁles. However, the amplitude of the Fresnel fringes in the dynamic spectra do not reach
the extreme values shown in the equivalent static measurements. This is reﬂected in the modelled
SLDs.
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For the time resolved measurement the modelled proﬁles return a 4SLD = 0.15 ∗ 10−6a˚−2, was the
diﬀerence between the wet and dry proﬁles. This is a lower SLD diﬀerence than was observed between
the wet and dry static state reﬂectivity proﬁles for which 4SLD ≈ 0.2 ∗ 10−6a˚−2. This is not likely to
be a result of the cell atmosphere as the ﬂow rate of the inlet gas was monitored and controlled to be
6 to 7 litres of Nitrogen per minute into a volume ∼ 10cm3. The cell turn over time would therefore
be of the order of 100ms, faster than the time resolution between each spectra.
Figure 5.33 shows a comparison between two spectra; the box car averaged dry spectrum (marked
dry in ﬁgure 5.27), and the dry spectrum measured using the static measurement technique. The
critical edge is the same in both reﬂectivity proﬁles, however the reﬂectivity proﬁles show a varying
amplitude of the Fresnel fringes. Figure 5.33 implies that the ﬁlm does not fully reach a steady state
in the dynamic runs despite the critical edge shift reaching a steady state. As discussed in section 5.1,
the critical edge shift represents surface properties, while the Fresnel fringe amplitude is indicative of
contrast within the polymer.
Figure 5.33: A contrast between the dry static spectra measurement and the aggregate dry 10 dry -30
wet proﬁles shown in Figure 5.27 at similar ﬂow rates. Interestingly the critical edge is similar, yet the
amplitude of the fringes remains greater in the dynamic spectra, implying the ﬁlm is not fully dry in
the ten second time frame despite similar surface properties.
Figure 5.33 shows signiﬁcant diﬀerences in fringe amplitude at every R(qz) value implying that there
is some larger source of contrast in the polymer in the static state proﬁles, i.e. the bulk of polymer
retains some vapour. Therefore, it seems very credible that the polymer has not fully dried or wetted
in the cycles performed, despite the stable surface properties. Clearly, there are longer term eﬀects
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in the polymer which are not reﬂected in the extreme positions of the time resolved cycle as this is
averaged out using the box car technique.
Figure 5.34: Extreme points for the 10wet-30Dry cycle. The critical edges are shifted with respect to
each other but the fringes are the same indicating measurements deeper in the ﬁlm converge.
This is expected as the timescales of transport in this polymer, as characterised in Section 4.1, are
much longer than the duty cycles probed in this experiment. Therefore, the cumulative eﬀects of
cyclically wetting the polyimide as required by the box car averaging technique results in a skewed
reﬂectivity proﬁle in which extremes of behaviour are averaged out. The mean polymer vapour content
would continue to vary with each duty cycle.
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5.4.4 Concentration Proﬁles in a fast changing atmosphere
Figure 5.35: The summarised output of the 1sec wet/5sec dry dynamic reading in the cell. (a) All of
the reﬂectivity proﬁles, R(q), plotted. Each proﬁle corresponds to a 0.2s time bin within the 6sec duty
cycle. (b) An example of a Fourier ﬁltered reﬂectivity proﬁle and the ﬁt used to measure the thickness
of the ﬁlm. The ﬁtted reﬂectivity proﬁles shown correspond to the last 0.2s time bin in the duty cycle.
(c) The capacitive humidity sensor readout as a function of time though one duty cycle. (d) The
thickness deduced from each ﬁt to the proﬁles shown in (a) and ﬁtted in (b), plotted as a function of
time though the duty cycle. (e) The critical edge shift plotted as a function of time, measured from
the reﬂectivity proﬁles shown in (a). (f) The QCM readout plotted as a function of time though a
duty cycle.
The previous section demonstrated that time resolved NR proﬁles were not able to reliably elucidate
reﬂectivity proﬁles which involved a shift in contrast deep in the polyimide. In order to further
investigate the characteristics of the shorter time scales a dynamic proﬁle was acquired of 1sec wet
-5sec dry on the same sample discussed in the previous section. The critical edge shift for this proﬁle
is shown in Figure 5.36 along with the composite ﬁtted SLD proﬁles shown in Figure 5.37 and the
QCM measurements shown in Figure 5.35.
The short timescale and minimal amount to wetting in this duty cycle; 1second wet and 5 seconds dry,
should mean that despite the eﬀect of the averaging, which was discussed in the previous section, this
data set may some value in understanding water transport though a polymer/metal interface. This
would be achieved by carefully modelling both the shape and position of the critical edge while being
aware that each added duty cycle, while increasing the statistical signiﬁcance of the reﬂectivity proﬁle,
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also averages out the extremes of the ﬁlm behaviour.
Figure 5.36: Showing the shift in the critical edge from the run of 1-5, wet-dry, performed on the
180nm etched + 5nm Au sample. This can be compared to Figure 5.27 to show that the same critical
edge shift is achieved but the ﬁlm is not allowed to equilibrate in a wetted state. The black vertical
line does not have symmetry for the marked transition spectra.
Interestingly, the critical edge shift shown in Figure 5.36 appears to be approximately symmetric about
a centre point in time. Therefore, the MatLab script used to process the data was re-written in order
to divide the spectra into two; the aggregate of the dry spectra, and the transition spectra, as indicated
in Figure 5.36. The results of the ﬁtting procedure are shown in Figure 5.37.
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Figure 5.37: The concentration proﬁles shown for the data point marked in Figure 5.36 as transition.
Fits are shown in the appendix, Figures A.20 and A.21.
The best ﬁt SLD proﬁles of the ﬁrst transition spectra, taken at 0.4sec into the cycle, show a sharp
peak on the surface and a gradient in the bulk polymer layer, with little or no change from the dry
SLD proﬁle on the oxide layer deep into the ﬁlm. This concentration gradient is reduced in the next
spectra at 0.6sec, which shows a more even distribution in the bulk layer and the ingress of water into
the hydrophilic oxide layer.
Over the following spectra, taken 0.8-1.2sec into the cycle, the ﬁlm reaches an approximate stasis with
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the head space until the drying begins. The oxide layer is last to dry fully. Although the dynamic
spectra have a lower degree of certainty, due to the lower number of counts, a trend is clearly noticeable
for the response of the ﬁlm on fast time scales. Remarkably, within the bulk layer the SLD is close
uniform throughout a given duty cycle, showing that the transport in this layer is faster than can be
captured with 0.2s resolution.
5.5 Summary
This chapter outlined the use of neutron reﬂectivity to probe the transport properties in polyimide
thin ﬁlms. The rational for persuing neutron reﬂectivity was discussed for this investigation in sections
5.1. The application of neutron reﬂectivity for this system was shown with the aid of some simulated
reﬂectivity proﬁles. This outlined the requirements to develop equipment capable of pulsing vapour
into a neutron transparent, but vapour containing cell, in section 5.1.2. The construction of the
required equipment and samples for this project was recorded in section 5.2.
A series of measurements of the polyimide ﬁlms in a static atmosphere were then presented which
included key results about the structure of the polyimide ﬁlms. Firstly, the existence of a dense
polyimide skin layer, showing an asymmetry in the ﬁlm density. This was an important result as such
characteristics were indicated in Figure 4.4 and conﬁrmed in this section.
Next the impact of process steps on the ﬁlm SLD was discussed. The oxygen plasma etched ﬁlms were
shown to be denser than the other two ﬁlms, conﬁrming an earlier result and explaining the lower mass
uptake of plasma etched ﬁlm. SLD proﬁles acquired in a Deuterated atmosphere enabled the mass and
distribution of the vapour to be measured, with variations shown between diﬀerent ﬁlms; for example
plasma ﬁlms absorbed less vapour. This was maybe caused by either an increase in the density of the
ﬁlm or a change in the chemistry of plasma etched ﬁlms.
While these results were important, the oxide layer in the samples, which was shown to be thicker
than previously thought, may have impacted on the concentration proﬁle of the vapour and added to
the complexity of the modelling. In future experiments such a layer should the removed.
The behaviour of a ﬁlm prepared to reﬂect the properties of the commercial humidity sensor was then
studied as the environment oscillation between these two extremes was also explored as a function of
time. The reﬂectivity proﬁle stabilised with a time period on the order of seconds. However, there is
some indication, from the results presented in Chapter 5, that the mass ﬂux in this system varies on
longer timescales.
In the ﬁnal section of this chapter, the reﬂectometer in time of ﬂight mode to gain time resolved
concentration proﬁles of the ﬁlm. To achieve this, a degree of both standard and non-standard data
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post processing was required. The time resolution achieved was 200ms, much better than has been
achieved in previous studies [77], enabled by improvements in reﬂectometer technology. The dynamic
proﬁles showed that the mass transport of vapour in the bulk of the polymer was faster than the
time scales probed, with the metal skin layer delaying transport slightly. However, the use of box car
averaging was shown to obscure longer term changes in the polyimide.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter is divided into three parts, a very brief summary of the key ﬁndings from each chapter
& a discussion of the key conclusions, areas of future work, and an evaluation to place the results
presented into context.
6.1 Summary of Results
Chapter 3 showed the application of a common QCM based technique[70], which had previously been
applied to monitor sorbtion in other studies[97, 23], to be suitable as a test-bed to investigate polymer
behaviour without having to fabricate full devices (Figure 3.7). The correct model to interpret this data
was explored and the validity of the Sauerbrey equation[69] for this system was tested. Additionally,
it was shown that the dissipative properties of the polyimide ﬁlms can be probed by analysing the
impedance spectrum(as a function of freqency) of a coupled QCM close to resonance (Section 3.5),
which has also been shown by Parlak et al.[71]. The QCM showed that the dissipative properties of
the ﬁlms were a function of the annealing regime and the environmental humidity.
The density and mass uptake of vapour of these polyimide ﬁlms was measured as the environmental
humidity was cycled from low, to high, and back again to low humidities (Section 3.4). The hysteresis
eﬀect has been characterised as a material property, rather than a property of a particular device
architecture. Film annealing and etching procedures was shown to aﬀect the density and mass uptake
of the polyimide ﬁlms. Oxygen plasma etching was found to reduce the hysteresis & dissipation,
and increase the ﬁlm density in this polyimide. This density increase was conﬁrmed using neutron
reﬂectivity (Figure 5.19).
Capacitance measurements of polyimide thin ﬁlms spun onto interdigitated electrodes were performed
on fabricated devices (Section 3.6). The capacitance of such ﬁlms was shown to vary in a non-
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linear manner with mass uptake in the polyimide, which was expected from theory. This led to the
introduction of a proof of concept device, Capacitive QCM, capable of measuring both the capacitance,
and the mass of the same sensing element. Such a device may be useful to evaluate materials in the
future and to distinguish penetrant gases based on a capacitance to mass ratio.
Chapter 4 then discussed the time and length scales of the diﬀusion process. A Fickian analysis of
the data acquired in the previous chapter showed a thickness and treatment independent timescale
of diﬀusion (Section A.4). As a result, measurements of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient, which are normally
thickness independent, were shown to be a function of the ﬁlm thickness 4.4. Therefore it was concluded
that the rate limiting factor was not linked to diﬀusion through the bulk of the polymer, but may be
a function of surface layer which is a uniform feature on all samples.
Chemical processes which may contribute to mass transport timescales were also explored. ATR-
IR spectroscopy revealed a weak bonding interaction between the water vapour and the polyimide,
estimated to be of the order of 1KJ/mol. A model to represent this diﬀusion behaviour was explored,
but this requires further work to account for the diﬀusion of the material.
The length scales of mass transport were then explored using Permporometry and TEM to characterise
the common spatial frequencies in the polyimide (Section 4.3). It was inferred that particles of a similar
or smaller volume to water vapour were able to enter into the polyimide. This explained the selectivity
of the commercial humidity sensors, as water molecules are particularly small and polar when compared
to other molecules common in the atmosphere. No pore network was found and the diﬀusion occurs
on a molecular length scale.
Finally, Chapter 5 used neutron reﬂectivity to be an eﬀective method for mapping vapour concen-
trations in polyimide thin ﬁlms. Equipment, experimental setup, and data analysis to show the SLD
proﬁles of thin ﬁlms were discussed.
A dense polyimide skin layer was shown to be ubiquitous on all polyimide samples and no polymer
swelling was detected during the absorption process (Section 5.3). It is postulated that this dense
surface polyimide layer is the layer responsibly for setting the diﬀusion time scales as the vapour
moves faster through the bulk polymer than the surface layer.
Modelled SLD proﬁles were obtained by comparing the measured reﬂectivity curves to a hypothetical
sample to produce a modelled reﬂectivity curve and modelled SLD depth proﬁles. Therefore, the
veracity of the SLD depth proﬁles was dependent on the quality of the modelled reﬂectivity curve.
The Poisson noise on the reﬂectivity curves obtained was relatively low as the count time was, by
design, long enough to reduce the random noise to an acceptable level. The machine corrections were
performed using a well tested routine and so the reﬂectivity curves are of a high quality. The ﬁtting
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parameters were constrained by measurements using a host of other techniques such as TEM imaging
of samples. However, each ﬁt required many layers to model the reﬂectivity and so over-ﬁtting was a
concern, particularly on the thicker samples with a lower resolution for the equivalent feature size, and
due to the unusually thick oxide layer (Figure 5.13). Consequently, common features on all the SLD
ﬁtting proﬁles across a range of sample thicknesses are emphasised, with the notable common feature
being the highly dense skin layer on the surface of the polyimide.
The modelled reﬂectivity proﬁles allowed the impact of process steps on the density (SLD) proﬁle of
the thin ﬁlms. This allowed density variations between sample ﬁlms which had under gone diﬀerent
treatments were compared. The distribution of vapour in each of these ﬁlms was mapped in a high
vapour atmosphere. The SLD proﬁles obtained in a vapour rich environment showed an approximately
even distribution of vapour in the thin ﬁlm, with the surface having a higher and then an immediately
lower concentration when compared to the bulk.
Additionally, a reﬂectometer in time of ﬂight mode was used to gain time resolved density proﬁles
as the vapour atmosphere was switched between two extreme conditions, a very high and very low
humidity environment (Section 5.4). The time resolution achieved was 200ms, much better than has
been achieved in previous studies carried out by Glidel et al.[77]. To this author's knowledge, no
diﬀusion study has been carried out since improvements in reﬂectometer technology enabled such time
resolution[83]. Transport in the bulk of the polymer was found to occur on a time scale less than 200ms.
However, the averaging necessary to gain suﬃcient numbers of neutron counts to form a proﬁle was
found to obscure any long term eﬀects in the polyimide rendering; much of the time resolved data
which was acquired was of limited use.
Discussion
A variety of studies have investigated the transport of water vapour though polyimides, characterising
diﬀusion[168, 122, 120] and chemical properties[65, 127] of ﬁlms of various structures. However, these
studies have focused on thicker polyimide ﬁlms and little is known about how the received wisdom
applies to thin ﬁlms ( < 1µm), which are of increasing importance as the spatial dimension of devices
shrink.
The structure of thin polyimide ﬁlms as characterised using the SLD proﬁles (in Figure 5.12) provides
a good explanation for apparent variations of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient with sample thickness (Figure
4.4), which would otherwise be troubling. The SLD proﬁles imply two layers within a given polyimide
thin ﬁlm; a bulk layer and skin layer of thickness ∼ 5nm which is on the surface of all samples. As
the timescales of the diﬀusion are similar across a range of ﬁlm thicknesses (Figures 4.2 and 4.1), the
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rate limiting factor is thickness independent. This is evident from the consistency of the hypothetical
diﬀusion coeﬃcient of the skin layer Dsk which was similar on almost all measurements. Such a scheme
has been proposed previously in other works concerning diﬀusion within Polymers[52, 60] and has
been suggested as an explanation for the diﬀusion behaviour of various polyimides[30], but it has not
been demonstrated experimentally prior to this study. Additionally, it was shown that time resolved
neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles can be used to probe diﬀusion properties in polymer thin ﬁlms on with a
0.2s time resolution; however such experiments are of limited use when the timescales of diﬀusion are
much longer than the duty cycle used. A further attempt to use time resolved neutron reﬂectivity to
investigate water transport across the metal/polymer interface, similar to that of Honeywell's devices
was presented. However, again the box car averaging made it diﬃcult to draw any ﬁrm conclusions.
Surprisingly, oxygen plasma etching appeared to increase the density of the polyimide thin ﬁlm
(SLD proﬁle Figure 5.19), and the skin layer appears to shift into the ﬁlm. This density increase
in turn appears to have lowered the water uptake in the etched polyimide ﬁlms (Figure 3.16) and
apparently reduced the hysteresis as shown in Figure 3.18. The QCM measurements show a lower
dissipation in etched ﬁlms, corroborating measurements that showed an increased density in etched
thin ﬁlms. There are two possible explanations for the lower hysteresis; ﬁrstly, the increased density
leads to less free volume and less water uptake, so there are lower numbers of chemical bonds between
water-polyimide, or water-water molecules, in the sample. Alternatively, the electronegative oxygen
molecules from the plasma during etching partially compensate for the polar elements on the polymer
backbone; again resulting in a fewer bonding sites. Both of these explanations are not mutually
exclusive and assume that the hysteresis is a consequence of a diﬀerence in the activation energy of
chemical interactions taking place during the wetting and drying processes. The chemical bonding
between the (water-polyimide) was implied experimentally (by ATR FTIR - in Figure 4.6).
The diﬀusion was shown to be well characterised as Fickian, implying that the Deborah number
of the polyimide is either >>1 or <<1. Measurements of the dissipative properties of polyimide thin
ﬁlms(Figure 3.21) imply the ﬁlm is rigid and so the Deborah number would then seem to be >>1 i.e.
much more rigid than a ﬂuid (Figure 3.22) .
The raw mass readings of the polymer were hysteretic, implying that it is residual water in the polymer,
not a mechanical or electronic artefact causes the commercial sensors to present hysteresis. The ATR
FTIR experiments should be carried out in the thunder chamber to check if there is any correlation
between the hysteresis and the bonds which are active in such a case.
It is proposed that water ingresses into the polyimide with the timescale of this ingress set by the
diﬀusion properties of the skin layer. This is as Fick's law describes the mass transport into the
polymer well. However, after entering into the polymer water vapour undergoes a form of bonding,
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and the diﬀerence in energetics causes a slight hysteresis. The length scale of free volume in the
polyimide is implied to be ∼ 0.25 nm, implying that no large clusters of water can form. Hence, the
important bonds are most probably either, two water molecules bonding into a dimer, or water-polymer
backbone interactions. The plasma etched ﬁlm, with increased density and possible saturation of such
polar components of the backbone, exhibits a lower hysteresis.
6.2 Future Works
Several sections have discussed potential expansions of the work performed. Beyond what has already
been discussed, this section focuses on three investigations the nature of which is beyond repetition or
expansion of experiments which have already been discussed.
Time resolved Neutron Reﬂectivity and an in-situ ATR-FTIR as a hysteresis probe.
Neutron reﬂectivity has been used alongside in-situ ATR-FTIR measurements to gain simultaneous
chemical and density information on polymer samples[178, 179]. Combining the two measurements
would give complete indication of the interactions of the vapour and the relationship between the
chemical interactions and the mechanical transport.
The Neutron Reﬂectivity investigation presented was focused on the short time scale behaviour of the
polyimide. This was for two reasons; ﬁrstly, the importance of the longer term polymer behaviour
was not well understood at the time of the experiment and, consequently, single experiments lasting
several days did not seem like a good use of the limited reﬂectometer time. Secondly, the equipment to
produce a suﬃciently stable atmosphere to perform such measurements with conﬁdence was lacking.
Having understood the importance of the hysteresis eﬀect and having noted that the time of ﬂight
techniques obscure longer timescales, it would be desirable to perform the longer term humidity cycles
while data of the chemical and density (as a function of depth) of the polyimide-water system are
monitored.
A stable environment is possible as some commercial companies that produce cells designed for in-
situ optical microscopy with humidity and temperature controls have been capable of achieving the
stability required in a transportable cell [180]. Further investigation of the available systems is needed
to understand the suitability of such cells for neutron reﬂectivity. Alternatively, such a cell can be
developed.
The motivation for performing longer term experiments, such as the calibration proﬁles used during
the QCM investigations, on thin ﬁlms, while monitoring the reﬂectivity proﬁles, is to see the source
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of the Hysteresis. Neutron reﬂectivity proﬁles would be acquired as static proﬁles, without box car
averaging or repetitive cycles of the ﬁlm, as it is taken through a pseudo calibration proﬁle. This may
take some time as the ﬁlms would be required to be close to equilibrium before the NR measurement
could begin. It may be possible to run two experiments simultaneously.
The ﬁrst stage would be to perform ATR-FTIR measurements in the thunder chamber. Then to
develop or purchase a transportable cell which produces the same hysteresis results with QCM and
ATR-IR monitors. Neutron Reﬂectivity measurements can then be added to further enhance the work.
Dalgliesh et al.[78] has also discussed the possibility of mapping the diﬀusion in systems in three
dimensions which may be another interesting possibility, although not necessary for monitoring the
hysteresis.
Modelling and Computation.
Polyimide ﬁlms have been shown to be dense, and porous only to small gas molecules such as He
and H2O with no pore network. Transport occurs on a molecular level though the matrix in this
system. Simulations on other systems have had a degree of success when modelling water transport
and chemical interactions of the water with an absorbent polymer[62]. For polyimide, FloryHuggins
based models, which are well discussed by Hancock et al.[124] has shown promise[125, 167]. None of
these models have yet described the hysteresis which may result from modelling of the longer term
behaviour of the system.
Any such description would need to arise from molecular level considerations, as bonding is likely to
play a role. It may be possible to simulate such interactions with software packages (such as comsol) as
a time eﬃcient way of achieving such results. Such modelling may lead to an enhanced understanding
of the cause of the hysteresis when modelled behaviour is compared to experimental results.
A MEMs resonator to monitor the Dew Point.
The ability to detect condensation or dew point with a QCM by studying the shape of the impedance
proﬁle was noted during this investigation (see section 3.5).
The dew point is very well deﬁned as it is based on the triple point of water. Consequently, dew
point hygrometers are often used as the standard by which to calibrate humidity sensors. However,
traditionally, dew point hygrometers have been expensive due to the required laser and photodioides[5].
The setup of a conventional dew point hygrometer has been miniaturised into a MEMs device for
medical applications[13].
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Elsewhere, a peltier cooled QCM has been used to monitor the dew point using a Sauerbrey type
mass detection[23]. Here, a dew point hygrometer based on monitoring the impedance spectrum of a
MEMs piezoelectric resonator is proposed. Such a device would not require a full impedance sweep;
the impedance at a set frequency in the linear portion of the impedance spectrum (between f1 and f2)
of a well characterised resonator can be monitored. A polyimide layer placed between the environment
and the resonator can act as a gas ﬁltration membrane due to its good gas selectivity, as has been
shown during Permporometry experiments.
However, two (rather broad) patents from a start-up company Femtoscale Inc. covering the use of a
MEMs resonator to monitor dew points has been published in the middle of 2014[181, 14]. The design
shown implies a temperature closed loop feedback system, which alters the temperature to maintain a
constant thin ﬁlm of water vapour on a resonating element.
It may be possible to tailor a surface of a resonator to have an increased hydrophilicity (or other
aﬃnity to other vapours of interest), and then to heat up the sensing element to maintain a constant
vapour thin ﬁlm calibrating the devices in a range of humidities. This would eradicate the need to use
a Peltier based technique to cool the surface. A piezoelectric dew point measure would maintain the
measurement accuracy while decreasing the cost of devices signiﬁcantly; no such device is available in
the market place yet.
6.3 Evaluation
With the increased use of smart gadgets the demand for cost eﬀective accurate Humidity sensing has
increased signiﬁcantly[10]. Device engineers have successfully increased the accuracy and eﬃciency of
devices. Improvements of devices now stem from material level understanding of the sensing element.
Understanding the materials level behaviours in order to deﬁne the cause of phenomena such as hys-
teresis is a challenge with high levels of commercial opportunities. Therefore, one of the goals of this
study was to evaluate the interaction of water vapour in polyimide, the existing sensing material used
by Honeywell. This has been performed with the aid of two methods to evaluate materials; Neu-
tron Reﬂectivity and QCM. In both cases the limits of the techniques were pressed and developed
to characterise the transport properties of polyimide. These techniques have shown that the shorter
term behaviour of the sensors is not limited by the sensing material, in contrast to the longer term
behaviour. The QCM procedures outlined have provided Honeywell with a cost eﬀective method of
understanding the mass uptake properties of a range of materials and the possibility of expanding
measurements to probe a given material's mechanical properties. This fulﬁls one of the key goals of
this project; a cost eﬀective materials test bed. Additionally, the use of such techniques acts as a road
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map for such studies in which vapour transport in a given material is important.
Incremental improvements resulting from this study in the process and function of the humidity sensor
can lead to a signiﬁcant impact due to the size and scale of Honeywell's operation. Additionally, this





Here, some supplementary information is provided which is referred to in the main body of the text.
Although, this information is not required to understand the main conclusions, it is recorded for anyone
wishing to repeat the experiments and posterity.
A.1 Spin Coating polyimide Calibrations
Polyimide thin ﬁlms have been prepared throughout this study with standard spin casting techniques.
A range of thicknesses are required in this investigation, particularly in reﬂectivity experiments. There-
fore, at the beginning of this study spin conditions were calibrated to develop the knowledge required
to consistanly produce of the desired polyimide ﬁlms.
This section is divided into two parts; ﬁrstly the factors which can inﬂuence both the thickness and
other characteristics of polymer ﬁlms arising as a result of spin casting are discussed, and ﬁnally
calibration data is presented.
A.1.1 Spin coating Forces and factors
Spinning casting is a commonly used technique to prepare polymer thin ﬁlms. The polymer precursor
is the solution containing the polymer molecules in a solvent. This is prepared by the manufacturer
to produce a given thickness under a given set of conditions. Manufacturers can alter the thicknesses
produced by varying the viscosity of the precursor, and normally provide a spin calibration curve as
part of the speciﬁcations sheets.
In this study polyimide precursor was developed to produce a thickness of just over 1um at spin speed
of 5000RPM on standard 4 Si wafers meeting industry requirements.
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Firstly it is worth considering the forces relevant to spin casting. The centripetal force which drives
the solution to spread across the substrate. For a given particle of the solution on the substrate the
centripetal force is proportional to the distance away from the centre, r, described by F = mω2r where
F is the centripetal force, m is the mass of the particle, and ω is the angular velocity. The rate at
which the precursor is spread over the surface is determined by both the spin speed and viscosity of
the precursor. It is therefore important to place the solution in the middle of the substrate such that
an even coating is obtained. The boiling point of the solvent is of the order 80oC and therefore the
solvent will begin to evaporate at room temperature, altering the viscosity, and therefore the spinning
characteristics.
Figure A.1: A high resolution photograph of the polyimide solution spun onto small Silicon substrates
to illustrate the eﬀects of spinning to slowly leading to a ﬁlm with a variable thickness (a-c) and to
fast lead to a ﬁlm with artefacts of acceleration(f).
Figure A.1 shows photographs of the polyimide precursor obtained for use in this experiment spun
at diﬀerent speeds. Of the six images (a), (b) and (c) both show an uneven coating, while (f) shows
an oﬀ center dispension with too high an acceleration rate. In order to stop the acceleration being a




A series of dilute precursors have been produced with various ratios of precursor to solvent which was
observed to decrease the viscosity of the precursor. These solutions have then been spun onto a silicon
substrate. Measured of the thickness of the layer have been performed with the following procedure;
 The solvent and precursor were measured out in beakers to the relevant ratio. Both were added
to a glass bottle and sonicated for 10 minutes to ensure an even mix.
 The substrate was placed inside a beaker ﬁlled with Acetone and associated for 5 minutes. This
was repeated for isopropyl alcohol, IPA.
 The substrate was then dried using a Nitrogen gun, taking care to move from one side of the
substrate to the other.
 The solution was placed into a pipette. The substrate was then placed in the center of the spin
coater and given one ﬁnal gust of Nitrogen. The contents of the pipette were then emptied onto
the substrate in the centre.
 The ﬁlm was spun using the relevant solution at 500RPM for 5 seconds, followed by a 60second
spin at the ﬁnal spin speed.
 The ﬁlms were then transferred to an oven held at 80oC, the solvent boiling point, and cured for
2hrs to drive oﬀ the majority of the solvent. This would be referred to as the soft cure.
 A razor blade was then used to scratch down to the substrate, using a height measurement taken
using a Veeco DekTak 6M Height Proﬁle.
 The ﬁlms could then be cured closer the glass transition temperature for the polyimide in what is
referred to as the hard cure. This was performed in Nitrogen environment using an 16 hour heat-
ing cycle, ramp peaking at 400oC. The Nitrogen environment was necessary to lower oxidation
eﬀects. A thickness measurement was then performed once again.
The results of such hard cured measurements are presented in Figure A.2 that shows a reduction in
the thickness with an increase in the solvent and spin speed. A range of dilute precursor, produced
by mixing the polyimide precursor with the additional solvent, was obtained separately. This allowed
a decrease in the viscosity of the polyimide thin ﬁlms to produce thinner ﬁlms. Eﬀort was taken to
ensure that the DekTak measurements where valid on the thinnest ﬁlms where they had been shown
to correlate.
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Figure A.2: Various photographs of 4 silicon wafers with diﬀerent polyimide solutions spun. From
top to bottom the concentration of the polyimide precursor to the solvent by volume is decreased,
shown on the left hand side as a ratio. From left to right the spin speed is increased shown at the top
in rotations per minute.
It should be noted that when illuminated by white light the colour of the ﬁlm on silicon corresponds
to a thickness diﬀerence due to interference eﬀects. This is a useful method of evaluating thickness
and consistency of ﬁlms when a quick estimation of of a given sample is required.
Furthermore, no there is no obvious change in the thickness for ﬁlms having undergone a hard cure.
This will be explored further in investigations concerning the eﬀect that curing has on polyimide ﬁlms.
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A.2 Roughness probed with AFM
Figure A.3: AFM scan showing witness sample showing two spatial frequencies of roughness of the
soft cured polyimide. This illustrates that the NR thickness measurement cannot be compared to local
AFM thickness measurements.
A.3 Evidence of polyimide Charging
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Figure A.4: Polyimide on the Quartz Crystals charges acts like an electron mirror to show the SEM
from the point of view of a sample.
A.4 Diﬀusion coeﬃcient Measurements
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Figure A.5: Measurements of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient for a ≈ 1µm thick ﬁlm which has been soft cured.
The hypothetical skin diﬀusion coeﬃcient is constant.
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Figure A.6: Measurements of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient for a ≈ 1µm thick ﬁlm which has been Hard
cured. The 75-95%rh pont had less time to reach equilibrim and so M∞ used for this plot is not
accurate. The hypothetical skin diﬀusion coeﬃcient is constant.
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A.5 QCM sweep measurements
Figure A.7: Showing the ﬁtted phase shift for a crystal. The ﬁtting algorithm was suﬃciently robust
to ﬁnd the resonance peak at the extremes of the frequency range.
Figure A.8: Impedance sweeps using the Picoscope and the MatLab script. A single crystal is was
measured when unloaded, after spinning and curing of the polyimide ﬁlm.
A.6 QCM: A test bed for materials
QCM has been used to probe various materials for their sorption and dissipative properties. This
was for a variety of reasons such as providing contrast with the polyimide QCM measurements, and
to demonstrate QCM as a viable material test bed for industrial purposes. Therefore, in this section
measurements from a selection of materials are presented for posterity.
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Polypyrrole
Polypyrrole is a conducting polymer[182] which is easily integrated into CMOS methods[183]. It has
been previously utilised as the sensing element in resistive gas sensors[118, 119, 183] and so has the
ability to absorb ambient gases. However, its hysteresis and absorption characteristics for water vapour
have not been characterised to a high degree of accuracy. Polypyrrole, purchased from Sigma Alrdrich
in a water solution, was deposited on a QCM using standard spin casting methods and placed into an
oven at 90oC for 60 minutes to drive oﬀ the aqueous solvent. A ﬁlm mass of 43960ng at 12%rh was
measured. A standard calibration proﬁle was acquired on the resulting crystal with an assessment of
the dissipative properties over a range of humidities.
Figure A.9: The analysis of Polypyrrole assuming a density 1.48[182]. The top line shows the mass
analysis, (a) hysteresis loop and (b) the hysteresis residuals. The bottom line is to investigate the
dissipative properties; (c) as a function of time, and (d) as function of humidity.
The mass of water absorbed by the polypyrrole sample is approximately1100ng over a calibration cycle,
shown in Figure A.9. This is comparable to that of the hard cured polyimide sample with a ﬁlm mass
37962ng which absorbed 1135ng. However, the hysteresis is much higher with, the loop area/mass of
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water absorbed at 2.12, when compared to the polyimide ﬁlms of a similar thickness which gave 0.5-1.
This is reﬂected in the two graphs which show the dissipation of the polypyrrole thin ﬁlm in Figure
A.9(c) and (d), which exhibit a great deal of hysteresis.
The induced volume changes of polypyrrole have been well studied elsewhere[184, 183] and it can
assumed that the observed eﬀect is a consequence of such a phenomenon, a hysteretic dissipation.
This indicates that the material properties play a signiﬁcant role in the hysteresis beyond the simple
model of more water resulting in more hysteresis. In this case, the known mechanical swelling of
Polypyrrole when absorbing a solvent correlates with a high hysteresis.
Zirconium Oxide
Both industry and academia have used a various materials as a sensing element in capacitive humidity
sensors. Metal oxides [185], including zirconium oxide, ZrOx, are commonly deployed as a sensing
layer[186, 187].
Therefore, a ZrOx layer was deposited at room temperature with 30mTor of oxygen by Pulsed Laser
Deposition, PLD, over the centre electrode of the QCM with the edges masked. The interest in this
project is due to the vastly diﬀerent mechanical properties of a thin ZrOx layer when compared to a
polymer layer. It is anticipated that, as a rigid layer, the dissipation in zirconium oxide will contrast
with the polypyrrole presented in the last section.
Figure A.10: The latter half of a calibration cycle of Zirconium Oxide; (a) mass and (b) ∆ (f2 − f1)
showing the dissipative characteristics.
Due to an electronic issue with the QCM box, the ﬁrst half of this calibration cycle is not available
for presentation. However, the latter half is shown in Figure A.10. A thickness estimate based on the
assumed density of ZnO2 as 5.68 g/cm³, gives a ﬁlm of 138nm.
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The total mass of water absorbed between 12%rh and 95%rh is approximately 600ng, much greater
than a polyimide ﬁlm of similar thickness in the same cycle which absorbed approximately 130ng. The
dissipation measure, ∆ (f2 − f1) = 50hz, about twice that of a polyimide ﬁlm of a similar thickness
as shown in Figure 3.20. This is as expected due to the increased density, and hence the mass
(MZnO = 18812ng), of this layer when compared to polyimide is (MPI = 4113ng). The coupling of the
viscosity and density parameters make it hard to quantitatively compare the two ﬁlms. Qualitatively
however, Figure A.10(b) shows no systematic change at lower humidities and appears noisy, which
contrasts with readings on the polyimide where the dissipation parameter scales with humidity. At
higher humidities Figure A.10 (b) does show some dependence of the dissipation properties on humidity,
this is attributed to condensation. This demonstrates the use of the QCM to probe the stability of
materials in various environments, although further readings of the higher harmonics of the crystal are
required to be quantitative.
Polyimides
As discussed in section 1.3, polyimide refers to a broad group of materials with a common imide
monomer to make up the backbone. To investigate the inﬂuence of the speciﬁc chemistry, two poly-
imides were purchased from HD micro systems, PI 2555 and PI 2610. Crystals were produced with a
target thickness of ≈ 1µm by diluting the original precursor, and both crystals were soft cured.
The calibration proﬁle shows a water uptake by weight from 12%rh to 95%rh of 2.8%, and 1.3% for
the PI 2555 and PI 2610 respectively, as shown in Figures A.11 and A.12. This is less that the soft
cured polyimide at 4%, which has been used in this investigation. Both crystals exhibited hysteresis
characteristics and appeared to show a hysteric humidity dependent dissipation.
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Figure A.11: The analysis of polyimide 2555, assuming a density 1.42. The top line shows (a) the
mass hysteresis loop and (b) hysteresis residuals. The bottom line is to investigate the viscoelastic
properties; (c) as a function of time, and (d) as function of humidity.
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Figure A.12: The analysis of polyimide 2610 assuming a density 1.42. (a) The mass hysteresis loop
(b) residuals of the ﬁtted line on the right. The bottom line is to investigate the viscoelastic properties;
(c) as a function of time, and (d) as function of humidity (right).
Table A.1 summarises the ﬁndings of the QCM investigation into various materials. The hysteresis
loop area/ﬁlm mass ratio is shown to present hysteresis varied in both materials. .
Material Film Mass (ng) Water Uptake (%) hysteresis/Film Mass (%) Mean ∆ (f2 − f1)
Polypyrrole 43960 2.6 5.5 371
Zirconium Oxide 10921 5.9 n/a 2050
PI 2555 8654 2.8 15 464
PI 2610 31430 1.3 5.8 351
Polyimide (Soft) 39162 3.7 3.7 293
Polyimide (Hard) 37862 3 6.4 364
Polyimide (Plasma) 37968 2.7 3.5 498
Table A.1: A table to compare the QCM reading from various materials. Water uptake is shown by
weight and the hysteresis loop/ﬁlm mass is also given.
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Preliminary readings show the hysteresis to be very high in PI 2555 (Figure A.11(a)). Alongside a
higher hysteresis, PI 2555 also shows a more constant dissipation level when compared to the other
polyimides (Figure A.11(c)). This conﬁrms that the hysteresis is a function of the speciﬁc material
chemistry and that the water transport properties of diﬀerent polyimides can vary. It would be of
interest to measure the dielectric properties of these polyimides along the mass uptake, to understand
how the materials dielectric properties and mass hysteresis relate, as both are inﬂuenced by the polarity
of the molecules in the material.
Summary
The mean ∆ (f2 − f1) has registered the signiﬁcantly diﬀerent material properties of the ZnOx as
compared to the other materials. Additionally, the neutron SLD proﬁles indicated that bulk soft
cured polyimide was of lower density than the hard cured polyimide with the plasma etched being the
most dense, ∆ (f2 − f1), which is linked to the mechanical properties which follows the same pattern.
The water transport properties of each of these materials have been successfully measured using the
QCM technique and the dissipation indicated. More work is required to link the∆ (f2 − f1) measure-
ments to the mechanical properties of the ﬁlm quantitatively. QCM has shown itself to be a good
technique to evaluate two of the most important factors in choosing a sense element material; the
mechanical properties, qualitatively, and absorption characteristics, quantitatively.
A.7 Raman Spectroscopy to Probe Polyimide-Water Interac-
tions
Permporometry and TEM revealed likely molecular length scales of the water transport within the
polyimide. Previous chapters discussed the measurement of timescales of transport. However, factors
determining those timescales include the degree of chemical interaction between the penetrant and the
thin ﬁlm. Therefore, a technique to probe extent to which water vapour impacts on the molecular
vibrational modes of the polymer may contribute to how freely the water vapour can move within the
polymer, and hence the diﬀusion rate.
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Figure A.13: The experimental setup for the Raman microscope showing the chamber and the water
contol equipment.
Raman spectroscopy utilises the inelastic scattering of monochromatic light[42]. The laser light in-
teracts with excitations in the system, such as molecular vibrations, which results in the energy shift
of the laser photons. The shift in energy corresponds to activated vibrational modes in the samples.
Here the polyimide on silicon samples were illuminated with a green (514nm) laser beam in a Renishaw
InVia Raman microscope. Light from the illuminated spot was collected and elastic scattered radiation
was ﬁltered out, leaving the rest of the collected light dispersed onto a detector.
The resulting spectra gives a map of the various molecular vibrations in the system. By performing
this experiment in a nitrogen atmosphere, and in the presence of water vapour, any chemical bonding
between the water vapour and the polyimide should act to change the energetics of the molecular
vibration mode, leading to a shift in the Raman spectra. Here a humidity and temperature stage
with an optically transparent window from LiNKAM Scientiﬁc Instruments was used in the Raman
microscope to provide the atmospheric control required as shown in Figure A.13.
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Figure A.14: The Raman spectra of soft cured polyimide in a dry state. Peaks we assigned by
comparison with the work of Gu et al.[188]
Figure A.15: The C=O peak shown from ﬁlm in both a dry and humid state for etched and non-etched
ﬁlms.
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The ﬁnger print region, so called as it allows the material to be identiﬁed from the vibrational spectra
of the polyimide is shown in Figure A.14. The common vibrational modes for polyimide are marked,
with a particular interest in the polar carbonyl, C=O, peak as IR spectroscopy studies have shown it
to interact with the polar water molecule[38].
The carbonyl peak shown in Figure A.15, shows no appreciable shift in the features of the spectra
when observed between the wet and dry state. This shows little or no change in the vibrational modes
of the polyimide in the presence of water vapour on the scale of tens cm−1. However, if the interaction
is very weak the number of counts may be too low to notice a subtle change in the spectra, and
therefore diﬀerence spectroscopy in which a diﬀerence spectra is displayed, may be better to observe
this interaction. This is presented in the next subsection.
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A.8 Bright Field image of Neutron 150nm Hard Cured Neutron
Sample
Figure A.16: Bright ﬁeld TEM image of the 150nm neutron sample. Shows an ordered silicon
substrate with two amorphous materials on top which can be distinguished by the marked change in
spatial frequency.
A.9 Time Resolved SLD Proﬁle ﬁt
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Figure A.17: Corresponding to Figure 5.30.
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Figure A.18: Corresponding to Figure 5.31.
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Figure A.19: Corresponding to Figure 5.31.
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Figure A.20: Corresponding to Figure 5.37.
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Figure A.21: Corresponding to Figure 5.37.
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